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Residual feed intake (RFI) is being used to replace traditional measures of feed efficiency due to 

improved accuracy for determining production efficiency for cattle in a selection program. The 

research examined the effects of RFI classification (determined in the grower phase using a 

common diet) and diverse management regimens (using metabolic modifiers (implants, beta 

agonists) applied in the finisher phase) on growth performance, carcass characteristics and meat 

quality for 156 Angus x Simmental steers. RFI determined in the grower phase did not always 

predict RFI accurately for the finisher phase.  Metabolic modifiers did not affect RFI classification 

within a production phase or RFI classification across production phases. Metabolic modifiers 

increased carcass leanness and decreased meat tenderness. RFI may be a valuable tool for 

selecting feed efficient animals, but there may be a reduction in longissimus tenderness 

depending on the type of metabolic modifiers used.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The North American beef industry faces many challenges allowing for opportunities to 

create innovative solutions. Beef production is one of the most energy inefficient livestock 

production systems because cattle have greater maintenance energy requirements, longer life 

cycles, and require more feed per unit of meat produced than other food animals such as broiler 

chickens, laying hens and pigs. Feed costs are rising and this is exerting pressure on the beef 

industry to find ways to remain competitive. The increase in environmental concerns for beef 

production puts emphasis on reducing the amount of inputs to reduce the impact from emissions. 

The beef industry uses a large variety of cattle breeds and crossbreeds creating challenges with 

comparing performances and beef traits with such diverse genetics. Additionally, the beef 

industry is very segmented which makes it difficult to create solutions and impose change that 

benefits each segment. Methods for improving feed efficiency at a genetic level would be 

advantageous as it is a solution for these challenges.  

Feed efficiency is typically defined as the ratio between body weight gains (G) and feed 

inputs (F), and is known as G:F. This is a ratio trait and is fairly simple to use in industry as it 

can be evaluated using large groups of cattle. However, the accuracy of this method is 

questionable as it may not represent the true feed efficiency of individual animals, as determined 

by individual animal variation in metabolism, which can make it difficult to compare cattle 

across the various segments of the beef industry. A beef steer with low gains and low feed 

intakes will have a similar ratio to a beef steer with high gains and high intakes, despite potential 

animal-to-animal differences in genetics, environmental impact, and metabolism. Also, ratio 

measures such as G:F are strongly correlated with its component traits used to measure it (Arthur 

et al., 2001; Berry, 2008). G:F for example is strongly related to body size, appetite and growth 
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rate, and breeding for this trait will also indirectly select for undesired traits such as large mature 

size and large intakes (Berry, 2008). A linear index trait is preferred for use in genetic 

evaluations because it places a predetermined amount of selection pressure on the traits of 

interest, which results in a predictable amount of genetic change (Gunsett, 1984; Arthur et al., 

2001). Residual feed intake (RFI) is an index based trait, being used to replace traditional 

measures of feed efficiency. It is described as the residual portion of an individual animal’s 

intake based on the difference between expected  dry matter intake based on linear projection  

and actual dry matter intakes by the individual animal (Koch et al., 1963). RFI is calculated 

using a regression analysis of dry matter intake on average daily gain corrected for mid-test 

period metabolic body weight. RFI is not correlated with the phenotypic traits used to measure it; 

this allows for comparison among animals in different stages of production (Arthur et al., 2001; 

Arthur and Herd, 2008; Berry, 2008). RFI is considered a more biologically accurate measure of 

feed efficiency than G:F and has been found to be moderately heritable, giving it potential to be 

used in breeding objectives in beef herds (Richardson et al., 1998; Arthur et al., 2001; Berry, 

2008).  It is not practical to calculate RFI at the farm level, as most farm operations do not have 

the technology to calculate individual animal feed intake. Therefore, if RFI is to be used in 

industry, it must be done in breeding programs to select breeding stock that will produce more 

feed efficient progeny. There is potential to develop genetic markers for efficient low RFI 

animals using DNA tests. However, it is important to thoroughly research all aspects of RFI prior 

to making genetic selections. This includes the need to determine when is the best time to 

identify efficient RFI cattle. This involves investigating if RFI classification changes across 

different production phases in feedlot cattle. In addition, it is very important to investigate if 

there is any interaction of RFI with various management strategies currently used in the beef 
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industry on growth performance, carcass quality and beef quality traits. This includes growth 

performance traits (average daily gain, dry matter intake, gain to feed ratio), carcass traits (hot 

carcass weight, back fat thickness, marbling, lean meat yield, carcass composition), and meat 

quality traits (shear force, cook loss, pH, colour, eating quality of beef). If RFI does not correlate 

with detrimental effects on performance, carcass traits and meat quality, it has the potential to be 

an excellent tool for the beef industry to reduce inputs while still maintaining the same level of 

outputs.  

Another tool that is currently being used in the North American beef industry is 

metabolic modifiers. These are products that are designed to change the metabolism or 

physiology of cattle to promote efficiency of production (Dikeman, 2007). Metabolic modifiers 

are available in one of two forms for the beef industry: hormone implants or beta adrenergic 

agonists. Implants are placed in the ear and release natural and/or synthetic hormone to improve 

average daily gain, feed efficiency, and increase the amount of saleable meat yield (Dikeman, 

2007). Implants improve growth performance by impacting the hormone status of the animal 

(Trenkle, 1997; Montgomery et al., 2001). Beta adrenergic agonists (β-AA) are organic 

compounds known as phenethanolamines, and are used as a feed additive in feedlot diets to 

repartition ingested energy from laying down adipose tissue to favour protein deposition. It is 

widely accepted that β-AA increase muscle protein synthesis, decrease protein degradation, 

promote lipid degradation (lipolysis) and prevent lipid deposition (lipogenesis) in beef cattle  

(Mersmann, 1998; Dunshea et al., 2005). Despite positive effects on efficiency of production, the 

literature has suggested that beef quality can be deleteriously affected by use of certain 

management regimen strategies based on use of metabolic modifiers (Nichols et al., 2002; Baxa 

et al., 2010; Garmyn et al., 2014).  Management regimen strategies may differ by various implant 
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products, number implants used, and administering β-AA, which can all result in different effects 

on marbling (intramuscular fat deposition) and tenderness beef  (Nichols et al., 2002; Jurie et al., 

2007; Hilton et al., 2009; Leheska et al., 2009; Garmyn et al., 2014) . Marbling contributes to 

quality grades and improved eating quality and  tenderness is considered the most important trait 

that influences a consumer's eating experience when consuming beef (Nichols et al., 2002; Jurie 

et al., 2007; Hilton et al., 2009; Leheska et al., 2009; Garmyn et al., 2014). Since it is well 

documented that metabolic modifiers can influence feed efficiency measures such as G:F, it is 

important to investigate if they can influence RFI classification and RFI classification changes 

across test periods.  

Reducing the amount of inputs for beef producers is crucial to deal with high feed costs 

and reduce environmental impacts. RFI has the potential to allow the industry to breed for feed 

efficient cattle in all phases of production without producing undesirable traits including 

excessive bodyweights and feed intakes. Understanding the relationships between RFI and 

carcass and meat quality traits are crucial to ensure that the profitability and eating quality of 

beef cattle are not negatively impacted. It is also very important to understand how RFI may 

change or interact with the use of different metabolic modifiers applied as management 

regimens. The objectives of this study were to: 1) determine the interaction of RFI classification 

in the growing phase and management strategy in the finishing phase on growth performance, 

carcass quality and beef quality; 2) evaluate if various growth promoting strategies affect RFI 

classification during finishing; and 3) determine if it matters when you assess RFI (growing vs. 

finishing phases of production) for predicting overall RFI for beef production.  
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

For agricultural livestock production, the majority of operational costs are attributed to feed. 

The cost of feedstuffs for agricultural animals is increasing and is causing additional pressure on 

producers to maintain and ensure profitability of their operations. The beef industry has many 

specific challenges that it must address. One challenge in particular is working with a segmented 

production chain. This means that by the time beef products reach the consumer, the animals 

used to produce those products were most likely raised under several different management 

programs. The different segments include but are not limited to cow-calf operations, 

backgrounding for growing cattle, and feedlots for finishing cattle. Each of these segments will 

have different production goals, management styles and different ambitions, which can cause 

short-sightedness in producers. It may be difficult to make changes to the industry that benefits 

each segment of beef production. Additionally, breeding programs need to produce cattle that 

will excel in each segment, which can be very challenging. There is a need to develop 

measurable traits that are applicable across all segments. Another challenge in the beef industry 

is trying to address the rising concerns about the environmental impacts of beef production, in 

terms of manure and methane production from animals. Improving production efficiency in beef 

cattle is important because it is considered a very inefficient process since only approximately 

5% of total life cycle dietary energy intake is used for protein deposition or muscle building, as 

compared to poultry and pork production which are more efficient at 22% and 14%, respectively 

Ritchie (2000). In recent years, beef cattle breeding programs have focussed on producing faster 
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growing and leaner animals (Berry, 2008). Unfortunately, selection for these traits has also 

produced animals with larger mature size and larger appetites, which have a negative effect on 

production efficiency and profitability (Berry, 2008). It has been well documented that cattle 

with increased feed consumption have greater manure and methane production (Nkrumah et al., 

2004; Hegarty et al., 2007). All of these factors combined have created a demand to improve the 

efficiency of agricultural practices for beef production. Improved efficiencies will reduce inputs 

while maintaining or increasing outputs. Improving beef production efficiencies can be achieved 

in a variety of ways.  

One strategy is to improve the efficiency of beef cattle on a whole animal basis, by reducing 

the amount of feed inputs required to increase or maintain the same level of production, which 

can be expressed as weight gains, growth rates, or lean muscle yield.  When measuring how 

much feed in required to reach certain levels of outputs (i.e. gains), it is known as feed 

efficiency.  Research on the improved utilization of feed, or feed efficiency, has greatly 

increased in the past decade (Berry, 2008). Another strategy is to impose different management 

regimens on beef production systems to make operations more efficient and profitable. 

Management regimens can include but are not limited to using by-products for animal feed, 

developing optimal pastoral systems, nutrition management, breeding programs to produce 

certain favourable phenotypes and using growth promotants. Metabolic modifiers are currently 

used in management regimens for the North American beef industry. Metabolic modifiers can be 

defined as products that are either implanted or fed that alter the physiology and metabolism of 

animals in specific ways to improve efficiency of production (Dikeman, 2007).  
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2.2 FEED EFFICIENCY 

There are 3 primary growth performance traits (average daily gain, dry matter intake, feed 

efficiency) that beef producers are concerned within their operations.  Average daily gain (ADG) 

is the amount of body weight that the animals gains per day; this trait will influence time to 

market and the costs (feed, housing, veterinary, interest) of production which will affect 

profitability.  Dry matter intake is the amount of feed that an animal consumes per day with the 

quality and quantity of feed consumed affecting ADG and ultimate profitability.  Feed efficiency 

is the utilization of feed, and is typically measured as the amount of feed (F) required per unit of 

gain (G), known as feed to gain (F:G), or its inverse, gain to feed (G:F), which is defined as 

ADG divided by dry matter intake (DMI) (Berry, 2008).  This trait measures how efficient the 

feed is being used by the animal for producing body weight gains and will have a major 

influence on the operation’s profitability. The rate at which cattle convert dry matter intake 

(DMI) to average daily gains (ADG) can be a good indicator of net profits for feedlot producers. 

It is advantageous to identify the most accurate measure utilization of feed in beef cattle, and 

find ways to maximize this important trait. This is why feed efficiency has become an important 

goal in beef cattle research. Improved efficiency of converting feed into saleable meat will not 

only allow producers to improve profitability, but also reduce environmental pollution with 

fewer inputs and shorter times to reach market weight. It has been estimated that a 5% 

improvement in feed efficiency in growing beef cattle has a four-times greater economic impact 

when compared to a 5% increase in average daily gain (ADG) (Gibb and McAllister, 1999). 

 Feed efficiency in cattle is a major focus of beef research efforts world-wide because there is 

a need to define this trait so that there is consistency across industry and researchers. Feed 

efficiency should be a trait that can be controlled genetically, is consistent among producers and 
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researchers, highly accurate, applicable across the various segments of the beef industry, and 

easy to calculate and interpret for producers. As previously stated, feed efficiency is measured as 

F:G or  its inverse, gain to feed (G:F). These two measures of feed efficiency are ratio traits that 

are dimension-less and unit-less. An animal with a high F:G ratio (low G:F ratio) is inefficient 

when compared to an animal with a low F:G ratio (high G:F ratio)  because it takes more feed 

inputs to gain the same amount of weight. This ratio trait may be fairly simple to calculate and 

use in industry; however it may not be the most accurate or the best way to measure feed 

efficiency in beef steers. This very basic calculation may not represent the true feed efficiency of 

individual animals, as determined by their unique metabolism, which can make it difficult to 

compare cattle across the various segments of the beef industry. For example, two steers can 

have similar F:G, even if they exhibit large differences in feed intake, as long as their gains are 

relative to their intakes. A steer may have small gains but consumes low amounts of dry matter 

(DM). This steer may be considered efficient but will most likely take a long time to finish 

before being marketed which can increase overhead costs (housing, veterinary, interest) and in 

the long run may not be profitable to feed.  This steer can have a similar F:G as a steer with 

much greater ADG and DMI values. This latter steer may also be considered efficient but will 

most likely be more profitable as it will take a shorter time to finish before being marketed which 

will decrease overhead costs (housing, veterinary, interest).  Additionally, if the DMI for a given 

steer increases due to diet changes that affect palatability, digestibility, and(or) rate of passage, 

the F:G will change, despite the fact the animal’s genetics has not. If the animal’s growth rate 

changes with the increase in DMI, the F:G may remain the same. Therefore, the F:G may not be 

an accurate biological model for feed efficiency and this can present a problem when trying to 

identify efficient steers.  
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Additionally, limitations of using F:G exist because it has poor genetic merit, due to the 

nature of ratio traits (Gunsett, 1984). Due to the unpredictable nature of input costs, there has 

been a major focus on selecting beef cattle to breed for improved feed efficiency and/or traits 

that will improve feed efficiency. Beef breed associations are able to calculate expected progeny 

differences (EPD) for various traits that will increase production outputs and therefore increase 

returns to producers. There are many problems when using ratio traits such as F:G for breeding 

purposes. Ratio measures are strongly correlated with its component traits (Arthur et al., 2001a; 

Berry, 2008). F:G for example is strongly related to body size, appetite and growth rate (Berry, 

2008). This is a rational correlation because the ratio trait is measured using the same attributes it 

is correlated to. Using ratio traits in breeding objectives therefore complicates predicted genetic 

responses because of antagonistic correlations with either trait used to calculate the ratio trait and 

the desired outcome. This unpredictable outcome is due to the disproportionate fashion by which 

selection pressure is exerted on the components traits (Arthur et al., 2001a; Berry, 2008). In 

contrast, a linear index trait places a predetermined amount of selection pressure on the traits of 

interest, which results in a predictable amount of genetic change (Gunsett, 1984; Arthur et al., 

2001a). Linear type traits used for genetic evaluations incorporate a multi-trait analysis which 

increases the accuracy of the evaluations. It does this by considering the genetic correlations of 

the given linear trait with all other linear traits. Gunsett (1984) compared efficiency of direct 

selection for a two-component trait with a linear index trait derived from the same two 

components. It was concluded that use of a linear trait increases selection responses as compared 

with direct selection on the ratio trait (Gunsett, 1984). Feed efficiency can be evaluated using a 

linear index trait known as residual feed intake (RFI).  
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2.3 RESIDUAL FEED INTAKE 

Research shows promise for this newer measure of feed efficiency, known as residual feed 

intake (RFI) (Berry, 2008). Residual feed intake can be defined as the difference between an 

individual animal’s actual feed intake and expected feed intake, which is calculated based on 

maintenance requirements and body weight gains over a specific period of time.  RFI was first 

examined by Koch et al. (1963) using 1324 individually fed bull and heifer calves from 3 

different research stations. Data collection consisted of weight gains and feed intakes, recorded 

for each animal and summarized at 28 day intervals. Koch et al. (1963) examined the genetic and 

phenotypic variation and covariation among feed efficiency, gains and feed consumption. Feed 

efficiency was measured in 3 different ways: (1) feed consumption adjusted for differences in 

gain or RFI; (2) gain adjusted for differences in feed consumption or residual gain (RG); and (3) 

feed to gain ratio (F:G). The first method was the original measure for residual feed intake. This 

method separates feed intake into two components: feed intake for gains and a residual portion, 

which is the difference in actual feed intake by the animal and expected intakes based  body 

weight and body weight gains. This difference in feed intake is known as residual feed intake 

(RFI). Therefore, cattle with a low RFI are considered highly efficient animals and will grow at 

similar or faster rates than cattle with a high RFI but with lower feed intakes than high RFI 

cattle.  The resultant feed efficiency figure is expressed as a – or + residual, where a negative 

RFI (RFI
-
) animal is considered efficient while positive RFI (RFI

+
) animal is inefficient. RFI

-
 

cattle are known as low RFI (LRFI) cattle while RFI
+
 cattle are known as high RFI (HRFI). This 

net feed efficiency takes advantage of individual animal variations which are attributed to their 

unique maintenance energy requirements (Koch et al., 1963). RFI is the amount of feed intake 
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that cannot be accounted for by production and maintenance. Therefore, determination of RFI is 

considered a more biologically accurate method for calculating feed efficiency. 

Finding a genetic link for cattle with a low RFI classification, will facilitate the selection of 

truly efficient cattle. This would minimize feed costs and increase profitability in the beef 

industry. However, RFI needs to be examined more closely to ensure selection processes will not 

indirectly produce animals with unfavourable characteristics. LRFI and HRFI classified cattle 

need to be evaluated for traits relating to growth performance, carcass traits and eating quality, to 

determine if any correlations exist.  

The basic formula for the calculation of RFI is as follows: 

 y = β0 + β1(ADG) + β2(MWT) + RFI (residual portion) 

Where y is the daily DMI, β0 is the regression intercept, β1 is the partial regression of daily 

intake on average daily gain (ADG), and β2 is the partial regression of daily intake on metabolic 

body weight (MWT) (Koch et al., 1963; Arthur et al., 2001b). Most commonly, the body weight 

measure for MWT is midtest body weight (kg) which is expressed to the power of 0.75 or 0.73. 

RFI can also be calculated using energy tables from sources like NRC (2001), to compute 

expected energy intake (Berry, 2008).  There are pros and cons to either method. When using the 

nutritional RFI calculation, which is calculated using the energy tables, there will be correlations 

between energy sinks and RFI classification, which is not observed when the regression method 

based on growth performance and body weight data is used to calculate RFI (Berry, 2008). This 

would allow comparing RFI across populations assuming the same energy tables are used. 

However, RFI is more commonly calculated within the same population under investigation 

using a regression model and as a result, residuals are not directly comparable (Berry, 2008). 
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When calculating RFI, observed variation may be due to differences in composition of weight 

gain, especially in the case of growing cattle (Basarab et al., 2003). This is likely due to the fact 

there are differences in energy requirements to deposit fat, lean tissue and water. Additionally, 

Barwick et al. (2009) stated that the cattle’s nutritional and management regimens were an 

important factor when determining RFI, especially in the case of grass fed beef versus cattle fed 

high grain feedlot diets. Research at the University of Guelph has shown that output traits from 

infrared thermography may have important associations with RFI class (Montanholi et al., 2010). 

The heat produced by individual animals are intimately related with their unique metabolism and 

therefore maintenance requirements and variation in composition of weight gain.  

When calculating RFI, accurate measurement of the traits used in the equation is vital 

because measurement error will bias the regression coefficients (Robinson, 2005).  Accuracy in 

the collection and calculation of ADG in RFI calculation (Berry, 2008) and frequency of 

weighing cattle per test period length is a very important factor (Archer et al., 1997; Wang et al., 

2006). Test period length has been investigated by several research groups to attempt to obtain 

the most accurate predictions of feed efficiency (Archer et al., 1997; Archer and Bergh, 2000; 

Wang et al., 2006). Daily feed intake data are required for at least 35 days and body weight 

records for a minimum of 70 days, with weight taken every 2 weeks, to ensure accurate 

determination of RFI (Archer et al., 1997). Other studies have specified that daily feed intake 

records are required for a test period of around 56-70 days with a minimum of 70-84 days 

required for determining ADG (Archer and Bergh, 2000). Wang et al. (2006) concluded from 

their study that test duration for ADG, DMI, F:G, and RFI could be shortened to 63, 35, 42, and 

63 d, respectively, without significantly reducing the accuracy of the tests when body weights 

were measured weekly. If RFI is going to be considered as trait in genetic evaluations, a 
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consistent method for computation needs to be established to ensure reliability across research 

findings and industry performance.  

When RFI is calculated via regression, it is not correlated with the phenotypic traits used 

to measure it, which allows for comparison among animals in different stages of production 

(Arthur et al., 2001a; Arthur and Herd, 2008; Berry, 2008). For this reason, it has been 

speculated that variations observed in RFI are due to variations in basic metabolic processes 

which determine efficiency. Richardson and Herd (2004) examined blood metabolic profile data 

in an attempt to explain variations in RFI and suggested the following: 5% of the variation in 

RFI is due to differences in body composition, 10% due to activity, 10% from ability to digest 

the diet, 9% from heat increment produced from fermentation, 2% from feeding behaviour, 37% 

from protein turnover, stress and metabolism, leaving 27% of the variation in RFI unexplained. 

Basarab et al. (2003) found that RFI was related to composition of gain in feedlot steers and 

reported that 6.8% of variation in RFI can be explained by the variation in gain of empty body 

fat. Similarly, Herd and Arthur (2009) proposed 5 physiological processes that can account for 

the variation in feed efficiency: differences in feed intake, digestion of feed, metabolism, activity 

and thermoregulation. Activity and thermoregulation are associated with environmental 

conditions and are therefore considered a management factor. This is an important factor to 

consider, because any interaction between RFI and various management regimens needs to be 

understood prior to use in breeding programs. 
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2.3.1 RFI AND GENETICS 

 

 When Koch et al. (1963) conducted their study on feed efficiency and RFI, they 

concluded that 38% of the variation in gain can be attributed to genetics associated with feed 

efficiency, 25% due to feed consumption and 37% to environmental conditions. Heritability 

estimates for RFI in growing cattle range from 0.14 to 0.44 (Koch et al., 1963; Brelin and 

Brännäng, 1982; Fan et al., 1995; Archer et al., 1997).  Due to the heritability of RFI, there is 

increased interest in developing genetic markers for low RFI cattle. However, additional research 

is required to fully understand the heritability of RFI, and associated DNA single-nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNP).  SNP are used as a mechanism to identify the location where a particular 

trait is coded for in an organism’s DNA sequence. They represent a unique combination of the 

single nucleotide base pairs. SNP identification is the basis for SNP genotyping and is the basis 

for genotyping used in livestock breeding programs. We can measure a steer’s phenotype, which 

are the observed traits for the animal, and correlate with its genotype which is the genetic 

makeup for the animal. Using this information, we can identify steers that express favourable 

genes, such as more efficient animals, and select them for breeding programs. Richardson et al. 

(2001) found that calves out of animals selected for low RFI had lower feed intakes as yearlings 

when compared to calves out of high RFI parents. Past research has shown that selecting for RFI 

during the post-weaning phase may produce progeny with lower RFI classification, but will have 

no effect on growth rates (Herd and Bishop, 2000). Additionally, past studies have reported 

positive genetic correlations for RFI with F:G; 0.70, 0.85, 0.66 (Herd and Bishop, 2000; Arthur 

et al., 2001a; Arthur et al., 2001b, respectively). This is related to a similar positive correlation 

noted in the same studies between RFI and feed intake (Herd and Bishop, 2000; Arthur et al., 
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2001a). So as RFI decreases, which means an increase in efficiency, feed intakes will also 

decrease. In conclusion, there is a definite possibility that selecting for RFI will improve the feed 

efficiency for following generations, while also decreasing feed intake. One of the major 

limitations of RFI is that feed intake measurements need to be taken continuously on an 

individual animal basis. This requires certain technologies that are not feasible to implement in 

industry. Since it is not practical to measure RFI on the farm, the identification of genetic SNP 

and DNA tests to accurately determine low RFI animals is being examined.  

However, there is some controversy on which stage of production, RFI should be 

classified.  Recent studies indicate RFI is not affected by pre-test environmental variations in age 

and body weight or age of dam, factors that are likely to vary extensively depending on how 

calves are sourced for the feedlot (Nkrumah et al., 2004).    

 

2.3.2 RFI CLASSIFICATION CHANGES 

 

There has been extensive research conducted examining phenotypic and genotypic 

measures for RFI and performance traits in beef cattle (Koch et al., 1963; Arthur et al., 2001a; 

Herd et al., 2003; Arthur and Herd, 2008) but few studies have investigated how these measures 

are affected when evaluated at different times in the life of beef cattle. There are disagreements 

on which stage of production is best to calculate RFI and classify cattle. For example, Durunna et 

al. (2011) calculated RFI on Angus steers in the grower phase of production whereas Nkrumah et 

al. (2004) completed the RFI calculation while cattle were in the finisher phase. Durunna et al. 

(2011) sought to investigate changes in RFI throughout the stages of growing steers.  These 

researchers examined the changes in class of three measures of efficiency:  RFI, F:G and Kleiber 
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Ratio (KR), which is determined by ADG/metabolic body weight and is defined as growth 

relative to body size (Kleiber, 1961).  Durunna et al. (2011) investigated to see if steers changed 

classification from low-to-high or high-to-low in all 3 measured when the diet is switched from a 

grower to a finisher diet. Durunna et al. (2011)  referred to changes across stage of production as 

re-ranking of feed efficiency. The trial was conducted on steers over a 3 year period, with each 

year being divided into two feeding periods (P1 = November to January; P2 = February – May). 

In the first year, all 175 steers were fed a typical grower diet (high in forages, low in energy) in 

P1 and then a finisher feedlot diet (rich in starchy concentrates, high in energy) in P2.  For the 

control group in years 2 and 3, steers were divided up to be fed a finisher diet for P1 and P2 in 

year 2 (n = 88), or a grower diet for both P1 and P2 in year 3 (n = 71). The trial measured the 

above control groups with a feed swap group, where cattle were fed a grower diet in P1 and a 

finisher diet in P2 (n = 82 for year 2 and n = 72 for year 3).  Growth performance data were 

collected for all time periods across 3 years for determining G:F, RFI and KR. Animals were 

placed into classes of high, medium or low for all feed efficiency measures of G:F, RFI and KR 

which were categorized based on standard deviations. Durunna et al. (2011) concluded that the 

majority of steers did not maintain their previous feed efficiency classification in P2, when 

compared to P1, which suggests a change in feed efficiency or re-ranking between production 

stages. Additionally, a greater proportion of steers in the feed-swap group changed their RFI 

measure in P2 by 0.25 SD, 0.5 SD, or 1 SD. The authors observed that switching diets from 

grower to finisher as well as feeding period (or cattle age) affected feed efficiency rankings. RFI 

had the greatest phenotypic correlation between P1 and P2 when fed a finisher diet. Durunna et 

al. (2011) concluded that re-ranking of RFI exists; these authors suggested that RFI is best 

measured during the finisher phase of production. This speculation agrees with results found by 
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Goonewardene et al. (2004), who found that RFI measured later in a test period was more 

correlated to overall feed efficiency. Durunna et al. (2011) also suggested that RFI evaluation in 

lower energy diets, such as a grower diet, should be examined to understand the relationship 

between feed efficiency and feeder profitability. There is a need for further research evaluating 

RFI and feed efficiency rankings across all stages of production, diet and maturity in beef cattle.  

2.3.3 RFI AND CARCASS QUALITY 

 

 Currently, beef genetics are more heavily focused on improving growth and 

production traits, with a smaller emphasis on carcass and meat quality. There is evidence of 

genetic relationships between RFI and different carcass quality measures  (Richardson et al., 

2001).  In Canada, carcass quality traits are evaluated according to the Canadian beef carcass 

grading system to assess carcass quality (Agriculture Canada, 1992), which is used to determine 

carcass value. These carcass merit traits include hot carcass weight (HCW), back fat thickness 

(BF), longissimus muscle (LM) area, marbling, and lean yield (LY). Hot carcass weight is 

determined as the sum of the weights of the left and right halves of each dressed carcass and is 

important as the producer is often paid on the basis of carcass weight.  Back fat thickness is the 

measure of subcutaneous fat in mm measured in the last quadrant over the longissimus muscle on 

the 12/13
th

 rib interface and this measurement is commonly referred to grade fat (Agriculture 

Canada, 1992). LM area (LMA) is a measure of longissimus muscle area at the 12/13
th

 rib 

interface (Agriculture Canada, 1992). Marbling is an evaluation of the average amount, size, and 

distribution of fat deposits within longissimus thoracis muscle at the 12/13
th

 rib interface and is 

quantified as: trace
0
= 300, slight

0 
= 400, small

0 
= 500, modest

0 
= 600, moderate

0 
= 700, slightly 

abundant
0 

= 800 (Baker et al., 2006; Ahola et al., 2011).  Lean yield (LY) is another trait of 
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interest because it is a measure and prediction of saleable lean meat; packers want maximum 

amounts of saleable lean to sell to processors and retailers. LY is expressed as a percentage with 

the quality trait being referred to as yield grade (YG).  There are 3 classes of yield grades: 

Canada 1 (YG1; estimated lean yield of 59% or more), Canada 2 (YG2; 54-58% lean yield) and 

Canada 3 (YG3 53% or less lean yield). Lean yield is estimated by using a method developed by 

the Lacombe Research Station in April in 1992 and modified in 2001 based on the equation, % 

Lean yield  = 63.65 + 1.05 (muscle score) – 0.76 (grade fat). The actual method includes using a 

ruler which is applied to the longissimus muscle interface between the 12
th

 and 13
th

 ribs. The 

measurements include muscle score which is based on length and width of longissimus muscle, 

as well as fat class (minimum back fat depth, perpendicular to the outside surface and within the 

last quadrant over the longissimus muscle).  

 The Canadian Beef Grading Agency (CBGS) developed a grading system to ensure 

predictability in the eating quality of beef and ensure consistency in the industry. The grades 

used in Canada are based on the following traits: maturity (age), sex, conformation (muscling), 

fat characteristics (colour, texture and cover), and lean meat characteristics (colour, texture and 

marbling) (Canadian Beef Grading Agency, 2014). Maturity refers to age of the animal as it 

affects beef tenderness. Youthful animals are under 30 months of age and considered to produce 

higher quality beef with increased tenderness. Mature cattle are older than 30 months of age and 

considered to produce lower quality beef because the meat is less tender. Conformation or 

muscling is broken into several categories; excellent, good, and deficient.   Lean meat 

characteristics are assessed on the longissimus muscle or rib eye to determine texture, colour, and 

marbling.  Colour is assessed as being either bright or dark red.  
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 Marbling is key when it comes to quality grading in beef carcasses; this trait is used to 

predict eating quality and palatability of the end product. Quality grading also takes the maturity 

of carcasses into consideration. For youthful cattle, there are 8 quality grades: Canada Prime, 

AAA, AA, A, B1, B2, B3 B4 and E, where Prime is the highest quality grade and E is the lowest 

quality grade (Canada Beef Grading Agency, 2014). Canada Prime AAA, AA, and A are 

considered high quality carcasses and are referred to as red branded beef while the B and E 

grades are considered lower quality carcasses and are referred to commercial or no roll beef. For 

a carcass to be graded as Prime, it must have at least slightly abundant marbling, good to 

excellent muscling, the rib-eye must be firm and bright red in colour, and back fat must be firm, 

white to amber in colour with at least 2 mm or more in thickness over the ribs (Canadian Beef 

Inc., 2012). Quality grades AAA, AA and A must have the above requirements but can have 

lower amounts of marbling where A graded carcasses  have the lowest score of trace amount of 

marbling found in the red branded carcass grades (Canada Beef Grading Agency, 2014). The B 

quality grade is assigned to carcasses which are deficient in one or more of the following 

characteristics, marbling, back fat, muscling and lean muscle colour. The E quality grade is 

assigned to carcasses with pronounced masculinity such as carcasses from intact males or bulls 

The effects of breeding for RFI on carcass traits in beef cattle needs to be fully 

understood, due to possible on beef quality if a correlation exists. Mao et al. (2013) conducted a 

study to examine the presence of any phenotypic and genetic correlations between various RFI 

measures and growth performance, ultrasound and carcass merit traits in purebred Angus steers. 

A total of 551 Angus steers were included in this study of 5 years (Mao et al., 2013). The authors 

reported  no or  very weak phenotypic correlations between RFI and carcass merit traits (HCW, 

carcass LM area,  carcass average back fat thickness (AFAT), lean muscle yield, and marbling) 
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This agrees with previous research, where a RFI class of either high or low was not correlated 

with various carcass traits:  HCW,  LM area, back fat, quality grades, yield grades or carcass fat 

determined by the dissection if the 9
th

-11
th

 rib section (Cruz et al., 2010). Lancaster et al. (2009) 

reported a difference across three RFI class,  high, medium and  low, with LM area, and a 

difference between the high and low RFI groups in 12
th

/13
th

 rib fat thickness. Additionally, there 

has been research indicating that there is no phenotypic or genotypic correlation with RFI and 

LM area,  but a weak phenotypic or genotypic correlation with carcass back fat thickness (Arthur 

et al., 2001b). Genetic correlations between carcass merit traits, quality grading and RFI class 

were near zero or very low (Mao et al., 2013). This implies that selection for RFI will have little 

effect on carcass quality in Angus steers. 

 

2.3.4. RFI AND MEAT QUALITY 

 

Carcass traits are not the only important measure that needs to be investigated when 

evaluating new genetic traits. Meat tenderness is a large contributing factor to the eating quality 

of beef. To evaluate tenderness, two measures are typically used: an instrumental measure 

evaluating shear force of muscle fibres and trained taste panels using humans to assess beef 

eating quality. Tenderness is an organoleptic attribute and is the most important trait that 

influences a consumer's eating experience when consuming beef (Jurie et al., 2007) . Warner-

Bratzler Shear Force (WBSF) is the typical  instrumental measure used to evaluate beef 

tenderness; this technique measures  the force required to cut across muscle fibers  in kg.  Baker 

et al. (2006) set out to determine whether RFI class will affect eating quality in 54 Angus steers 

from the same breeding stock. The cattle were fed the finisher ration until ultrasound measures of 
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rib fat depth were 1.2 cm. Cattle were allocated to 1 of 3 RFI classes: high (16 steers), medium 

(21 steers) and low (17 steers). Shear force values did not change significantly across RFI groups 

and the values for all groups fell within the industry range (< 4.1 kg) (Baker et al., 2006). 

McDonagh et al. (2001) and Ahola et al. (2011) also found there were no differences in  shear 

force values across  RFI classification groups.  

 Sensory or taste panel evaluation is widely accepted and defined as a scientific method 

used to evoke, measure, analyze and interpret responses to products as perceived through the 5 

senses, sight, smell, touch, taste, and hearing (Lawless and Heymann, 1999). Baker et al. (2006) 

used a 9 member sensory panel to evaluate beef palatability attributes including tenderness, 

juiciness, flavour, and off-flavour as affected by RFI classification low, medium, high RFI). 

There were no differences  in tenderness or flavour scores across RFI classification while low 

and medium RFI cattle tended to produce longissimus muscle steaks that ranked greater for 

juiciness than beef from high RFI cattle (Baker et al., 2006). Aloha et al. (2013) used a 10 person 

sensory taste panel to evaluate tenderness, juiciness, flavour and overall acceptability on steaks 

from steers as affected by RFI classification  (low, medium, high RFI). The authors found similar 

findings to Baker et al. (2006) with no differences in the palatability attributes across the RFI 

groups.  Conclusively, RFI appears to have little to no effect on carcass quality, meat quality and 

beef eating quality.  
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2.3.5. RFI CONCLUSIONS 

 

RFI is an appealing measure to assess feed efficiency for several reasons: 1) RFI accounts 

for energy sinks in the animal model (such as growth and maintenance which allows for 

comparison between animals of various physiological states (Koch et al., 1963; Berry, 2008); 2) 

RFI is thought to be a more accurate biological model for feed efficiency (Basarab et al., 2003; 

Wang et al., 2006; Berry, 2008); 3) RFI has a moderate heritability with potential for genetic 

selection (Arthur et al., 2001a). Once of the drawback to RFI is the requirement to measure 

individual cattle feed intakes, which may not be an option for industry level production. Due to 

the impracticality of determining RFI at the farm level for individual animals, the goal is to 

develop genetic markers for cattle with low RFI. The genetic markers will allow for the 

development of a DNA test to identify efficient animals, which can be used in beef cattle 

breeding programs. The development of this test will rely on many aspects of the trait: when to 

test, what range of RFI is considered efficient, how will this impact carcass and meat quality, etc.  

Including RFI into assessment of beef cattle genetics would enhance the genetic potential for 

more efficient cattle that can consume less feed but maintain the same level of production. 

However more research is required to investigate how RFI may change due to different imposed 

environmental conditions. As mentioned earlier, the beef industry uses many different types of 

management regimens to increase operational efficiency and profitability. These management 

regimens and their possible effects and interactions with RFI need to be investigated further, if 

RFI is going to be considered a viable trait to be used in breeding programs. 
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2.4. METABOLIC MODIFIERS 

It is advantageous to find management regimens that increase growth rates, improve feed 

efficiency, and favour protein deposition which can be translated into greater saleable meat 

yields. These favourable outcomes can be achieved using various products that are considered as 

growth promotants or metabolic modifiers. Metabolic modifiers (growth promotants) are defined 

as compounds that are either, fed, injected, or implanted in animals to improve rate of gain, 

improve feed efficiency, increase dressing percent, increase meat yield percentage, improve 

visual appearance of meat, extend shelf-life, improve meat's nutritional profile, or improve meat 

palatability (Dikeman, 2007).  There are two major classes of metabolic modifiers: anabolic 

steroids and beta adrenergic agonists (β-AA). Anabolic steroids are implants that are placed 

under the skin of the ears of cattle and contain both natural and synthetic hormones. They can be 

used in various stages of production and require no withdrawal time. In general, these implants 

alter the hormonal status of the animal to increase weight gains and improve feed efficiency. 

Beta adrenergic agonists are feed additives that are used in the terminal stages of production for 

feedlot cattle. This product is not considered a hormonal treatment because it does not directly 

affect hormone levels, but more of a repartitioning agent that favours protein deposition, thus 

muscle gains, to increase saleable meat yields. 

 

2.4.1 STEROIDAL IMPLANTS 

 

Anabolic implants are widely used in North American beef cattle production. It is 

estimated that about 80% of beef cattle are implanted at least once in their life. They have been 

used in industry for over 65 years and are widely recognized for their ability to help promote 
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growth rates, weight gains and improve feed efficiency. Therefore, the use of implants will 

increase returns to producers. These implants are inserted into the ear of cattle and slowly release 

synthetic and natural hormones over time to promote growth, gains and feed efficiency. Implants 

in Canada contain forms of estrogen and progesterone with (or without) androgens. The implants 

with androgens contain trenbolone acetate (TBA), which is a synthetic anabolic steroid, aids in 

muscle growth. Implants that contain estrogenic compounds as well as androgens are called 

combination implants and are considered to be more potent than implants containing estrogen 

and/or androgens. Implants can be especially useful with males, as most cattle are castrated at a 

young age which can hinder growth rates due to the lack of testosterone, which plays a key role 

in weight gains. However, implants are also widely used in heifers. A review by Dikeman (2007) 

explains that estrogen containing implants are more effective in steers, while androgen 

containing implants are more effective in heifers. It was also noted that combination implants, 

which contain both estrogenic and androgenic hormones, produce an additive affect in both 

genders and promote greater gains and efficiency when compared to implants containing only an 

estrogenic or androgenic compound (Dikeman, 2007). Preston (1999) reported that combination 

implants using TBA + estradiol increased the initial growth responses in steers by 30-60%, 

whereas estradiol + progesterone-only-implants resulted in an initial increase of only 5 to 10%. 

Use of implants can increase traditional measures of feed efficiency (F:G) by up to 15%, 

improve carcass leanness by 8% and promote growth rates from 10-30% (Preston, 1999).  

Anabolic implants can also increase hot carcass weights (Roeber et al., 2000). The effects of 

implants diminish over time and cattle need to be re-implanted to maintain high rates for growth 

and gain to feed. Cattle can be implanted when they are still nursing their dams and can be 
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implanted as many as 8 times before slaughter. Implants should be paired with high energy diets 

to maximize improvements in cattle performance.  

The two steroidal implants that will be discussed in the review are Synovex-S (Fort 

Dodge Animal Health, Overland Park, KS) and Revalor-S (Intervet, Millsboro, DE) as these 

implants were used in this research. Synovex-S is used on beef steers weighing over 182 kg 

during growing and finishing phases of production. It contains both progesterone (200 mg) and 

estradiol (20 mg). Revalor-S contains estradiol (24 mg) and 120 mg of TBA; this implant is an 

example of a combination implant. Estradiol is a natural sex hormone derived from estrogen, 

and, as mentioned before, TBA is a synthetic anabolic steroid. Revalor-S is considered to be a 

stronger implant than Synovex-S due to the additive effect of the combination implant (Dikeman, 

2007). Foutz (1997) examined feedlot performance for 144 crossbred, predominantly Limousin 

X British, yearling steers allocated to  1 of 5 management regimens: non implanted, Synovex-S, 

Revalor-S, Synovex-Plus (another combination implant containing TBA) and Synovex-Plus + 

Finaplix-S (TBA). Use of  TBA containing implants increased end of trial body weights while 

also improving ADG and improved feed efficiency (F:G) versus Synovex-S (no TBA) (Foutz et 

al., 1997).  Samber et al. (1996) compared the effects of various implant programs on 560 

English and Continental crossbred steer fed over the course of separate grower  and finisher 

phases. Implant programs consisted of: control (non-implanted); the 3 implants of Ralgro (36 mg 

zeranol, a non-steroidal estrogen) + Synovex-S + Revalor-S; 3 implants of Ralgro + Revalor-S + 

Revalor-S; 2 implants of Synovex-S + Revalor-S, 2 implants Revalor-S + Revalor-S, and 3 

implants Revalor-S + Revalor-S Revalor-S (Samber et al., 1996). The authors reported large 

increases in ADG and G:F between the non-implanted and implanted cattle. No differences were 

found amongst the different implants strategies for growth rates (Samber et al, 1996). In a similar 
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study, Perry et al. (1991) found that use of Revalor-S improved average daily gains in Angus x 

Simmental steers from 1.78 to 1.47 kg/d versus non-implanted steers.  

While the producer is concerned about the effects of implants on growth performance and 

feed efficiency, implant effects on the final product must be considered as well. The effect of 

hormonal implants in beef cattle on carcass quality is directly related to the changes observed in 

carcass leanness, carcass fat, marbling scores and meat tenderness.  Foutz et al. (1997) conducted 

a comprehensive evaluation at how anabolic implants can impact carcass traits and carcass yields 

in beef steers. Hot carcass weights were greater in steers that had been implanted with TBA 

containing implants when compared to non-implanted controls, as well as when compared to 

non-TBA containing implants. There were no significant difference (P > 0.05) in in carcass 

leanness, (decrease in yield grades) with TBA-containing implants when compared to non-

implanted animals as well as when compared with cattle implanted with Synovex-S. In general, 

carcasses become larger and leaner with the use of steroidal implants (Foutz et al., 1997). This is 

further supported by the observed increases in longissimus muscle area (LM area) with the use of 

implants when compared to control, non-implanted cattle, as well as when TBA implanted was 

compared to Synovex-S (Foutz et al., 1997). In a review by Montgomery et al. (2001),  it was 

shown that combination-implants have the greatest effect for producing larger carcasses and 

greater longissimus muscle areas. Previous research has indicated that the combination implant, 

Revalor-S has minimal effects on marbling, back fat and quality grade when compared to 

control, non-implanted steers (Foutz et al., 1997; Perry et al., 1991). The authors found in 

increase in hot carcass weights implanting with Revalor-S; so while carcasses became larger 

using implants, the increase in carcass size did not come at the expense of reduced marbling and 

quality grade (Perry et al., 1991). However, some reports disagree as they have found that 
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combination-implants using TBA may decrease marbling score (Sambers et al., 1997). However, 

this latter study they implanted cattle 2-3 times throughout the trial. Montgomery et al. (2001) 

suggested that the use of a single combination implant will not have a significant effect on 

marbling score.   

Foutz et al. (1997) also examined implant effects on tenderness using shear force, an 

instrumental measure of tenderness which measures the force required to cut across the muscle 

fibers in cores prepared from cooked steaks.  For this evaluation, lower shear force values are 

desirable as this indicates less force to cut through the muscle fibers.  Thus low shear force 

values are associated with more tender meats while high shear force values are associated with 

less tender meat.  Shear force value differences were only found between control (non-

implanted) steers and all implanted cattle (Foutz et al., 1997). While implants can increase 

carcass weights and meat yields, these growth promotants may have a negative effect on 

tenderness and therefore eating quality. In a review article, Morgan (1997) summarized there 

could be a decrease in meat tenderness as shown with increased WBSF measures, with the use of 

combination implants such as Revalor-S and Synovex-Plus when compared to non-implanted 

cattle. These implants are more aggressive and have reported greater ADG and F:G, but may 

come at the cost of decreased tenderness. It was reported that steaks from cattle implanted with 

more aggressive implants required longer post-mortem ageing times to become as tender as non-

implanted or mild implants (Morgan, 1997). Additionally, there were 25% fewer carcasses that 

graded USDA Choice (Canada AAA equivalent) or higher with the use of TBA implants when 

compared to non-implanted cattle (Morgan, 2007). It is now recommended that implants be 

inserted no later than 70 days prior to processing to avoid the detrimental effects on carcass and 

meat quality (Morgan, 1997).  
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In conclusion, the use of implants, including combination implants, promotes improved 

growth performance and lean yields for steers, while having little to no influence on reduction of 

carcass traits and meat quality. It is apparent that androgen based combination implants results in 

better performance than non-TBA containing implants. However, some studies have reported 

decreased tenderness with use of  TBA containing implants; however the research  is variable on 

this effect and may be a result of different implant strategy, such as the number of times cattle 

were implanted and frequency of re-implantation  (Montgomery et al., 2001).  As mentioned 

before, it may be that more aggressive re-implant strategies may cause detrimental effects to 

carcass.  

 

2.4.2 BETA ADRENERGIC AGONISTS  

 

As mentioned before, beta adrenergic agonists (β-AA) are a feed additive used in feedlot 

animals to promote increases in saleable meat yield. β-AA are organic compounds known as 

phenethanolamines, which are similar in structure and action to various hormones such as the 

cateholamines, dopamine, norepinephrine and epinephrine (Bell et al., 1998). β-AA are used in 

feedlot diets because they repartition ingested energy from skeletal muscle growth and adipose 

tissue to favour protein deposition. It is widely accepted that β-AA increase protein synthesis, 

decrease protein degradation, promote lipid degradation (lipolysis) and prevent lipid deposition 

(lipogenesis) in beef cattle  (Mersmann, 1998; Dunshea et al., 2005). The action of β-AA to 

divert energy from fat deposition towards muscle building increases returns to producers from 

the resultant increases in saleable meat. β-AA are fed in finishing  rations 20 to 42 days before 

slaughter depending on the product used. Due to the decreases in lipogenesis and increases in 
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lipolysis and protein deposition, there is a concern that use of β-AA will affect eating quality 

traits such as juiciness, tenderness, and flavor, as well as carcass fat. This has some major 

implications for abattoirs and packing plants, and therefore different withdrawal periods are 

required with the use of some β-AA.  

There are 2 β-AA products used in beef cattle production, Optaflexx® (ractopamine 

hydrochloride; Elanco Animal Health, Greensfield, IN) and Zilmax® (zilpaterol hydrochloride; 

Merck Animal Health, Summit NJ). While both ractopamine hydrochloride (RAC) and zilpaterol 

hydrochloride (ZH) were used in the research trial involving this thesis, it should be noted that 

the product, Zilmax was banned in October 2013 from use in North American beef production.  

This occurred after the current research trial was completed, 2013. The reasoning behind this ban 

came from animal welfare concerns. Both of these products are administered as a feed additive. 

For increased rate of weight-gain and improved feed efficiency, RAC is fed at 70 to 400 mg/hd/d 

continuously for the last 28 to 42 days on feed whereas, ZH is fed at 60-90 mg/hd/d continuously 

for the 20 days leading up to processing with a (minimum) 3 day withdrawal period. Avedano-

Reyes et al. (2006) found that when RAC was fed at 300 mg/steer/d and Zilmax at 60 mg steer/d 

for the last 33 days on feed, gains were 24% and 26% greater respectively, when compared to 

control animals that received no β-AA.  When comparing RAC and ZH, Avendaño-Reyes et al. 

(2006) reported that steers fed RAC consumed less feed than controls and also had  24% increase 

in ADG, whilst ZH supplemented cattle had no difference in DMI, but had a 26% increase in 

ADG. The comparative effects of RAC and ZH were documented by Scramlin et al. (2010) on 

300 feedlot steers. RAC was fed at 200 mg/hd/d for 33 days and ZH at 75 mg for 30 days, with a 

3 day withdrawal period. All animals were implanted, but the control group was not fed a β-AA. 

ADG was reported at 0.95, 1.18, 1.05 kg/day respectively for control, RAC, and ZH steers 
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(Scramlin et al., 2010). Gain to feed ratios were documented at 0.107, 0.131, and 0.128 

respectively for control, RAC, and ZH steers (Scramlin et al., 2010). When RAC was compared 

to ZH, no differences between the two groups were found in in body weight gains, DMI, ADG or 

G:F (Van Donkersgoed et al. 2014).  This shows that both Optaflexx and Zilmax can increase 

cattle growth performance, but no differences are shown between the two. 

RAC works to improve growth rates, feed efficiency and carcass qualities by increasing 

protein synthesis (Crome et al., 1996; Moody et al., 2000). Zilmax has the same effects which 

are also accomplished by increased protein synthesis along with decreased protein degradation 

(Moody et al., 2000). Previous research has documented that RAC not only increased ADG, 

FCR, and body weights (BW) but also hot carcass weight (HCW) and LM area (Schroeder et al., 

2003; Walker et al., 2006; Gruber et al., 2007).  In the Scramlin et al. (2009) study , HCW were 

357.8, 363.1, and 370.7 kg respectively for control (no beta), RAC and ZH cattle while adjusted 

fat thickness measured at the 12
th

 rib was 1.24, 1.22, and 1.07 cm respectively for control, RAC 

and ZH steers. The researchers found that meat yield based on longissimus muscle area increased 

when ZH was fed.  This decreased in back fat thickness and increase in HCW from ZH 

demonstrates the repartitioning action of beta-agonists, diverting energy from laying down 

adipose tissue to laying down lean muscle. Scramlin et al. (2009) concluded that use of RAC 

increased growth performance and HCW while use of ZH increased growth performance, HCW, 

and meat yield while decreasing fat deposition. When ZH was compared to RAC, the ZH 

supplement cattle had larger HCW and increase in leaner carcass (increase  in YG 1) and a 

decrease in fattier carcass (decrease in YG 3) (Van Donkersgoed et al. 2014) 

As mentioned before, the increased weight gains and improved feed efficiency observed 

feeding RAC and ZH are caused by increases in protein synthesis, lipolysis and decreases in 
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lipogenesis and protein degradation (Mersmann, 1998; Dunshea et al., 2005). Therefore 

improved growth performance may come at the expense of adipose tissue deposition. This causes 

concerns for eating quality of steaks as intramuscular fat plays a crucial role in flavour and 

juiciness of steaks. There has been a link between the use of ZH and decreased marbling scores 

(intramuscular fat deposition), quality grade, and 12
th

 rib fat thickness (Hilton et al., 2009). 

Montgomery et al. (2009) found that when ZH was fed for 20 days, marbling scores decreased 

from 461 to 431, based on a scale where 300 is slight, 400 is small and 500 is modest. When ZH 

was fed for 40 days, the decrease in marbling went from 462 to 398 (Montgomery et al., 2009). 

However, not all studies have concluded that the use of β-AA decreases intramuscular fat 

deposition.  In the study conducted by Scramlin et al. (2009), no true differences were found in 

marbling score between steers fed control, RAC or ZH diets. Walker et al. (2006) found that 

RAC did not affect intramuscular fat content, yield grade (relating to carcass leanness) or quality 

grade (relating to marbling).  

In addition to carcass quality, the effects of beta-agonists on meat quality need to be 

evaluated. As mentioned before, tenderness in eating quality is very important. Tenderness 

evaluations from WBSF and trained taste panels can give insight to how certain beta-agonists are 

affecting eating quality of beef. Based on Warner-Bratzler shear force values to assess 

tenderness, beef from Optaflexx-fed cattle was less tender than beef from cattle that were not fed 

β-AA with respective values of 4.83 vs. 4.39 kg (Avendaño-Reyes et al., 2006). Additionally, 

Schroeder et al. (2003) found that when RAC was supplemented at 300 mg/head/day, shear force 

values for the LM muscle increased and sensory evaluations of tenderness scores from a trained 

taste panel decreased.. Since low shear force values are desirable as they represent more tender 

beef, the Optaflexx-fed cattle would be considered to be tougher than beef from cattle that were 
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not fed a β-AA. When comparing RAC and ZH, Avendaño-Reyes et al. (2006) reported similar 

WBSF values for LM muscle, but no differences between the two. Similar to RAC, research has 

shown that ZH supplementation in steers can increase WBSF evaluations by 22% and decrease 

sensory evaluations of tenderness scores from a trained taste panel by 11% (Leheska et al., 

2009).  When ZH was compared to RAC, no differences were observed in WBSF scores across 

three post mortem ageing periods of 7, 14 and 21 days (Van Donkersgoed et al. 2014). Other 

taste panel findings have reported decreases in tenderness and sustained tenderness when 

supplementing ZH (Hilton et al., 2009) and decreases in overall tenderness when cattle 

supplemented with  ZH or RAC are  compared to control groups where no β-AA is fed (Howard 

et al., 2014).  A decrease in overall juiciness has been observed by taste panels in beef from 

steers supplemented with ZH (Leheska eta al., 2009; Hilton et al. (2009). Hilton et al. (2009) 

suggest the decrease in juiciness due to ZH supplementation may be due to the observed 

decrease in marbling.  However, as mentioned before the reports on ZH effects on marbling are 

varied. Howard et al. (2014) only found a difference in juiciness when ZH was fed with a 10 

member taste panel. The difference in juiciness was found between ZH supplemented and non-

supplemented cattle for the 21 day aged steaks only and not 14 day aged. This further 

demonstrates the varied findings of ZH effect on juiciness. Juiciness scores were not affected 

when cattle were fed RAC compared to non RAC supplemented cattle (Howard et al., 2014).  

Little to no effects have been reported on supplementing RAC and ZH on other taste panel 

attributes such as  beef flavour, beef flavour intensity, overall mouth-fell, off flavour (Hilton et 

al., 2009), or flavour profiles in steaks for buttery, metallic and livery (Howard et al., 2014).  In 

conclusion, feeding RAC and ZH are shown to have detrimental effects on tenderness when 

evaluated by Warner-Bratzler and trained taste panels. Feeding these beta-agonists in the 
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terminal stages of feedlot diets can be a cost effective tool for producers to increase growths 

rates, feed efficiency and lean yields, but at the expense of decreased meat tenderness.  

 

2.5  CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

 There is a need to define a measure for feed efficiency that can be used across the beef 

industry that is highly accurate and an excellent biological model of feed utilization for gains, 

and  has some genetic merit. RFI may be the answer as it has demonstrated some value for use in 

breeding programs, reflects a more accurate model of individual animal metabolism, and can 

used across various segments of the beef industry. Additionally, RFI has shown no negative 

antagonist correlations with carcass traits, meat quality and eating quality of beef. RFI may be 

correlated with carcass fat, and this relationship needs to be examined further. If RFI is going to 

be considered as a sourcing tool in beef cattle breeding programs, a common method of 

computation, test period duration and phase of production needs to be established to ensure high 

accuracy of genetic response. Additionally, any interactions with management regimens and 

nutritional programs need to be investigated to ensure no unexpected changes in feed efficiency. 

The use of metabolic modifiers has been found to affect ADG, F:G, carcass traits, meat quality 

and eating quality, so it is important to see how RFI may be affected when metabolic modifiers 

are incorporated in management regimens. Also, it is crucial to understand if any interaction 

exists between metabolic modifiers and RFI, as this may provide more understanding of why 

RFI differs amongst cattle.   
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3. IMPACT OF RESIDUAL FEED INTAKE CLASSIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT 

REGIMEN ON FEEDLOT GROWTH PERFORMANCE, CARCASS TRAITS AND 

MEAT QUALITY IN BEEF CATTLE 

 

3.1 ABSTRACT 

 

The interaction of  residual feed intake (RFI)  classification determined in the grower 

phase with diverse management regimens (using growth promotants) applied in the finisher 

phase were examined on growth performance, carcass characteristics, and meat quality for 156 

Angus x Simmental steers. The 5 finisher phase management regimens included: (1) cattle that 

were non-implanted; (2) cattle implanted with Synovex-S (estrogen); (3) cattle implanted with 

Revalor-S (trenbolone acetate + estrogen combination); (4) cattle implanted with Revalor-S and 

fed ractopamine (RAC); and (5) cattle implanted with Revalor-S and fed zilpaterol (ZH). The 

effects of the diverse management regimens were tested on RFI classification changes (low RFI 

= LRFI; high RFI = HRFI) both within and across test periods.  

 DMI and RFI were lower (P < 0.01) in LRFI cattle versus HRFI cattle across all 

production phases, while G:F was increased (P < 0.01) in LRFI cattle.  Start and end of trial 

body weights and ADG were not affected (P > 0.05) by RFI classification. Implants did improve 

(P < 0.05) ADG and G:F in the finisher phase, but not for the overall trial (combined growing 

and finishing phases).  

  Low RFI steers had heavier (P = 0.02) HCW, increased (P = 0.04) LMA, and greater (P = 

0.03) lean percentage based on rib dissections. Both implant types increased (P < 0.01) HCW 

and lean percentage based on rib dissections and decreased (P < 0.01) marbling, IMF content 

(LM and ST muscles) and fat percentage based on rib dissections. Use of the combination 
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implant additionally increased (P < 0.01) LMA (cm
2
). The feeding of zilpaterol further increased 

(P = 0.02) LMA (cm
2
) and lean percentage based on rib dissections.  

 Meat quality traits were generally similar (P > 0.05) across RFI classifications. LRFI 

cattle produced LM steaks with greater (P < 0.05) shear force values. Implants increased (P < 

0.02) shear force values for LM and ST muscles compared to non-implanted beef. The feeding of 

βAA further increased (P < 0.04) cook losses and shear force values for both muscles. Shear 

force values for LM f increased (P < 0.01) by feeding zilpaterol. While longer post mortem 

ageing times decreased (P < 0.02) shear force and cook losses for LM and ST, a management 

regimen by post mortem ageing interaction was present (P < 0.02) for shear force for LM.  

 Steaks from LRFI cattle had decreased (P < 0.02) tenderness, and initial and overall 

juiciness ratings than steaks from HRFI cattle as determined by a trained taste panel. The feeding 

of βAA to Revalor-S implanted cattle decreased (P < 0.01) softness, tenderness and increased 

chewiness and rate of breakdown ratings versus only using the implant.  

 RFI classification changes may exist between the grower and finisher production phases 

of beef cattle. Using metabolic modifiers did not influence RFI classification changes across 

production phases. The study found that RFI classification may be associated with reductions in 

beef tenderness especially when specific metabolic modifiers are incorporated in management 

regimens. 

 

Key Words: Residual Feed Intake, Beef cattle, Growth Performance, Carcass Traits, Beef 

Quality, Sensory Evaluation 
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3.2 MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

3.2.1. ANIMAL MANAGEMENT 

 

Originally, 160 weaned steers with an average start of grower phase weight of 343.3 ± 

40.32 kg aged approximately 10 months of age were used in this trial.  Animals were used in 

accordance with the Animal Utilization Protocol approved by the University of Guelph Animal 

Care Committee, based on guidelines and principles of the Canadian Council on Animal Care 

(1993). Breeds were mixed but were predominantly Angus X Simmental or Red Angus X 

Simmental crosses. Steers were sourced from 6 locations as follows: 37 steers from the 

University of Guelph beef cattle breeding herds at Elora (22 head) and New Liskeard (15 head); 

34 steers from commercial cow-calf operations in Ontario (7 head from Bar 5 Simmental in 

Markdale, Ontario; 8 head from Bushbeck in Grey County, Ontario; 19 Red Angus x Simmental 

from McKinlay’s in Flesherton, Ontario) and 85 Simmental crosses from Spring Creek Colony in 

Walsh, Alberta. Calves from the Elora herd were weaned in early November at around 200 days 

of age. The trial was conducted at the University of Guelph’s Elora Beef Research Station 

(EBRC) in Elora, Ontario. Cattle from the New Liskeard herd arrived at the Elora Beef Research 

Station in August, 2012 while commercial cattle purchased from beef producers arrived 

November, 2012 and were given over a month’s rest period to ensure no compromised or ill 

animals were used in the trial.   

The animals were housed in the main feedlot barn at the EBRC with cattle allocated to 10 

pens with a stocking density of 16 head per pen. This barn is equipped with the Insentec feeding 

system (Insentec B.V., Marknesse, The Netherlands) to allow for feed intake data to be collected 

on an individual animal basis. For the initial phase of the trial, animals were housed based on 
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similar bodyweights to optimize welfare standards. The dimensions of the pens are 7.01 meters 

wide by 13.32 meters long.   

Each pen contained four feeding stations that are accessed by the cattle with a 

transponder located in the ear of the cattle. This allowed for the feeder system to identify 

individual animals via their Insentec animal ID as they approach the trough. The system can 

allow or deny feed access, and measure exact feed intakes by individual cattle. Additionally, this 

system can measure how many visits (meals) to the feeding station were made, how much feed is 

consumed at each visit, along with recording the duration of each meal. Insentec feed intake data 

are recorded continuously daily on an as-fed basis and are stored on a University of Guelph 

computer server.  

3.2.2 ANIMAL PERFORMANCE 

 

The trial began with a grower phase starting January 2
nd

, 2013. All cattle were fed a 

common, grower phase diet based on corn silage, alfalfa silage, corn gluten meal, vitamin and 

mineral mix (Table 1) with the grain portion of the diet limited to approximately 30% on a DM 

basis. The chemical composition of the grower diet is presented in Table 2. This diet was 

formulated to meet requirements as outlined in NRC (2000).  The cattle were not implanted with 

or fed any growth promotants; however the ionophore, Rumensin was incorporated in the 

growing ration premix.   The cattle were fed a total mixed ration on an ad lib basis with feed 

being added twice a day. Body weights for individual animals were collected for two consecutive 

days at the start of the trial (SOTBW), at the end of grower phase/beginning of finisher phase 

(SOFBW), and at the end of trial (ENDBW); body weights were also recorded every 28 days 

throughout the trial.  
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For conversion of as-fed feed intake data to dry matter (DM) intakes, diet samples were 

collected to calculate the moisture (DM) content. Diet samples were collected approximately on 

a weekly basis from the total mixed ration and were frozen at ≤ 0°C. The dry matter content of 

the diet samples was sampled by weighing out approximately 200 grams (wet weight) into 

aluminum trays.  The diet samples were then dried in a Hotpack Tru-temp force air oven at 60 °C 

for at least 48 hours. The DM content of the diet was calculated using the formula, (Dry weight 

(g)/as is weight (g) ) * 100. Once the DM content of the diet samples was calculated, the as-fed 

feed intake values from the Insentec system were multiplied by weekly DM percentages for each 

steer to determine corresponding DM intake (DMI) values. The remaining portions of the diet 

samples used for DM determination were later used for laboratory feed analysis. In preparation 

for this, the dried samples were ground to pass through a 1 mm screen using a Thomas Wiley 

feed grinder (Wiley Mill, Arthur H. Thomas, Philadelphia, PA) and were then composited. These 

samples were sent to A and L Laboratories in London, ON, with the diet analysis presented in 

Table 2. 

 Using feed intake and weight data, calculations were made to determine various growth 

performance traits.  Average daily gain (ADG) was calculated using a linear regression model in 

SAS (Proc Reg) which regressed observed cattle weights on the days in the trial when body 

weight measurements were recorded. DMI as a percentage of body weight was calculated as 

DMI/mid test body weight (kg), where mid-test body weight = SOTBW (start of test BW) + 

[ADG * (days on feed (DOF)/2)].  Gain to feed (G:F) was determined by the formula,  

ADG/DMI. Feed to gain (F:G) was calculated using the formula,  DMI/ADG . Residual feed 

intake (RFI) was calculated as follows:   

 y = β0 + β1(ADG) + β2(MWT) + RFI (residual portion) 
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Where y is the daily DMI, β0 is the regression intercept, β1 is the partial regression of daily intake 

on average daily gain (ADG), and β2 is the partial regression of daily intake on metabolic body 

weight (MWT), which is the mid-test live bodyweight to power of 0.75  (Koch et al., 1963; 

Arthur et al., 2001a). 

All traits were calculated for all three phases of the trial including the growing phase, the 

finishing phase, and the overall trial that incorporates both the growing and finishing phases.  

The latter phases will be described later in the Materials and Methods. 

RFI classification value was determined at the end of the grower phase for each steer. 

This value was used to classify each steer as either high RFI (HRFI) or low RFI (LRFI).  The 

high RFI (HRFI) classification was assigned to steers that were inefficient at converting feed into 

weight gains. The low RFI (LRFI) classification was assigned to steers that were efficient at 

converting feed into weight gains. For each RFI classification determined in the grower phase, 

equal numbers of cattle were randomly assigned to 1 of 5 finishing management regimens used 

in the finisher phase.  The allocation was conducted with the intent that mean RFI would not 

differ across the 5 finishing management regimens.  Within a given management regimen, the 

cattle were also allocated on the basis of body weight: heavy weight (HW) cattle were separated 

from light weight (LW) cattle.  The steers were assigned into HW or LW groups based on their 

72 day body weight measure, where HW cattle averaged 507.8 ± 36.17 kg and LW cattle 

averaged 434.6 ± 26.19 kg.  Animals were separated into HW and LW groups within each 

management regimen with each group allocated to separate pens based on their body weight 

class to ensure optimal animal welfare standards, market the HW group before the LW group, 

and attempt to ensure similar finished weights across weight groups at the end of trial. To 

account for this difference in body weights, there were two slaughter dates so that the HW 
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groups were slaughtered first as they would theoretically be plateauing in their growth curve 

first. This allowed LW cattle to keep gaining in an attempt to ensure similar end of trial body 

weights as their corresponding management regimen HW group.   

The management regimens used in the finishing phase included: 1) a control where no 

hormonal growth implants (NI) or  muscle gaining growth promotants were administered), 2) 

Synovex (SYN) where steers were implanted with Synovex-S (Fort Dodge Animal Health, 

Overland Park, KS), an estrogenic implant  containing 200 mg progesterone and 20 mg estradiol 

benzoate, 3)  Revalor (REV) where steers were implanted with Revalor-S (Intervet, Millsboro, 

DE),  a more aggressive combination implant  containing 120 mg trenbolone acetate (TBA) and 

24 mg estradiol (E2), 4) Revalor plus Optaflexx (REV/O) where steers were implanted with 

Revalor-S while being fed the beta-agonist, Optaflexx®  (ractopamine hydrochloride; Elanco 

Animal Health, Greensfield, IN) for the last 35 days on feed, and 5)  Revalor plus Zilmax 

(REV/Z), where steers were implanted with Revalor-S while being fed the beta-agonist, 

Zilmax® (zilpaterol hydrochloride; Merck Animal Health, Summit NJ) for the last 21 days on 

feed.  The management regimens were developed in an attempt to produce drastic differences in 

growth performance, carcass, and meat quality traits to examine how RFI classification in the 

growing phase for cattle managed identically may change with major changes to animal 

management in the finishing phase.  

Cattle were given a 33 day period to adjust from the 60% corn silage diet to the final 

finishing ration which contained approximately 76% high moisture corn (HMC) on a DM basis 

(Table 3).  The chemical composition of the finisher diet is presented in Table 4. The diets were 

formulated to meet requirements as outlined in NRC (2000).   The final finisher ration was fed 
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starting May 1
st
, 2013.   Cattle were implanted with Synovex-S or Revalor-S on March 29

th
, 

2013 where appropriate.  The beta-agonists were administered orally as a feed additive during 

the terminal stages of the trial. Optaflexx was fed for the last 35 days in the finisher phase based 

on Elanco recommendations at an inclusion level of 300 mg/head/day and Zilmax was fed for the 

last 21 days on feed based on Merck recommendations at an inclusion level of 8.3 mg/head/day 

with a 5 day withdrawal period prior to slaughter. All steers were double weighed at the initial 

feeding of the beta-agonists and were doubled weighed at the end of the trial prior to slaughter.   

One steer which originated from the New Liskeard breeding herd was euthanized due to issues 

with bloating during the transition period. The finisher phase lasted 104 days for the HW group 

and 118 days for the LW group.  As with the grower phase, ADG, G:F, F:G and RFI were 

recorded and calculated as previously described but using observed body weights and feed intake 

data collected during the finisher phase. 

Growth performance data for the entire feeding trial was based on combining growing 

and finishing phase data collected from January 3
rd

 until July 25
th

.  ADG, DMI, G:F, F:G and 

RFI were calculated as previously described for determination of growing phase growth 

performance traits based on body weight and feed intake data collected over the entire trial.   

3.2.3 CATTLE AND CARCASS PROCESSING  

 

All 159 steers used in the trial were processed at Cargill Meat Solutions in Guelph, 

Ontario. The heavy weight group was processed first on July 11
th

, 2013 with 80 head harvested. 

The light weight group was processed on July 25
th

, 2013 with 79 head harvested.  For each 

slaughter date, the approximately 80 head included 50% of cattle from each grower RFI 

classification by finishing management regimen subclass. This design results in common times 
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on feed for each RFI classification/finishing management regimen subclass. Cattle were 

harvested at Cargill Meat Solutions according to commercial industry procedures that includes 

captive bolt stunning before exsanguination. The order of kill was recorded at the plant to enable 

identification of individual carcasses. Each carcass was tagged before and immediately after 

entry into the chill cooler to enable identification of individual carcasses for subsequent 

procurement of muscle cuts.  After approximately 3 days post-mortem (PM), carcasses were 

assessed by an experienced carcass evaluator from the Canadian Beef Grading Agency (CBGA) 

to determine quality and yield grades following the Livestock and Poultry Carcass Grading 

Regulations (Canada Agricultural Products Act, 1992). Data were collected from a commercial 

vision image analysis-based system used to evaluate the carcass; this included longissimus 

muscle area (LMA), marbling, a measure for subcutaneous backfat (grade fat, the measure of 

subcutaneous fat in mm measured in the last quadrant over the longissimus muscle on the 12/13
th

 

rib interface), and estimated lean yield for each steer. The CBGA also provided hot carcass 

weight (HCW), yield grade (YG), and quality grade (QG) data for each animal. A primal rib 

section (3 x 4 with chine bone on) consisting of all lean, muscle, and fat from ribs 6 to 12 along 

with the eye of round (semitendinosus muscle; ST) were removed from the right side of each 

carcass, packaged and shipped to the University of Guelph Meat Laboratory for analysis. 

The ST muscle was processed first at the University of Guelph Meat Laboratory. At five 

days postmortem, ST muscles were trimmed of excess fat and connective tissue, and were then 

cut into five 2.5 cm thick steaks with the remainder used for processing. ST steaks were allocated 

as follows for meat quality evaluation: Steak 1: colour, pH, temperature and intramuscular fat 

determinations; Steak 2: 7 days post-mortem ageing (ageing) for Warner Bratzler shear force 

(WBSF) and cooking loss determinations; Steak 3: 14 days ageing for WBSF and cooking loss 
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determinations; Steak 4: 21 days ageing for WBSF and cooking loss determinations; and Steak 5: 

28 days ageing for WBSF and cooking loss determinations.  The methods used for evaluation of 

colour, pH and intramuscular fat content for Steak 1 will be described later in the Materials and 

Methods. After colour, temperature and pH measurements were completed on Steak 1, the steaks 

were vacuum-sealed and then allowed to age in a chill cooler at ≤ 4⁰C for 7 days.  Steaks 2 to 5 

were also vacuum-sealed and then allowed to age in a chill cooler at ≤ 4⁰C for 7 to 28 days based 

on their post-mortem ageing designation.  After the designated post-mortem ageing was 

completed, the steaks were frozen at -22⁰C.  

 The rib sections were processed in the University of Guelph Meat Laboratory at 6 

days PM.  Rib sections were weighed with the weights recorded, and then cut into eight 3.2 cm 

longissimus thoracis (LM) steaks starting from the 12
th

/13
th

 rib interface.  The first 6 steaks were 

dissected into lean, fat and bone components (Lunt et al., 1985) for determination of carcass 

composition with each component weighed and recorded. The fat was also partitioned into 

subcutaneous, intermuscular, and body cavity fat depots that were weighed individually with the 

data recorded. A small portion of lean muscle was collected for subsequent DNA genotyping. 

Steaks were allocated as follows for meat quality evaluation: Steak 1: colour, pH, temperature 

and intramuscular fat determinations; Steaks 2 and 3: 14 days ageing for assessment of 

palatability traits by a trained taste panel; Steak 4: 7 days ageing for WBSF and cooking loss 

determinations; Steak 5: 14 days ageing for WBSF and cooking loss determinations; Steak 6: 21 

days ageing for WBSF and cooking loss determinations; Steak 7: 28 days ageing for WBSF and 

cooking loss determinations;  and Steak 8 which was saved as an extra.  After colour, 

temperature and pH measurements were completed on Steak 1, the steaks were vacuum-sealed 

and then allowed to age in a chill cooler at ≤ 4⁰C for 7 days.  Steaks 2 to 8 were also vacuum-
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sealed and then allowed to age in a chill cooler at ≤ 4⁰C for 7 to 28 days based on their post-

mortem ageing designation.  After the designated post-mortem ageing was completed, the steaks 

were frozen at -22⁰C.  

3.2.4 MEAT QUALITY EVALUATION  

 pH and Colour 

One steak from each muscle type was processed to evaluate pH, temperature and colour 

data for each steer to assess meat quality.   Colour, temperature and pH measurements on 

longissimus and semitendinosus steaks were taken at the same times as fabrication of the 

semitendinosus muscle and primal rib section. Prior to evaluation of lean colour, the designated 

steaks were placed on butcher paper to allow the fresh-cut surface of each steak to bloom with 

exposure to oxygen in the air for at least 30 minutes to enhance colour development. A Hanna 

spear-tipped pH electrode (Hanna Instruments, Mississauga, ON) with thermocouple connected 

to an Accumet A71 pH meter (Fisher Scientific, Toronto, ON) was used for pH and temperature 

determinations. The pH meter was calibrated using pH 4 and 7 buffer solutions prior to data 

measurement and collection.  To determine muscle pH, the electrode and thermocouple were 

inserted into three different locations in the muscle with data measurements for all three 

locations recorded, and then averaged. Colour measurements were determined using the 

handheld Konica Minolta Chroma Meter (Model CR-400; Konica Minolta Sensing Inc., Ramsey, 

NJ) with illuminant D65 and 0° viewing angle. The device was placed on six different locations 

on the steak with all readings recorded to later calculate an average. Prior to data collection, the 

Chroma Meter was standardized using a white ceramic tile with the specifications of Y = 92.7, x 

= 0.3134, and y = 0.3196. Colour data were obtained in accordance to the Commission 

International de l'Eclairage (CIE, 1976) with L*, a*, and b*, measurements determined using the 
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device: where L* is a measure of luminosity, a* is a measure of the range from red to green, and 

b* is a measure of the range from yellow to blue. For luminosity, a higher value indicates a 

lighter colour. For a* and b*, higher values indicate greater levels of red or yellow, respectively, 

and lower values indicate greater levels of green and blue, respectively. The colour trait, chroma 

was calculated using the a* and b* values as follows: Chroma = (a
*2

 + b
*2

)
0.5

.  Chroma measures 

the colour intensity. The colour trait, hue angle was calculated as follows: 
y
Hue angleab = 

(arctan(b
*
/a

*
))/(180/π).   Hue angle measures the distance in degrees from the true red axis of the 

CIE colour space using the mentioned equation and represents the colour type based on 

wavelength of light radiation. After colour, temperature and pH measurements were completed, 

steaks were vacuum-sealed and frozen at -22⁰C to be used later for determination of 

intramuscular fat content, as described later.  

 

Warner Bratzler Shear Force  

Longissimus and semitendinosus muscle steaks designated for Warner Bratzler shear 

force (WBSF) evaluation were removed from the freezer and placed in a cooler at ≤ 4⁰C to thaw 

for approximately 48 hours. Raw steaks were weighed individually prior to grilling with the data 

recorded. A Garland Grill (ED-30B; Garland Commercial Ranges Ltd., Mississauga, ON) was 

preheated and sprayed with a thin layer of cooking oil. As soon as the steaks were placed on the 

grill, an initial steak temperature was recorded using a thermocouple, which was inserted into the 

geometric centre of the steak. The thermocouple remained in the steaks until 35°C internal 

temperature was reached and then the steaks were flipped over. Cooking was complete when 

steaks reached an internal temperature of 70-71°C. At this time, steaks were weighed promptly 

with the data recorded, bagged, and placed into an ice-water bath in a cooler to end the cooking 
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process. Steaks were then placed into a cooler at ≤ 4°C and left for approximately 24 hours. 

Cooking losses were calculated using the ratio of the raw and cooked weights of the steak, using 

the equation (Percent Cook Loss = [(Raw weight – Cooked weight)/ Raw weight] *100). 

Cooking loss is a valuable measure as it measures water retention and can be related to product 

juiciness as increased water retention (lower cooking losses) would be associated with a juicier 

product for consumers.  

 On the following day, steaks were removed from the cooler in preparation for WBSF 

evaluations. The steaks were cored using a drill press (Mastercraft 10 inch drill press) mounted 

corer with a core diameter of 1.3 cm. A total of 8 cores (diameter of 1.3 cm) were taken across 

the respective muscle from each steak to ensure a true representative sample and were cored 

along the grain of the muscle fibres. Once the steak was cored, the cores were cut perpendicular 

to the muscle fibres using a Warner-Bratzler blade equipped to a TA-XT Plus Texture Analyzer 

(Texture Technologies Corp., Scarsdale, NY) with a blade speed of 3.3 mm/s. This device 

measures the force required in kg to shear the sample across the muscle fibres. Using a custom 

pre-programmed macro in Sun Microsystems Texture Exponent program software for Windows 

XP; a peak shear force value was determined for each core.  The 8 shear force values were 

averaged to give a mean shear force value for each steak.  

 

Intramuscular Fat Determination 

A chemical fat analysis was conducted on both 7 day aged LM and ST steaks. Steaks 

were partially thawed and then cut into small cubes and freeze dried in aluminum tins. Once 

dried, each sample was ground in a simple coffee grinder to produce a fine powder. The powder 

was mixed for each sample and then weighed into Ankom Xt4 bags (Ankom, Macedon, NY) that 
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were sealed with heat. Samples were thoroughly dried in an oven and then re-weighed to ensure 

all moisture was lost. The bags were placed into an Ankom XT20 Fat Analyzer (Ankom, 

Macedon, NY) that used ether extraction (AOAC, 2004) to determine the intramuscular fat 

content. These bags were re-weighed to calculate the loss of lipids. The percentage of chemical 

fat was determined by the following formula: % chemical fat = ((Initial weight - Post extraction 

weight)/ Initial weight)* 100. 

 

3.2.5 CONDUCT OF TRAINED TASTE PANEL TO ASSESS BEEF PALATABILITY 

ATTRIBUTES 

  

The final phase of this project was the completion of a trained taste panel to assess the 

major palatability attributes (tenderness, juiciness, and flavour) for beef longissimus muscle.  All 

requirements were met to comply with the Tri-Council Policy Statement on Ethical Conduct for 

Research Involving Humans. Recruitment for the trained taste panel began on January 20
th

, 2014. 

Emails were sent out to several listservs for graduate and undergraduate departments at the 

University of Guelph. Recruitment was also advertised through the OAC Beef Science Club. The 

email called for individuals who eat beef approximately three times a week to participate in a 3 

month trained taste panel once completing a two day screening process.  A total of 31 individuals 

participated in the screening process. The screening days were designed to identify individuals 

who could identify basic odours, basic tastes, and texture differences. For screening day 1, there 

were 4 tests which rated each participant for their ability to assess odour, flavour, texture, and to 

determine degree of saltiness.   For Test 1 – Odour recognition, several odours were prepared 
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and placed into capped brown bottles with the substance placed directly into the bottle. Cotton 

balls were placed on top of the substance so that the screeners could not open the bottle and look 

inside to identify the odour-emitting substance. There were 8 identical bottles placed at each 

station. The screeners were instructed to open the bottle, take a quick sniff and then try and 

identify the odour and mark it down on the test sheet. If they could not immediately identify the 

odour, they were advised to place the cap back and try again later. This measure was taken to 

prevent fatiguing of the sensory capabilities of the nose. The odour test was included in the 

screening to make sure future panelists had a normal capability of smelling because odours play 

a crucial role in tasting food. If a panelist did not have a full range of odour identification, their 

perception of taste would be very different than panelists who could identify basic odours. Test 2 

for the first screening day was a basic taste recognition. Identical colourless, nearly odourless 

solutions were prepared to represent the basic tastes of sweet, sour, bitter, salty and water (no 

taste). There were 5 clear cups labeled with a random 3 digit number with each cup containing 

the same amount, approximately 300 ml, of the 5 flavor emitting substances. A spit cup was 

provided in case panelists did not want to swallow the samples. Panelists were instructed to 

cleanse their palette with unsalted soda crackers and water between each sample. Test 3 for the 

first screening day was a ranking test. There were 4 varying concentrations of salt water. 

Panelists were asked to rank the solutions from 1 (least salty) to 4 (most salty). Again each clear 

cup was labeled with a random 3 digit number and panelists were instructed to cleanse their 

palette between samples. Test 4 for the first screening day was a paired comparison of two types 

of white cheeses: mozzarella and cheddar. This test was developed to test the screener’s 

capabilities for identifying texture differences in foods. The mozzarella cheese is softer than the 

cheddar cheese. The cheeses were cut into uniform 1 cm X 1 cm X 1 cm cubes and placed into 
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clear cups. The screeners were instructed to test both samples and identify which one was softer. 

Again, they were instructed to cleanse their palettes between samples. 

On the second day of screening, there were 5 tests. Test 1 for the second screening day 

was another ranking test which evaluated sour tasting samples. Four cups were provided which 

contained various concentrations of citric acid. Participants had to rank the samples in order of 1 

(least sour) to 4 (most sour). Test 2 for the second screening day was a triangle test evaluating 

marshmallows. There were 3 marshmallows provided for each test. They were all uniform in size 

and appearance and taste. One marshmallow was stale as it was left out in ambient air at room 

temperature for approximately 24 hours. The other two marshmallows were fresh, removed from 

the package on the morning of the second screening day. The panelists were asked to sample all 

3 marshmallows and identify the one marshmallow which was different and explain why it was 

different. The goal of this test is to determine if panelists could identify a texture difference in 

the staler, harder marshmallow. Test 3 for the second screening day was another triangle test. 

Three visually identical pieces of steaks were offered to the screeners. Two pieces of steaks had 

a very high shear force value (indicating tough beef) as determined by the Warner-Bratzler 

instrument and one piece had a low shear force (indicating tender beef). Therefore the screeners 

were provided with 2 tough pieces of steak and 1 tender piece of steak.  Screeners were asked to 

identify which piece was the different one and state why this piece of steak was different. The 

fourth test was a paired comparison of two types of chocolate bars: a caramel chewy dip 

(QuakerOats®, Chicago, Illinois, USA) and a Mars (Mars®, McLean, Virginia, USA) bar. 

Panelists had to correctly identify the chewier bar. Test 4 for the second screening day test was 

another paired comparison but this time evaluating two types of hamburger: a Blue Menu 

Reduced fat (President’s Choice, Toronto, Ontario Canada) and a PC Sirloin high fat burger 
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(President’s Choice, Toronto, Ontario Canada). Screeners were to identify which sample was 

juicier. The second day of testing was geared towards more texture attributes that panelists 

would encounter during the actual taste panel. As a result, the texture specific tests on the second 

day of screening were weighted higher than the tests from the first day of screening to ensure top 

screeners would make excellent candidates for a steak taste panel. A total of 31 individuals 

participated in the 2 days of screening. 

In addition to the screening tests, individuals had to complete a 4 page questionnaire to 

consider their eligibility to participate in the trained taste panel. The questionnaire was developed 

to assess: how available they were, if they could commit to the required time slot for the entire 

duration of the taste panel, how often they ate red meat, and what foods do they favour. 

Additionally, they were asked their preferred degree of doneness when eating steak because all 

steaks during taste panel must be cooked to a uniform medium degree of doneness at 71⁰ 

Celsius. If panelists did not enjoy steak at this level of doneness, they would not be eligible to 

partake in the panel. Screeners and panelists were paid $12.00/day for participation in the 

screening. 

 

Training 

After the 2 day screening process was completed, 10 individuals were chosen based on 

screening results to participate in the trained taste panel. Panellists were trained to evaluate 

texture and taste attributes in beef steaks for 4 weeks. Training sessions were approximately an 

hour long from Monday to Thursday. Training for sensory evaluation was developed based on 

guidelines outlined by the American Meat Science Association (1995). Taste panel procedures 

were similar to those described by Streiter et al. (2012). Structure for training was based on 
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teaching proper evaluation of each palatability trait that was assessed during the conduct of the 

trained taste panel: softness, tenderness, initial juiciness, off flavour, beef flavour intensity, 

chewiness, overall juiciness and rate of breakdown.  

1. Softness evaluates how much force is required to initially compress the steak sample. The 

instructions for evaluation are: Place the sample between the molar teeth so that you are 

biting across the fibres. Bite down evenly, evaluating the force required to compress the 

sample.  The scale used was 0 = extremely firm to 10 = extremely soft. 

2. Tenderness is how tough or tender the steak is. Instructions are: Continue chewing for 3 

chews after the initial (chew) compression and evaluate as the force required to chew the 

sample. The scale for tenderness was 0 = extremely tough to 10 = extremely tender.  

3. Initial juiciness is an evaluation of how much moisture is released after the first 3-5 

chews and panellists are instructed accordingly. For juiciness, 0 = non juicy (dry) to 10 = 

extremely juicy. 

4. Beef Flavour Intensity is the amount of full meaty flavour associated with cooked beef 

present after 8 chews. For beef flavour intensity, the scale used where 0 = extremely 

bland to 10 = intense beef flavour. 

5. Off Flavour Intensity is any perceived flavour not characteristic of freshly cooked beef. 

Atypical flavour is associated with deterioration or transformation the product.  Describes 

off-flavours such as: Abnormal/Other: abnormal flavour not found in cooked beef; 

Rancid: flavour intensity of expired product; Greasy/Fatty: flavour associated with fat or 

oil; Metallic: flavour associated with meat taste, metal, blood or raw beef lean; Livery : 

flavour associated with liver; Fishy: flavour associated with fish; Cardboard : the 

aromatic/flavour associated with slightly stale beef and associated with wet cardboard 
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and stale oils and fats; Gamey: flavour associated with eating wild game; Bitter: the taste 

on the tongue associate with bitter agents such as caffeine or quinine; Sweet: the taste on 

the tongue associated with sugars; Sour: the taste on the tongue associated with acids 

such as citric acid; Salty: the taste on the tongue associated with sodium ions. The scale 

used for off flavour intensity was: 0 - No off - flavours detected; 2 - Very slight (just 

recognizable) off-flavours - Acceptable, only noticeable to a trained taster; 4 - Slight but 

definite off-flavours - Slightly out of balance; 6 - Moderate off-flavours - list the 

attributes; 8 - Strong off-flavours - Unacceptable (list the attributes); 10 - Very Strong 

off-flavours (major defects) - Unacceptable - list the attributes (Streiter et al., 2012).  

6. Chewiness, which evaluates the energy (force plus time), required to chew the same 

completely for swallowing. Panelists are instructed to evaluate the sample at 9 chews as it 

is prepared for swallowing by chewing at a constant rate. The scale used is 0 = not chewy 

to 10 = extremely chewy. 

7. Overall juiciness is an evaluation of how much moisture is released after the first 10 

chews and panellists are instructed accordingly. For juiciness the scale is, 0 = non juicy 

(dry) to 10 = extremely juicy. 

8. Rate of breakdown which is an assessment of the rate at which the sample disintegrates 

during the mastication process in preparation for swallowing. For rate of breakdown, 0 = 

very slow to 10 = very fast. 

For each trait, a precise description was given along with provision of two samples which 

represented extreme examples for a given palatability attribute or trait. For example, an 

extremely tender and an extremely tough piece of beef were provided to panellists.  Panellists 

learned how to accurately identify the given trait. Next, panellists were required to rank 4 or 3 
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samples of each trait in proper order from most (i.e. most tender) to least (i.e. least tender, most 

tough).  Discussion and consensus was completed by panellists for all samples. Once assessment 

of the palatability traits had been properly learned, panellists were trained to use a 10 cm line 

scale that was used during the conduct of the taste panel to evaluate the steaks. Sensory attributes 

were evaluated using a 10 cm unstructured line scale with verbal intensity descriptors as anchors 

based on quantitative descriptive analysis (Stone and Sidel, 2003). Following this, panellists 

were tested on evaluation of all palatability attributes using proper taste panel conduct, with no 

discussion during evaluation of samples, and following proper protocol in a test environment. 

This step was repeated until panellists were standardized in their evaluations before the trained 

taste panel could begin.   

 

Design & Conduct of the Trained Taste Panel 

In total, steaks from 120 steers were used. This included longissimus steaks from 12 

steers for each of the 10 management regimen by RFI classification subclasses. Allocation was 

done randomly using 160 random 3 digit numbers. Once allocation was completed, any 

necessary switches were made such that:  

a. Each day of the taste panel had no more than 2 animals from each management 

regimen by RFI classification subclass. 

i. For example, a maximum of 2 steaks from non-implanted/high RFI steers.  

b. Each day of the taste panel should evaluate no more than 4 animals from each 

management regimen. 

i. For example, steaks from 2 non-implanted/high RFI and 1 non-

implanted/low RFI steers was acceptable.  
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ii. For example, steaks from non-implanted/high RFI and 2 non-

implanted/low RFI steers was acceptable. 

iii. For example, steaks from 2 non-implanted/high RFI and 2 non-

implanted/low RFI was not acceptable; 1 of the 4 steaks was switched to 

another day of assessment.  

Panellists evaluated 6 steaks from 6 different steers every day. Evaluation was completed 

in an enclosed room with separate booths to prevent any conversation or answer sharing between 

panellists. Each booth was equipped with a red light to ensure no bias in evaluations due to the 

appearance of the steak. Samples were served in small clear Dixie cups (Dixie, Atlanta Georgia, 

USA) all labelled with a random 3 digit code.  

Steaks were removed from the freezer and thawed for approximately 48 h in a ≤ 4°C 

cooler prior to taste panel preparation. Steaks were cooked on a grooved double sided grill  

(Silesia CG2-C Double Grooved High Speed Contact Grill) (Silesia Grill Machines, Oakville,  

ON). This non-stick cooking apparatus differed from the Garland grill used for shear force  

analysis in order to prevent flavour contamination due to use of cooking oil with the Garland  

grill. A Type K thermocouple (Fisher Scientific, Toronto, ON) was inserted into the geometric 

center of the steak to track the cooking process and ensure uniform doneness. Steaks were 

cooked until the internal temperature of 35°C was reached, and then they were flipped. Once an 

internal temperature of approximately 70°C was reached, steaks were removed from the grill and 

placed into an aluminum pan and stored in a warming oven (Isotemp Compact Incubator, Fisher 

Scientific, Toronto, ON). Steak samples were partitioned into smaller (1 cm x 1 cm x ~2.5 cm) 

samples using a measured grid placed on a cutting board; cubes were placed into Dixie cups 
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labelled with three digit random numbers. The prepared samples were then stored in the oven 

until serving time, which was approximately within a half hour of cubing. As soon as panellists 

arrived, all 6 samples were served. Unsalted plain soda crackers, bottled water and a drinking 

cup were provided to ensure panellists could cleanse their palette between samples. Once all 6 

samples were evaluated, panellists would hand in evaluation forms and leave. 

 

3.2.6 CALCULATIONS AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA 

 

Data was completed on 156 steers in total. One steer was lost during the transition period 

between the grower phase and finisher phase due to bloat. Three additional steers were removed 

due to abnormal growth curves due to weight loss.   These steers were removed from the trial to 

prevent compromising the data set. Animals with abnormal growth curves were discovered 

during calculation of ADG. Average daily gain was calculated via a linear regression of body 

weights on days body weights were collected during the trial, to provide a growth rate for each 

steer.  After examining the R-squares from the regression for growth, any animals with an r-

square < 0.90 was removed as it was considered having an abnormal growth rate. Since variation 

in production traits is common because of the challenges with measuring live animals, a Brown 

& Forsythe test was used to ensure equal variance and normal distribution. To determine RFI, 

the GLM procedure from the SAS Foundation software (SAS Institute Inc., 2007) was used with, 

actual DMI regressed on expected intake as calculated by ADG corrected for each steer’s midtest 

metabolic body weight (Koch et al., 1963).  
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All production, carcass and meat quality traits, and taste panel results were analyzed 

using a mixed linear model within the mixed procedure of SAS Foundation software (PROC 

MIXED SAS Institute Inc., 2007) using a 2 X 5 factorial arrangement. The main effects used in 

the model were RFI classification (class) based on grower phase RFI (high vs. low RFI), 5 

management regimens (fixed effect) which were applied in the finisher phase, and the RFI 

classification by management regimen interaction. The model included the repeated effect of 

management regimen within pen.   Covariates and fixed effects used for statistical analysis of 

growth performance data included source of cattle origin as a categorical variable, and start of 

test period body weights (start of trial body weights used for growing phase and overall trial 

data; start of finisher phase body weights used for finishing phase data).  Covariates were only 

included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05.   

Statistical analysis of carcass and meat quality data was conducted using the model 

previously described for analyzing growth performance data.  For carcass traits, quality grade 

data were assigned the following coding prior to statistical analyses: A = 1, AA = 2, AAA = 3.  

In order to determine the yields of dissectible lean, fat and bone as a percent of rib weight, 

dissected rib component weights (lean, fat and bone) were divided by total rib weight.  Grade fat 

(in mm) from Cargill camera data and SOTBW were used as covariates for statistical analysis of 

carcass and meat quality data.   Covariates were only included in the final model when 

significant at P < 0.05.   

Statistical analysis of taste panel data was conducted using a modification of the model 

previously described for analyzing growth performance data.  Panellist was also included in the 

model along with all possible interactions of panellist with main effects, RFI classification and 

management regimen. (panellist by RFI class, panellist by management regimen, panellist by 
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RFI class by management regimen). Once the full model was run, a model building approach 

was used for each taste panel attribute to sequentially remove panellist by main effect 

interactions one by one in order of most insignificant P-value.  This process continued until the 

P-value for panellist by main effect interactions was ≤ 0.10.  Intramuscular fat content for 

longissimus muscle was used as a covariate for statistical analysis of taste panel data and was 

included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05. Statistical differences in the sensory 

traits were based on P ≤ 0.05, while biologically significant differences in taste panel attributes 

were based on more than a 1 sensory panel unit difference from the least square means for the 

main effect of interest (RFI class, management regimen, RFI class by management regimen 

interactions). The reasoning behind this is that main effect differences in palatability attributes 

need to differ by at least 1 sensory unit for consumers to detect a difference in the specific 

palatability attribute (Turner et al., 2014).  

The effects of post-mortem ageing on Warner-Bratzler shear force evaluations and 

cooking losses was analyzed with a model that included the main effects: RFI class, management 

regimen, and post-mortem ageing day along with all 2 and 3 way interactions. Intramuscular fat 

content for longissimus muscle was used as a covariate for statistical analysis of ageing data and 

was included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05.  

Differences among management regimen means were determined by orthogonal contrasts 

(Steele and Torrie, 1960). Contrasts included: 1) Comparison of non-implanted cattle versus all 

implanted cattle; 2) Comparison of cattle implanted with Synovex-S versus all cattle implanted 

with Revalor-S; 3) Comparison of cattle implanted with Revalor-S (no beta agonist fed) versus 

cattle implanted with Revalor-S and fed a beta agonist; 4) Comparison of cattle implanted with 

Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx versus cattle implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax (Table 5).  
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Contrasts were also developed to examine the interaction of RFI classification with management 

regimen (Table 6) and to examine the effects of postmortem ageing (Table 7).  Additionally, the 

management regimen by post mortem ageing interaction was evaluated using 12 orthogonal 

contrasts which are presented in Table 8.  

The experimental design was deliberately confounded to an attempt to examine 

management regimens that would produce drastic differences in growth performance, carcass, 

and meat quality traits to examine how RFI classification in the growing phase for cattle 

managed identically may change with major changes to animal management in the finishing 

phase. The conduct of a completely balanced design examining the growth promotants evaluated 

in the present study would require a much larger number of pens than the 10 pens used in the 

current study which ensured replication of the 5 management regimens. 

 

The trial evaluated 3 test periods as mentioned earlier: Grower phase (first 84 days of the 

trial feeding a common diet), finisher phase (d 85 to 208 with cattle allocated to 1 of 5 

management regimens) and overall trial (combined grower and finisher phases). Test periods 

were separated to examine if RFI classification changes throughout the test periods and 

determine when is the best time to determine RFI for feedlot cattle for ultimate assessment of 

DNA to identify genetics for breeding purposes. To investigate this, RFI classification was 

compared amongst the three test periods. For each test period (growing phase, finishing phase, 

overall trial), the standard deviation of the actual RFI score was determined. Then each steer’s 

individual RFI score was divided by the SD. This gave a value representing how far their RFI 

score was from the mean. This was done for each test period. Each animal was placed into one of 

the following categories to classify RFI > 0.5 SD (High RFI), ± 0.5 SD (medium RFI) and < 0.5 
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SD (low RFI).  Animals were given a code of -1 for low RFI, 0 for medium RFI and +1 for high 

RFI, and this variable was defined by that RFI classification code. To evaluate if animals 

changed their RFI class, or as Durunna et al. (2011) describes as re-ranking, Spearman 

correlations were determined for each transition test period (grower to finisher; grower to 

overall; and finisher to overall using  SAS (PROC CORR option SPEARMAN, SAS Institute 

Inc., 2007). If a high correlation is present between across test periods, re-ranking was not 

present. Additionally, a Pearson correlation (PROC CORR, SAS Institute Inc., 2007) was 

determined on actual RFI values across test periods to assess RFI changes across the test period 

(grower to finisher, grower to overall, and finisher to overall). 

To evaluate how many steers underwent a RFI classification change, a variable was 

defined to quantify RFI classification change. The RFI classification changes were coded into a 

response variable in one of two ways: a 7 or 3 category RFI classification changes, as presented 

in Tables 27 and 28, respectively.  The coding for the 7 categories is based on 7 weightings 

including: -3 for RFI changing from low to high across test periods which is most undesirable; -2 

for RFI changing from medium to high across test periods which is undesirable; -1 for RFI 

changing from low to medium across test periods which is moderately undesirable; 0 for RFI not 

changing; 1 for RFI changing from high to medium across test periods which is moderately 

desirable;  2 for RFI changing from medium to low across test periods which is desirable; 3 for 

RFI changing from high to low across test periods which is most desirable.  This ranking system 

acknowledges that high and low RFI are the extremes and therefore changes that result in 

attaining these extremes receive greater weightings. This 7 category ranking system also 

acknowledges all possibilities for RFI classification changes. The coding for the 3 category is 

based on desired changes in RFI for the beef industry, trying to attain a low RFI classification for 
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an overall assessment of an individual animal.  These codings are based on 3 weightings 

including: -1 for RFI changing to high across test periods which is undesirable; 0 for RFI either 

not changing or changing to a medium classification (this may or may not be desirable 

depending on initial RFI ranking); and +1 for RFI changing to low across test periods which is 

desirable.  This ranking system acknowledges that high and low RFI are the extremes, which 

differs. A frequency procedure (PROC FREQ SAS Institute Inc., 2007) was used on these 

variables, to show the proportion of steers that underwent a classification change between test 

periods. A logistic regression procedure, (PROC LOG SAS Institute Inc., 2007), was used to 

predict RFI classification changes across test periods from application of a diverse management 

regimen in the finisher phase. Limitation of this method exists due to the number of animals in 

the study, which is why it was only completed on the 3 categories of RFI classification change. 

The 7 category classification change further reduces the number of animal in each category used 

for predictions. An ANOVA was also used to evaluate the effect of MR on RFI classification 

changes, to provide further support due to limitations of the logistic procedure. The mixed 

procedure (PROC MIX SAS Institute Inc., 2007) function was used in SAS on the 7 categories 

for RFI classification changes. Limitations exist on using an ANOVA on a categorical variable, 

which is why the 7 category RFI classification change was preferred over the 3 categories for 

RFI classification changes. This ANOVA procedure was still included despite the fact a 

categorical variable was used, as it does provide some information, albeit must be interpreted 

with caution.  
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Table 1. Ingredient Composition for  Grower Diet 

Ingredient % DM Basis 

Corn silage 60.0 

Alfalfa silage 30.2 

Corn Gluten Meal 4.0 

Soybean Meal 3.0 

Premix 292
z
 2.3 

Salt 0.2 

Trace Mineral Premix
y
 0.2 

Monocalcium Phosphate 0.1 
z
Contains Rumensin (dose = 33 mg/kg) & Vitamins A, D, E 

y
Contains Cu, Zn, Fe, Mn 
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Table 2. Chemical Composition (Dry Matter Basis) of the 

Growing Phase Diet Fed to All Steers  

Parameter 

Values presented on  

DM basis 

NE Maintenance (Mcal/kg) 1.75 

NE Gain (Mcal/kg) 1.03 

Starch (%) 19.9 

Neutral Detergent Fibre (%) 36.6 

Acid Detergent Fibre (%) 23.9 

Lignin (%) 2.6 

Crude Protein (%) 17.6 

Soluble Crude Protein (% of CP) 47.5 

UIP - Bypass Protein (Estimated % of CP) 26.2 

NDF-CP (%) 1.89 

ADF-CP (%) 1.09 

Crude Fat (%) 2.68 

Ash (%) 5.67 

Major Minerals 

  Calcium (%) 0.72 

  Phosphorus (%) 0.32 

  Potassium (%) 1.37 

  Sulphur (%) 0.21 

  Magnesium (%) 0.26 

  Sodium (%) 0.11 

Trace Minerals 

  Copper (ug/g) 73.1 

  Zinc (ug/g) 338 

  Iron (ug/g) 391 

  Manganese (ug/g) 290 
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Table 3.  Ingredient Composition for Finisher Diet
z
 

Ingredient % DM Basis 

High Moisture Corn 75.3 

Alfalfa Silage 15.1 

Corn Gluten Meal 6.1 

Premix 292
y,z

 2.1 

Limestone 1 

Trace Minerals Premix
x
 0.2 

Salt 0.2 
z
Finisher Basal Diet fed to all steers. Ractopamine (Optaflexx ®) supplemented at 

300 mg/hd/day and zilpaterol (Zilmax ®) supplemented at 8.3 mg/hd/day to 

respective management regimen groups (Revalor-S plus Optaflexx and Revalor-S 

Zilmax) 
y
Contains Rumensin (dose = 33 mg/kg) & Vitamins A, D, E 

x
Contains Cu, Zn, Fe, Mn 
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Table 4. Chemical Composition (Dry Matter Basis) of the Finisher Phase Diet 

Fed to All Steers  

Parameter 

Values presented on DM 

basis 

NE Maintenance (Mcal/kg) 2.09 

NE Gain (Mcal/kg) 1.37 

Starch (%) 50.9 

Neutral Detergent Fibre (%) 14.3 

Acid Detergent Fibre (%) 8.74 

Lignin (%) 0.84 

Crude Protein (%) 16.4 

Soluble Crude Protein (% of CP) 50.4 

UIP - Bypass Protein (Estimated % of CP) 24.8 

NDF-CP (%) 0.82 

ADF-CP (%) 0.52 

Crude Fat (%) 3.07 

Ash (%) 3.90 

Major Minerals 

  Calcium (%) 0.53 

  Phosphorus (%) 0.35 

  Potassium (%) 0.78 

  Sulphur (%) 0.17 

  Magnesium (%) 0.19 

  Sodium (%) 0.22 

Trace Minerals 

  Copper (ug/g) 13.3 

  Zinc (ug/g) 51.1 

  Iron (ug/g) 129 

  Manganese (ug/g) 24.9 
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Table 5. Contrast Coefficients Used for Means Separation of 

Management Regimens  
  Management Regimen 

Contrast 

Non-

Implanted Synovex Revalor 

Revalor plus 

Optaflexx 

Revalor 

plus 

Zilmax 

1 4 -1 -1 -1 -1 

2 0 3 -1 -1 -1 

3 0 0 2 -1 -1 

4 0 0 0 1 -1 

Contrast 1 = Non-implanted cattle versus all implanted cattle;  

Contrast 2 = Cattle implanted with Synovex-S versus all cattle implanted with 

Revalor-S; Contrast 3 = Cattle implanted with Revalor-S (no beta agonist fed) 

versus cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed a beta agonist;  

Contrast 4 = Cattle implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx versus  cattle 

implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Zilmax. 
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Table 6. Contrast Coefficients Used for Means Separation of RFI Classification (Class) 

by Management Regimen Interactions 

  Management Regimen 

 
Non-

Implanted 

 

Synovex 

 

Revalor 

Revalor plus 

Optaflexx 

Revalor plus 

Zilmax 

 RFI Class RFI Class RFI Class RFI Class RFI Class 

 Contrast High Low High Low High Low High 
 

High Low 

1 4 -4 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 

2 0 0 3 -3 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 

3 0 0 0 0 2 -2 -1 1 -1 1 

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -1 1 

Contrast 1 = Non-implanted cattle versus all implanted cattle by RFI class;  

Contrast 2 = Cattle implanted with Synovex-S versus all cattle implanted with Revalor-S by RFI class; 

Contrast 3 = Cattle implanted with Revalor-S (no beta agonist fed) versus cattle implanted with  Revalor-S 

and fed a beta agonist by RFI class;  

Contrast 4 = Cattle implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx versus cattle implanted with Revalor-S 

and fed Zilmax by RFI class. 
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Table 7. Contrast Coefficients Used for Means Separation of WBSF and 

Cooking Losses for Post-mortem Aged Product 

  Day of Post-mortem Ageing 

Contrast 7 14 21 28 

1 3 -1 -1 -1 

2 0 2 -1 -1 

3 0 0 1 -1 

Contrast 1: Comparison of 7 days versus the average of 14, 21 and 28 days post-mortem 

ageing. 

  

Contrast 2: Comparison of 14 days versus the average of 21 and 28 days post-mortem ageing. 

  

Contrast 3: Comparison of 21 versus 28 days post-mortem ageing. 
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Table 8. Contrast Coefficients to Examine Management Regimen by Post-Mortem Ageing Interactions in Shear Force 

Management 

Regimen
z
 

Post 

mortem 

Ageing 

(days)
y
 

Non- implanted vs 

Implanted Synovex vs Revalor 

Revalor vs. Revalor  plus 

Beta agonists 

Revalor/Optaflexx vs 

Revalor/Zilmax 

7 vs. 14, 

21, 28 

14 vs. 

21 & 

28 

21 vs. 

28 

7 vs. 14, 

21, 28 

14 vs. 

21 & 28 

21 vs. 

28 

7 vs. 14, 

21, 28 

14 vs. 

21 & 28 

21 vs. 

28 

7 vs. 14, 

21, 28 

14 vs. 

21 & 28 

21 vs. 

28 

Non-

implanted 
7 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-

implanted 
14 -4 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-

implanted 
21 -4 -4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-

implanted 
28 -4 -4 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Synovex 7 -3 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Synovex 14 1 -2 0 -3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Synovex 21 1 1 -1 -3 -3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Synovex 28 1 1 1 -3 -3 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Revalor only 7 -3 0 0 -3 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 

Revalor only 14 1 -2 0 1 -2 0 -2 4 0 0 0 0 

Revalor only 21 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -2 -2 2 0 0 0 

Revalor only 28 1 1 1 1 1 1 -2 -2 -2 0 0 0 

Revalor/ 

Optaflexx 
7 -3 0 0 -3 0 0 -3 0 0 3 0 0 

Revalor/ 

Optaflexx 
14 1 -2 0 1 -2 0 1 -2 0 -1 2 0 

Revalor/ 

Optaflexx 
21 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 

Revalor/ 

Optaflexx 
28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 

Revalor/ 

Zilmax 
7 -3 0 0 -3 0 0 -3 0 0 -3 0 0 

Revalor/ 

Zilmax 
14 1 -2 0 1 -2 0 1 -2 0 1 -2 0 
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Revalor/ 

Zilmax 
21 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 

Revalor/ 

Zilmax 
28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

z
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during the 

finishing phase: Non-implanted or no use of an implant; Synovex in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor  in which cattle implanted 

with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 days on feed; REV/Zilmax  in 

which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. Comparisons are: Non- implanted vs Implanted; Synovex 

vs Revalor; Revalor vs. Revalor  plus Beta agonists; Revalor/Optaflexx vs Revalor/Zilmax 

y
Post-mortem Ageing = Ageing in days 7, 14, 21, and 28; Comparisons are: 7 days versus average of 14, 21 and 28 days ageing; 14 days versus 21 

and 28 days ageing; and 21 days versus 28 day ageing 
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3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.3.1 GROWTH PERFORMANCE 

 

Cattle growth performance (average daily gains, dry matter intake, gain to feed ratio, 

residual feed intake) was evaluated over 3 test periods: the 84 day grower phase where steers 

were managed identically and fed a common grower phase diet; the 104 - 118 day finisher phase 

where cattle were allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens (MR) that were expected to yield 

major differences in growth performance traits; and the overall trial which encompasses both the 

grower and finisher phases.  

 

Growth Performance in the Grower Phase 

 The 84-day grower phase began on January 2
nd

, 2013. Start of trial body weights 

averaged 343.3 ± 40.32 kg and steers were approximately 10 months of age. They received a 

common roughage based grower ration as outlined in Tables 1 and 2. There was a large range in 

body weight at the start of the trial in the current study, with cattle weighing between 260.5 and 

480 kg. Start of trial body weight (SOTBW) was used as a covariate in statistical analysis to 

account for the extensive variation in body weights at the start of the trial. This amount of 

variation would most likely not be encountered for cattle entering pens in a commercial feedlot.  

This covariate was significant (P < 0.02) for all growth performance traits for growing phase data 

with the exception of RFI (Table 9).  Cattle source was also investigated as a covariate in 

statistical analysis to account for variation in growth performance traits.  All cattle in the trial 
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were crossbreds that were based on predominantly Angus and Simmental breeding. There was no 

attempt to randomize cattle to management regimens on the basis of cattle source.   

RFI classification did not affect (P = 0.97) start of trial body weight (SOTBW; Table 9). 

RFI should be independent of body weight (Berry, 2008), and the literature supports this as 

initial body weight was not affected by RFI classification when cattle were fed roughage based 

diets (Bingham et al., 2009; Lancaster et al., 2009; Kayser and Hill, 2013; McGee et al., 2014). 

RFI classification also did not affect (P > 0.60, Table 9) body weight (BW) at the end of grower 

phase in the current study.  In past studies, end of trial body weight  in beef cattle fed a roughage 

based diet was not affected by RFI classifications (Bingham et al., 2009; Lancaster et al., 2009; 

Durunna et al., 2012; Kayser and Hill, 2013; McGee et al., 2014).  RFI classification did not 

affect (P = 0.50) grower phase ADG, agreeing with other studies which fed roughage based 

rations to growing beef cattle (Bingham et al., 2009; Lancaster et al., 2009; Durunna et al., 2011; 

Durunna et al., 2012; Kayser and Hill, 2013; McGee et al., 2014).  It is expected that initial body 

weight, end body weight and ADG were all similar across all RFI groups because when RFI is 

calculated via regression, it is not correlated with the phenotypic traits used to measure it (Arthur 

et al., 2001a; Arthur and Herd, 2008; Berry, 2008) 

Low RFI (LRFI) steers consumed less (P < 0.01) dry matter (kg/day and % BW bases) 

than high RFI (HRFI) steers.  This agrees with past studies, where daily intakes for beef cattle 

were greater for HRFI versus LRFI cattle when cattle were fed a mixed diet or roughage based 

diets (Bingham et al., 2009; Lancaster et al., 2009; Durunna et al., 2011; Durunna et al., 2012; 

Kayser and Hill, 2013; McGee et al., 2014). RFI is expected to be directly related to observed 

DMI because RFI is the residual portion from actual DMI subtracted from expected DMI. LRFI 
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cattle will have lower DMI as they consume less feed than what is expected, which is based on 

the regression analysis. 

Feed efficiency measured by G:F in the current study was greater (P < 0.01) with 

efficient LRFI steers when compared to inefficient HRFI cattle (Table 9). This agrees with 

previous research which reported greater G:F values with LRFI versus  HRFI steers fed roughage 

based diets (Bingham et al., 2009; Lancaster et al., 2009; Durunna et al., 2011; Durunna et al., 

2012; Kayser and Hill, 2013; McGee et al., 2014).  The current and previous studies found that 

ADG was not affected by RFI classification whereas DMI was different across RFI groups; 

therefore it is expected that G:F would also differ between LRFI and HRFI steers. 

RFI values (kg/d) were lower (P < 0.01) with LRFI when compared to HRFI cattle which 

is due to LRFI cattle requiring less intakes than expected based on body weight and gains. This 

agrees with past studies which fed roughage based diets (Bingham et al., 2009; Lancaster et al., 

2009; Durunna et al., 2011; Durunna et al., 2012; Kayser and Hill, 2013; McGee et al., 2014) 

where LRFI cattle had lower RFI values than  HRFI  cattle. A lower RFI value represents 

efficient animals because they consume less feed than is expected based on their body weight 

and growth rate. Therefore, RFI values are lower in the LRFI classification because these cattle 

would have lower DMI from what is expected based on their BW and production levels.  

Management regimen effects on growth performance during the grower phase are 

presented in Table 10. There were no differences (P > 0.93) in start or end of trial body weights 

across management regimens (MR) based on cattle allocation to MR. Cattle were allocated to 1 

of 5 MR and 1 of 2 RFI classifications at the end of the grower phase based on individual steer 

RFI value. Allocation to MR was random but allocation to specific RFI classification (class) was 

based on RFI value (negative RFI = low RFI class; positive RFI = high RFI class). Equal 
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numbers of cattle were randomly allocated to each of 10 MR by RFI class subgroups such that 

RFI would be similar across MR. While the 5 MR were only applied during the finisher phase, 

statistical analysis of growing phase data was still conducted to evaluate MR and MR by RFI 

effects.  All measured production traits including ADG, DMI (kg/d or %BW bases), G:F and RFI 

were not affected (P > 0.78) across management regimens (Table  10). This means there should 

be no bias (advantage) in any MR groups during the finisher phase, as growth performance traits 

were similar across MR in the grower phase. There was no RFI classification by MR interactions 

(P  ≥ 0.63; Table 9) for any growth performance traits in the grower phase.  

 

Growth Performance in Finisher Phase  

The effects of RFI classification and MR on growth performance traits in the finisher 

phase are presented in Tables 11 and 12. There were no differences (P > 0.60) in start of finisher 

phase body weight (SOFBW) between RFI classifications based on cattle allocation (Table 11).  

This is supported in the literature as starting body weights for beef cattle in the feedlot phase 

were not different across RFI groups (Baker et al., 2006; Castro Bulle et al., 2007; Cruz et al., 

2010; Kelly et al., 2010; Gomes et al., 2012). There were no significant differences (P > 0.08) in 

end of trial body weight (kg) across RFI classifications. This agrees with past studies that 

reported no differences in end weights for the finishing phase RFI classifications (Castro Bulle et 

al., 2007; Cruz et al., 2010; Kelly et al., 2010; Gomes et al., 2012, respectively).  In addition, the 

current study found that RFI classification did not affect ADG in the finisher phase, agreeing 

with past research (Basarab et al., 2003; Baker et al., 2006; Castro Bulle et al., 2007; Cruz et al., 

2010; Gomes et al., 2012). 
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Similar to the grower phase in the current study, LRFI cattle consumed less (P < 0.03) 

feed (kg/d or % BW bases) than HRFI cattle. LRFI cattle have lower intakes because they 

consume less than what is expected which is determined by the regression analysis. HRFI cattle 

are consuming more than they need based on their body weight and level of production, gains, 

and therefore have higher DMI. The greater DMI during the finishing phase with HRFI versus 

LRFI steers is well documented in the literature (Basarab et al., 2003; Baker et al., 2006; Castro 

Bulle et al., 2007; Cruz et al., 2010; Kelly et al., 2010; Gomes et al., 2012). 

In the current study, G:F was lower (P < 0.01) with HRFI than  LRFI steers, meaning 

HRFI cattle have greater feed  intake (F) and the same level or reduced gains (G). This is 

supported by previous research which has found similar relationships between RFI class and G:F 

(Cruz et al., 2010; Gomes et al., 2012), and its inverse F:G (Basarab et al., 2003; Kelly et al., 

2010) in finishing steers.  Since DMI intakes increased for HRFI steers while ADG was 

unaffected by RFI classification, it is not surprising that G:F would also be lower for HRFI cattle 

similar to results from the grower phase.  

In addition, the current study found  that RFI values (kg/d) were  lower (P < 0. 01) for  

LRFI versus HRFI steers during the finishing phase, agreeing with past studies (Basarab et al., 

2003; Baker et al., 2006; Castro Bulle et al., 2007; Cruz et al., 2010; Gomes et al., 2012) where 

LRFI cattle had greater G:F than HRFI cattle.   

Start of finisher phase body weight (SOFBW) was unaffected by management regimen  

(P > 0.99; Table 12) due to how cattle were allocated to the finishing phase MR.  End of trial 

body weights were also unaffected (P > 0.77) by management regimen. This is surprising as the 

literature has found that use of hormone implants can increase final body weights when 

compared to non-implanted cattle (Perry et al., 1991; Samber et al., 1996; Foutz et al., 1997; Parr 
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et al., 2011).  In addition, previous research has shown that use of beta agonists, such as RAC 

and ZH with a combination implant can increase final body weights when compared to 

implanted cattle not supplemented with beta agonists (Avendaño-Reyes et al., 2006; 

Winterholler et al., 2007; Scramlin et al. 2010). The lack of an effect for MR on end weights in 

the present study is most likely due to a large variation in body weights as finisher phase ADG 

was affected (P < 0.02; Table 2) by management regimen. The large variation at the beginning of 

the finisher phase is evident with a large range of 368 – 641 kg averaging 470.9 ± 48.50 kg. 

However, there was a 16% increase in ADG in the current study when cattle were implanted (P < 

0.01; Contrast 1) versus non-implanted cattle with ADG increasing from 1.54 (non-implanted 

cattle) to 1.79 (implanted cattle) ± 0.046 kg/d.  Perry et al. (1991) found that use of Revalor-S 

improved daily gains in Angus x Simmental steers fed a feedlot diet, 1.78 to 1.47 kg/d 

respectively versus non-implanted steers. Other studies have reported similar increases in ADG 

using implants (Apple et al., 1991; Samber et al., 1996; Platter et al. 2003; Parr et al. 2011).  One 

of the reasons for implanting cattle is to increase ADG and thus it is not surprising that 

implanting increased ADG in the present study.  Estrogen and TBA implants affect the hormone 

status of beef cattle causing an increase in plasma GH (growth hormone), increase in GH 

receptors, and greater concentration of mRNA for insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) (Trenkle, 

1997). This stimulates a growth response in mammals, which will lead to body weight gains. 

Also, the anabolic effects of estrogen are thought to act directly on muscle, possibly due to an 

observed increase in IGF-1 mRNA in skeletal muscle (Trenkle, 1997).  

When comparing implant types, use of a Revalor-S (estrogen plus TBA combination) 

implant increased ADG (P < 0.05; Contrast 2) versus cattle implanted with Synovex-S (mild 

estrogenic implant). Increases in ADG from using combination versus estrogenic implants range 
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from 9.8 to 17% in the literature (Bartle et al., 1990; Bartle et al., 1992; Duckett et al., 1997; 

Foutz et al., 1997). The anabolic effects of TBA may be directly on muscle tissue, as mentioned 

earlier with estrogen. However the mode of action for how TBA affects muscle differs from how 

estrogen affects muscle (Trenkle, 1997). It is widely accepted that combination implants improve 

ADG due to the greater promotion of protein synthesis (Dunshea et al., 2005, Hunter, 2010).  

There were no differences (P = 0.38; Contrast 3) in ADG between cattle implanted with 

Revalor-S and Revalor-S implanted cattle that were fed a beta-agonist over the last 21 to 35 days 

on feed.  Current findings agree with Baxa et al. (2010) who reported no difference in ADG from 

Revalor-S implanted cattle versus cattle implanted with Revalor-S and fed zilpaterol (ZH). 

However, many studies reported increases in ADG when comparing combination implanted 

steers to combination implanted steers that were fed beta-agonists ractopamine (RAC) or ZH 

(Avendaño-Reyes et al. 2006; Scramlin et al. 2010; Arp et al., 2014).  Beta-adrenergic agonists 

(βAA) are supplemented in cattle feedlot diets to increase muscle protein synthesis and decrease 

protein degradation, which increases lean muscle mass (Mersmann, 1998; Dunshea et al., 2005). 

Therefore, weight gains from beta agonists are expected. A possible reason why there were no 

effects of βAA on ADG in the current study, may be attributed to the large variation in body size 

observed for start of trial body weights mentioned earlier. This variation may be attributed to 

body weight differences in gains during the growth curves for individual steers such that when 

βAA were administered, growth curves for some cattle may have peaked previously nullifying 

the effect of feeding the beat agonists. 

Average daily gains were not affected (P > 0.17; Contrast 4) whether RAC or ZH were 

fed during the finishing phase of production.  This agrees with Van Donkersgoed et al. (2014) 

where ADG was not affected in a trial involving 4114 yearling steers when cattle were fed RAC 
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at 30 mg/kg for 28 to 32 days.  Other studies have reported greater ADG in ZH fed implanted 

steers versus RAC-fed implanted cattle (Scramlin et al., 2010; Arp et al., 2014). 

In the current study, there were no differences in DMI (P > 0.34) across management 

regimens regardless if DMI is expressed as kg/d or % BW. Some published literature suggests 

that implants containing TBA and E2 typically stimulate DMI (Bartle et al., 1992). However, past 

studies support the findings from this study; DMI was not affected by use of hormonal implants 

(Johnson et al., 1996; Bruns et al., 2005; Parr et al. 2011). The feeding of βAA has impacted 

DMI in the past as  Avendaño-Reyes et al. (2006) reported decreased intakes for steers implanted 

with Synovex-Plus  and fed RAC for 33 days at a level of 300 mg/hd/d as compared to control 

cattle, which were only implanted with Synovex-Plus. Other studies have reported no changes in 

DMI when feeding RAC, as found in the current study. DMI was not affected when cattle were 

supplemented with RAC at 0, 100, 200 and 300 mg/hd/d by Schroeder et al. (2003).  Baxa et al. 

(2009) compared the effects of 4 management regimens: non-implanted with no βAA fed, cattle 

only implanted with Revalor-S, non-implanted cattle supplemented with ZH, and Revalor-S 

implanted cattle supplemented with ZH. DMI was not different between implanted cattle fed ZH 

and cattle that were only implanted, but there was an increase in DMI in all implanted versus 

non-implanted steers.  

Previous research comparing the effects of DMI from feeding ZH and RAC is varied as 

Arp et al. (2014) and Van Donkersgoed et al. (2014) reported no differences in DMI between 

cattle fed the beta agonists whereas Scramlin et al. (2010) reported greater intakes feeding RAC 

versus ZH. In conclusion, there is extensive variation in feed consumption when different 

metabolic modifiers are used which may be explained by how feed intakes were measured. Parr 

et al. (2011) measured feed intake on a pen basis that was calculated every week. Avendaño-
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Reyes et al. (2006) and Baxa et al. (2010) both evaluated feed intake on a pen basis by daily 

weighings of remaining feed in bunks. In the current study, feed intake data were collected on a 

daily basis via the Insentec feeding system which is based on load cells which continuously 

measures feed intake throughout the day. A possible explanation for the variation in DMI results 

could be due to the method of calculation, how the diets were fed (frequency, quantity, feed push 

up) and the environment in which the cattle were placed (bunk space, climate, weather, etc.).     

Management regimen affected G:F (P = 0.04; Table 12) in the finisher phase. G:F was 

greater (P < 0.02, Contrast 1) in implanted versus non-implanted steers, this increase in G:F 

using implants is well documented in the literature (Samber et al., 1996; Baxa et al., 2010; Parr 

et al., 2011) or comparably, use of implants decrease F:G versus non-implanted cattle (Foutz et 

al., 1997). Implants increase G:F ratios as ADG is promoted and animals become more efficient 

at converting DMI into muscle.  

Revalor-S implanted steers had greater (P < 0.05; Contrast 2) G:F values than Synovex-S 

implanted steers. Past studies have reported a decrease in F:G (increase in G:F as found in the 

current study), when comparing use of an estrogenic implant to a more aggressive, combination 

implant (Bartle et al., 1990; Duckett et al., 1997; Foutz et al., 1997). While the combination 

implant had a greater effect on ADG without affecting DMI, it is not surprising that G:F would 

increase in the current study when using a  combination implant 

In the current study, G:F was not affected (P = 0.15; Contrast 3) when comparing cattle 

implanted with Revalor-S versus Revalor-S implanted cattle that were fed beta agonists. Parr et 

al. (2011) reported that G:F was improved by feeding ZH to implanted cattle when compared to 

cattle that were only implanted. In the current study, there was no difference (P = 0.74, Contrast 

4) in G:F between RAC and ZH supplemented cattle. This agrees with previous research where 
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G:F values were similar between ZH and RAC supplemented cattle (Scramlin et al., 2010 ; Van 

Donkersgoed et al., 2014). This is not surprising in the current study, as ADG and DMI were not 

affected by the specific beta agonist fed.   

Residual feed intake was not affected (P = 0.26) by use of metabolic modifiers (Table 

12).  These results agree with Al Hussein et al. (2013) who observed no changes in RFI as a 

result of using hormonal growth implants, Revalor-H containing both TBA and estradiol, in beef 

cattle during the finisher phase. Very few studies have reported the effects of metabolic 

modifiers on RFI. This lack of an effect of MR on RFI will be expanded on later.  

Growth Performance in Overall Phase 

The effects of RFI classification on growth performance traits during the overall trial are 

presented in Table 13. There were no differences (P > 0.97) in start of trial body weight 

(SOTBW) across RFI classifications based on cattle allocation. In agreement with finisher and 

grower phase data, there were no significant differences in end body weights (P = 0.78) across 

RFI classifications. This is expected as RFI should not be phenotypically correlated with the 

traits used to measure it (Arthur et al., 2001a; Arthur and Herd, 2008; Berry, 2008).  Baker et al. 

(2006) evaluated growth performance and RFI over a 70 day test period where steers were fed a 

grower diet based on barley silage and a finisher diet based on dry-rolled corn. RFI was 

evaluated over the two diets and animals were classified as high, medium or low RFI.  The 

authors observed no differences in ADG across RFI classes, which is consistent with results 

found in the current study where gains were similar (P = 0.11; Table 13) between LRFI and 

HRFI cattle. Additionally, Baker et al. (2006) found that low RFI cattle consumed less feed and 

had a lower RFI value than high RFI cattle across the two phases of production. It should be 

noted that these differences were found between high and low RFI classification groups, and not 
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in comparison with the medium RFI group (Baker et al., 2006). This is consistent with the 

current study as LRFI consumed less (P < 0.01) feed with greater (P < 0.01) G:F than HRFI 

cattle (Table 13).  

For the overall phase of the trial, management regimen did not affect (P > 0.20) any traits 

relating to feedlot performance including ADG, DMI, G:F, and RFI (Table 14). This could be 

due to the extremes observed in body weights at the beginning of trial that carried on throughout 

the experiment. The large variation in body weight is due the fact that cattle were sourced from 

many different locations.  This included a large group of cattle from Western Canada which were 

typically heavier than the cattle obtained in Eastern Canada. The wide spread in body weights 

could be due to individual animal variation in growth curves, which would result in individual 

animals responding differently to management regimens. At the time of administering implants, 

the range in body weights was 368 – 641 averaging 470.9 ± 48.50 kg. The low weight cattle 

could have used another 4-6 weeks on feed before being processed to allow them to catch up to 

end of trial bodyweights for the high weight cattle.  

 

In conclusion, the current study and past studies found differences in DMI, G:F and RFI 

across RFI classification in the grower phase (Bingham et al., 2009; Lancaster et al., 2009; 

Kayser and Hill, 2013; McGee et al., 2014), finisher phase (Castro Bulle et al., 2007; Cruz et al., 

2010; Kelly et al., 2010; Gomes et al., 2012), and overall trial (combination both grower and 

finisher phases) (Baker et al. 2006; Durunna et al., 2011; Durunna et al., 2012). RFI 

classification in the current study did not affect start of test period body weights and ADG for all 

3 test periods. Other studies have also found that residual feed intake is not phenotypically 

correlated to ADG or BW (Baker et al., 2006; Durunna et al., 2011; Cruz et al., 2009; Basarab et 
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al., 2003; Gomes et al., 2012) When RFI is calculated via regression, it is not correlated with the 

phenotypic traits used to measure it, which allows for comparison among animals in different 

stages of production (Arthur et al., 2001a; Arthur and Herd, 2008; Berry, 2008). The 

management regimens in the current study did not affect DMI or RFI. Previous research has 

shown that metabolic modifiers do not affect RFI (Al-Husseini et al. 2013).  However, there is 

no other studies currently published that have evaluated implants and βAA and their effects on 

RFI. In the current study, there were no management regimen by RFI classification interactions 

present. More work is required to see if metabolic modifiers have an effect on RFI or interact 

with RFI classification group. 
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Table 9. Overall Analysis of Variance and Effects of RFI Classification (Class) on Steer Growth Performance in Grower Phase 

 
Probability Value (P > F) for Main Effects RFI Classification 

Trait
z
 Covariate

y
 

P-value for 

Source as 

Covariate 

P-value for 

SOTBW as 

Covariate 

RFI 

Class 

Management 

Regimen 

(MR)
x
 

MR by 

RFI 

Class High Low SE 

P > F 

for RFI 

Class 

Start 

weight, kg Source <.0001 N/A 0.973 0.931 0.971 345.5 345.3 4.55 0.973 

End weight, 

kg Source <.0001 N/A 0.603 0.998 0.762 473.8 476.0 13.17 0.603 

ADG, kg/d 
SOTBW, 

Source 0.007 0.013 0.500 0.783 0.787 1.59 1.57 0.03 0.50 

DMI, kg/d SOTBW N/A <.0001 <.0001 0.874 0.998 7.9 6.7 0.06 <.0001 

DMI, %BW 
SOTBW, 

Source 0.001 <0.0001 <.0001 0.937 0.891 1.94 1.66 0.010 <.0001 

G:F 
Source, 

SOTBW 0.000 0.004 <.0001 0.920 0.760 0.21 0.23 0.004 <.0001 

F:G 
Source, 

SOTBW 0.000 0.010 <.0001 0.918 0.630 5.11 4.44 0.082 <.0001 

RFI, kg/d Source 0.024 N/A <.0001 0.975 0.918 0.57 -0.55 0.060 <.0001 

z
Traits include: Start weight (start of grower phase body weight), End  weight (end of grower phase body weight),  ADG (average 

daily gain),  DMI (dry matter intake),  G:F (Gain to Feed),  F:G (feed to gain),  RFI (residual feed intake). 

y
Covariate: Body weight at start of trial weight (SOTBW)and Source of cattle (Source)  were tested in the model where appropriate 

and were included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05. Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are labeled 

N/A for not applicable. 
x
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens 

during the finishing phase: Non-implanted or no use of an implant; Synovex in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor  in 

which cattle implanted with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 

35 days on feed; REV/Zilmax  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
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Table 10. Effects of Management Regimen on Steer Growth Performance During the Grower Phase 

  
Management Regimen

z
 

  
Contrasts

y
 

Trait
x
 

Covariate
w
 NI SYN REV 

REV/

O 

REV/

Z SE 

P 

value 1 2 3 4 

Start weight 

(SOTBW), kg Source 345.9 341.9 342.0 348.7 348.6 7.51 0.931 0.942 0.596 0.459 0.991 

End weight, kg Source 474.6 467.3 476.6 477.1 478.8 28.74 0.998 0.992 0.770 0.971 0.968 

ADG, kg/d 

SOTBW, 

Source 1.58 1.57 1.61 1.55 1.58 0.042 0.783 0.909 0.736 0.301 0.518 

DMI, kg/d SOTBW 7.3 7.3 7.4 7.3 7.4 0.10 0.874 0.667 0.462 0.619 0.646 

DMI, %BW SOTBW 1.79 1.80 1.81 1.80 1.8 0.021 0.937 0.491 0.972 0.623 0.798 

G:F 

Source, 

SOTBW 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.005 0.920 0.712 0.999 0.410 0.800 

F:G 

Source, 

SOTBW 4.73 4.78 4.71 4.83 4.80 0.115 0.918 0.666 0.995 0.418 0.843 

RFI, kg/d Source -0.03 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.087 0.975 0.530 0.822 0.899 0.951 
z
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during the 

finishing phase: Non-implanted  (NI) or no use of an implant; Synovex (SYN) in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor-S (REV)  in 

which cattle implanted with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx (REV/O)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 

days on feed; REV/Zilmax (REV/Z)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
y 
Contrasts:

 
Contrast 1 = Non-implanted cattle versus all implanted cattle; Contrast 2 = Cattle implanted with Synovex-S versus all cattle implanted 

with Revalor-S; Contrast 3 = Cattle implanted with Revalor-S (no beta agonist fed) versus cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed a beta agonist); 

Contrast 4 =  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx versus  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Zilmax. 
x
Traits include Start weight (start of grower phase body weight), End  weight (end of finisher phase body weight),  ADG (average daily gain),  

DMI (dry matter intake),  G:F (gain to feed),  F:G (feed to gain),  RFI (residual feed intake). 
w
Covariate: Body weight at start of trial (SOTBW) and Source of cattle (Source)  were tested in the model where appropriate and were included in 

the final model when significant at P < 0.05. 
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Table 11. Overall Analysis of Variance and Effects of RFI Classification (Class) on Steer Growth Performance in Finisher 

Phase 

 
Probability Value (P > F) for Main Effects RFI Classification 

Trait
z
 Covariate

y
 

P-value for 

Source as 

Covariate 

P-value for 

SOTBW 

as 

Covariate 

RFI 

Class 

Management 

Regimen
x
 

MR by 

RFI Class High Low SE 

P > F for 

RFI Class 

Start weight, 

kg Source <.0001 N/A 0.603 0.998 0.762 473.8 476.0 13.17 0.603 

End weight, 

kg Source <.0001 N/A 0.084 0.779 0.818 659.3 670.9 11.99 0.084 

ADG, kg/d 

SOFBW, 

Source <.0001 0.026 0.071 0.018 0.976 1.70 1.78 0.036 0.071 

DMI, kg/d 

SOFBW, 

Source <.0001 <.0001 0.028 0.344 0.767 9.9 9.6 0.12 0.028 

DMI, %BW Source <.0001 N/A 0.000 0.425 0.536 1.76 1.69 0.019 0.000 

G:F 

Source, 

SOFBW <.0001 0.031 <.0001 0.040 0.498 0.17 0.19 0.003 <.0001 

F:G 

Source, 

SOTBW <.0001 0.044 <.0001 0.042 0.388 5.95 5.49 0.111 <.0001 

RFI, kg/d N/A N/A 0.925 <.0001 0.267 0.669 0.21 -0.22 0.086 <.0001 
z
Traits include: Start weight (start of grower phase body weight), End  weight (end of grower phase body weight),  ADG (average daily gain),  

DMI (dry matter intake),  G:F (gain to feed),  F:G (feed to gain),  RFI (residual feed intake). 
y
Covariate: Body weight at start of the finisher phase (SOFBW)and Source of cattle (Source)  were tested in the model where appropriate and were 

included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05. Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are labeled N/A for not applicable. 
x
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during the 

finishing phase: Non-implanted or no use of an implant; Synovex in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor  in which cattle implanted 

with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 days on feed; REV/Zilmax  in 

which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
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Table 12. Effects of Management Regimen on Steer Growth Performance During the Finisher Phase 

  
Management Regimen

z
 

  
Contrasts

y
 

Trait
x
 Covariate

w
 NI SYN REV REV/O REV/Z SE 

P 

value 1 2 3 4 

Start weight, 

kg 
Source 474.6 467.3 476.6 477.1 478.8 28.74 0.998 0.992 0.77 0.971 0.968 

End weight, 

kg 
Source 644.4 651.7 670.5 682.4 676.5 24.91 0.779 0.394 0.426 0.780 0.874 

ADG, kg/d 
SOFBW, 

Source 
1.54 1.69 1.79 1.89 1.8 0.046 0.018 0.004 0.045 0.382 0.179 

DMI, kg/d 
SOFBW, 

Source 
9.5 9.8 10.0 10.0 9.5 0.19 0.344 0.228 0.991 0.320 0.167 

DMI, %BW Source 1.71 1.75 1.75 1.72 1.66 0.033 0.425 0.833 0.381 0.216 0.249 

G:F 
SOFBW, 

Source 
0.16 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.005 0.040 0.014 0.046 0.154 0.74 

F:G 
SOFBW, 

Source 
6.36 5.92 5.62 5.31 5.38 0.184 0.042 0.010 0.068 0.259 0.796 

RFI, kg/d N/A 0.20 0.14 0.08 -0.10 -0.35 0.163 0.267 0.221 0.230 0.189 0.341 
z
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during 

the finishing phase: Non-implanted  (NI) or no use of an implant; Synovex (SYN) in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor-S 

(REV)  in which cattle implanted with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx (REV/O)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed 

Optaflexx for the last 35 days on feed; REV/Zilmax (REV/Z)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 

days on feed. 
y
Contrasts:

 
Contrast 1 = Non-implanted cattle versus all implanted cattle; Contrast 2 = Cattle implanted with Synovex-S versus all cattle 

implanted with Revalor-S; Contrast 3 = Cattle implanted with Revalor-S (no beta agonist fed) versus cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed 

a beta agonist); Contrast 4 =  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx versus  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Zilmax. 
x
Traits include Start weight (start of grower phase body weight), End  weight (end of finisher phase body weight),  ADG (average daily gain),  

DMI (dry matter intake),  G:F (gain to feed),  F:G (feed to gain),  RFI (residual feed intake). 
w
Covariate: Body weight at start of the finisher phase (SOFBW) and Source of cattle (Source)  were tested in the model where appropriate 

and were included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05. Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are labeled N/A for 

not applicable. 
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Table 13. Overall Analysis of Variance and Effects of RFI Classification (Class) on Steer Growth Performance for  Overall 

Trial
z
 

 
Probability Value (P > F) for Main Effects RFI Classification 

Trait
y
 Covariate 

x
 

P-value for 

Source as 

Covariate 

P-value for 

SOTBW as 

Covariate RFI Class 

Management 

Regimen 

(MR)
w
 

MR by RFI 

Class High Low SE 

P > F for 

RFI Class 

Start 

weight, kg 
Source <.0001 N/A 0.973 0.931 0.971 345.5 345.3 4.55 0.973 

End 

weight, kg 
N/A <.0001 N/A 0.084 0.779 0.818 659.3 670.9 11.99 0.084 

ADG, kg/d Source <.0001 N/A 0.110 0.491 0.941 1.63 1.68 0.039 0.110 

DMI, kg/d 
SOTBW, 

Source 
0.0001 0.001 <.0001 0.949 0.947 9.1 8.5 0.17 <.0001 

DMI, 

%BW 
SOTBW N/A <.0001 <.0001 0.918 0.703 1.83 1.67 0.024 <.0001 

G:F 
SOTBW, 

Source 
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.201 0.439 0.18 0.20 0.003 <.0001 

F:G 
SOTBW, 

Source 
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.203 0.437 5.68 5.08 0.084 <.0001 

RFI, kg/d N/A N/A N/A <.0001 0.685 0.578 0.38 -0.41 0.084 <.0001 
z
Overall trial growth performance data includes from the start of the grower phase until cattle were slaughtered at end of finisher phase.

 

y
Traits include: Start weight (start of grower phase body weight), End  weight (end of grower phase body weight),  ADG (average daily gain),  

DMI (dry matter intake),  G:F (gain to geed),  F:G (feed to gain),  RFI (residual feed intake). 
x
Covariate: Body weight at start of the trial phase (SOTBW) and Source of cattle (Source) were tested in the model where appropriate and were 

included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05; Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are labeled N/A for not applicable. 
w
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during the 

finishing phase: Non-implanted or no use of an implant; Synovex in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor  in which cattle implanted 

with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 days on feed; REV/Zilmax  in 

which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
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Table 14. Effects of Management Regimen on Steer Growth Performance for Overall Trial
z
 

  
Management Regimen

y
 

  
Contrasts

x
 

Trait
w
 Covariate

v
 NI SYN REV REV/O REV/Z SE 

P 

value 1 2 3 4 
Start weight, 

kg Source 345.9 341.9 342.0 348.7 348.6 7.51 0.931 0.942 0.596 0.459 0.991 

End weight, 

kg Source 644.4 651.7 670.5 682.4 676.5 24.91 0.779 0.394 0.426 0.780 0.874 

ADG, kg/d Source 1.55 1.61 1.69 1.72 1.70 0.072 0.491 0.177 0.298 0.886 0.833 

DMI, kg/d 

Source, 

SOTBW 8.6 8.8 9.0 8.9 8.7 0.35 0.949 0.640 0.846 0.703 0.695 

DMI, %BW SOTBW 1.76 1.77 1.77 1.75 1.71 0.052 0.918 0.891 0.680 0.566 0.634 

G:F 

Source, 

SOTBW 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.004 0.201 0.105 0.104 0.368 0.741 

F:G 

Source, 

SOTBW 5.65 5.56 5.34 5.22 5.14 0.146 0.203 0.096 0.111 0.399 0.724 

RFI, kg/d N/A 0.05 0.10 0.07 -0.06 -0.23 0.174 0.685 0.686 0.446 0.362 0.515 
z
Overall trial growth performance data includes from the start of the grower phase until cattle were slaughtered at end of finisher phase. 

y
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during the 

finishing phase: Non-implanted  (NI) or no use of an implant; Synovex (SYN) in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor-S (REV)  in 

which cattle implanted with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx (REV/O)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 

days on feed; REV/Zilmax (REV/Z)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
x
Contrasts: Contrast 1 = Non-implanted cattle versus all implanted cattle; Contrast 2 = Cattle implanted with Synovex-S versus all cattle implanted 

with Revalor-S; Contrast 3 = Cattle implanted with Revalor-S (no beta agonist fed) versus cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed a beta 

agonist); Contrast 4 =  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx versus  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Zilmax. 
 
w
Traits include Start weight (start of grower phase body weight), End  weight (end of finisher phase body weight),  ADG (average daily gain),  

DMI (dry matter intake),  G:F (gain to feed),  F:G (feed to gain),  RFI (residual feed intake). 
v
Covariate: Body weight at start of the grower phase (Start weight)and Source of cattle (Source)  were tested in the model where appropriate and 

were included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05. Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are labeled N/A for not 

applicable. 
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3.3.2. CARCASS CHARACTERISTICS  

 

The effects of RFI classification and management regimen on carcass characteristics are 

presented in Tables 15 and 16 respectively. Start of trial body weights were varied ranging 

between 260.5 and 480 kg with a mean of 343.5  ±  40.30 kg; therefore, start of trial body weight 

was used as a covariate in statistical analysis to account for the extensive variation. This 

covariate was significant (P < 0.02) for all carcass merit traits with the exception of CBGA 

measures (Quality grade, yield grade and lean yield), body composition (lean and fat 

percentages), and LMA corrected for 100 kg HCW (Table 15).  Grade fat was also used as 

covariate to account for carcass traits due to variation in back fat thickness; this covariate was 

significant (P < 0.05) for all traits except for LMA and fat partitioning.  

Hot carcass weights (HCW) were heavier (P <0.02) for LRFI versus HRFI steers (Table 

15). This is not well supported in the literature as HCW have generally been similar across RFI 

classification groups (Baker et al., 2006; Castro Bulle et al., 2007; Cruz et al., 2010; Gomes et 

al., 2012). It is plausible that the components of the carcass removed before measuring hot 

carcass weight, weight more in HRFI steers. These components would include the head, hide, 

gastrointestinal tract and organ weights. Animals classified as HRFI may have larger organs and 

gut sizes to accommodate large intakes.  Therefore, once removed, carcasses from LRFI steers 

may be heavier than those from HRFI. 

RFI classification did not affect (P < 0.49) grade fat in the present study. This agrees with 

past studies which found that RFI classification groups did not affect backfat depths measured at 

the ¾ position across the 12
th

/13
th

 rib interface (Baker et al., 2006; Cruz et al., 2009; Lancaster et 

al., 2009; Gomes et al., 2012).  In addition, the literature has reported no differences in 
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ultrasound fat thickness across RFI classification groups (Kayser and Hill, 2013; McGee et al., 

2014), little to no phenotypic correlation between RFI and backfat measured at the 12
th/

13
th

 rib 

interface (Lancaster et al., 2009; Aloha et al., 2011; Mao et al., 2013), and little to no phenotypic 

correlation between RFI classification group and ultrasound back fat thickness (Mao et al., 

2013). 

 Longissimus muscle area (LMA), when represented as cm
2
 was greater (P = 0.04, Table 

15) in low versus high RFI steers. This is most likely due to low RFI steers having heavier HCW 

than high RFI steers; adjustment of LMA per 100 kg of HCW resulted in no differences (P > 

0.56) in LMA across RFI classification groups. The current findings contrast to past studies 

which found no differences in LMA (cm
2
) across RFI classification groups (Baker et al., 2006; 

Lancaster et al., 2009; Cruz et al., 2010; Gomes et al., 2012).  The present findings are supported 

by Basarab et al. (2003) where larger LMA (cm
2
) were found in carcasses from low versus high 

RFI steers.  However unlike the current study, the findings from Basarab et al. (2003) did not 

include heavier end of trial liveweights or carcass weights for LRFI cattle.  

Marbling was not affected (P > 0.83) by RFI classification in the current study. As a 

result, RFI classification also did not affect (P > 0.54) quality grade (QG). Marbling scores from 

RFI averaged 427.61 ± 94.647 (slight degree of marbling) with QG averaging 2.31 ± 0.058 

which is indicative of high quality beef on a scale of 1 to 4. There is large standard error for 

marbling scores which suggests extensive variation in the amount and distribution of 

intramuscular fat within LM. This could be due to the diverse management regimens used in the 

current study, as management regimen affected (P < 0.03) marbling and the variation is evident 

with a range from 269 – 865, with a mean of 427.61 ± 94.647. Past studies found marbling does 

not differ across RFI classification groups (Baker et al., 2006; Gomes et al., 2012). In addition, 
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other studies have found that USDA quality grades were similar across high and low RFI 

classification groups (Baker et al., 2006; Cruz et al., 2010).  Studies evaluating RFI classification 

and carcass merit traits are limited; however the scientific literature contains studies evaluating 

RFI and phenotypic correlations with carcass merit traits. This work further supports the current 

findings because little to no phenotypic correlations were present with RFI and carcass marbling 

(Mao et al., 2011), or RFI and ultrasound determination of intramuscular fat content (Lancaster 

et al., 2009; Kayser and Hill, 2013; McGee et al., 2014). RFI classification did not affect (P > 

0.57) intramuscular fat content in longissismus muscle as determined by ether extraction in the 

current study. This agrees with Gomes et al. (2012) where intramuscular fat content in LM 

muscle was similar across RFI classification groups.  

Lean yield was similar (P > 0.13) across RFI classifications regardless if the data were 

presented as a percentage of the carcass as saleable lean yield or as a yield grade class.  In the 

past, yield grade was not affected by RFI classification group (Basarab et al., 2003; Baker et al., 

2006; Castro Bulle et al., 2007; Cruz et al., 2010). These findings contrast to using rib 

dissections to estimate body composition. Lean percentage based on primal rib dissections was 

greater (P = 0.03) in carcasses from LRFI versus HRFI while there were no differences (P > 

0.10) in rib bone and fat content between RFI classification groups. Basarab et al. (2003) found 

that carcasses from HRFI tended to have greater amounts of fat and less lean than carcasses from 

LRFI cattle. A possible explanation for the observed increase in lean percentage for low RFI 

cattle in the current study, is that more efficient steers deposit less fat, which in turn increases 

lean percentage. However, studies evaluating body composition across RFI groups are very 

limited so this claim is not well supported. Primal rib compositions data in the present study is 

not supported by dissection of the 9- to 11
th

 rib section by Cruz et al. (2010) where carcass fat 
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percentage was not affected by RFI classification group. More work is required in this area to 

investigate the possible relationship between RFI classification group and body composition.  

Fat from each rib section was separated into body cavity, intermuscular, and 

subcutaneous fat depots, in order to determine the effects of RFI classification on fat partitioning. 

RFI classification did not affect (P > 0.27) carcass fat distribution within the rib in the present 

study.  While Basarab et al. (2003) did not find any differences in distribution of subcutaneous, 

and body cavity fat depots across RFI classification groups, overall carcass fat content and the 

amount of intermuscular fat tended to be greater in HRFI versus LRFI cattle. Again, research is 

very limited on carcass composition and RFI, and more work is required.  

In conclusion, RFI classification had an effect on HCW, LMA (expressed as cm
2
), and 

lean percentage of rib section components. The literature did not report the same increase in 

HCW and LMA found with low RFI steers observed in the present study. The observed 

increased in HCW may be attributed to leaner carcasses of LRFI steers. Cattle were allocated to 

RFI groups based on their RFI score and potentially the allocation randomly resulted in larger 

carcasses with greater LMA in LRFI class than the HRFI class. The increase in dissectible lean 

from the rib in the present study is supported by similar findings by Basarab et al. (2003). This 

suggests that more efficient steers (low RFI), deposit less fat which increases lean percentage. A 

plausible explanation is that high RFI steers have greater DMI, and therefore they may be 

consuming more than is required for maintenance and muscle growth, and the excess energy 

intake is deposited as fat.  However, the past scientific findings are limited to support this.  

 

The effects of management regimen on carcass merit traits are presented in tables 15 and 

16. Management regimen had an effect (P < 0.01) on HCW. An increase (P = 0.01; Contrast 1) in 
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HCW was observed in all implanted cattle (Table 16). The use of implants versus non-implanted 

cattle has increased HCW in past studies (Apple et al., 1991; Perry et al., 1991; Foutz et al., 

1997; Platter et al., 2003). As mentioned earlier, the literature has found that hormone implants 

increase final body weight when compared to non-implanted cattle (Perry et al., 1991; Samber et 

al., 1996; Foutz et al., 1997; Parr et al., 2011).  These observed increases are due to increases in 

plasma GH and GH receptors from steroidal implants, as well as direct effects on muscle 

(Trenkle, 1997). Therefore, it is not surprising that use of implants will increase HCW. In the 

current study, use of a Revalor-S implant increased (P = 0.01, Contrast 2) HCW when compared 

to cattle implanted with Synovex-S. Reported increases in HCW from use of TBA combination 

implants such as Revalor-S versus using estrogen/progesterone implants such as Synovex-S have 

been documented at 6 to 7% (Duckett et al., 1997; Foutz et al., 1997). There were no differences 

(P > 0.05; Contrast 3) in HCW when Revalor-S implanted cattle were fed a beta-agonist during 

the terminal stages of finishing.  This contrasts to previous work where use of beta agonists with 

a combination implant increased HCW when compared to steers that were only implanted 

(Avendaño-Reyes et al. 2006; Scramlin et al. 2010; Baxa et al., 2010; Arp et al. 2014). Parr et al. 

(2011) found increased gains for implanted cattle supplemented with ZH versus implanted cattle 

that were not fed the beta agonist while Winterholler et al. (2007) reported greater gains in 

implanted cattle supplemented with RAC versus implanted cattle that were not fed RAC.  As 

mentioned earlier, past studies have found that use of a combination implant with beta agonists 

(RAC, ZH) can also increase final body and carcass weights  (Avendaño-Reyes et al., 2006; 

Winterholler et al., 2007; Baxa et al., 2010; Scramlin et al. 2010), which are achieved through 

increases in protein deposition via energy partitioning (Mersmann, 1998). A plausible reason 

why beta agonist supplementation in the current study did not affect HCW may be due to 
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extensive variation in body weights, as cattle were sourced from many locations.  As mentioned 

before, there was a large amount of variation in body weights at the start of trial which translated 

into larger variation in BW at the beginning of finisher phase, ranging from 368 to 641 kg with a 

mean of 470.9 ± 48.50 kg. This 273 kg spread in body weights may have been too wide when the 

diverse management regimens were applied and consequently may have nullified the effect of 

feeding the beta agonists on HCW and other carcass traits. 

There were no differences (P > 0.19; Contrast 4) in HCW from feeding RAC versus ZH 

in the terminal stages of finishing. Past studies have found that use of ZH can increase HCW by 

2.1 to 2.5% as compared to feeding RAC to implanted steers (Scramlin et al., 2010; Arp et al., 

2014; Van Donkersgoed et al., 2014). However, the lack of an effect on HCW between the two 

βAA could be due to the variation in body weights as previously mentioned.   

Grade fat (mm) was not affected (P > 0.39) by management regimen in the current study 

(Table 16). The findings from the current study are supported by past studies where back fat 

deposition was not affected by implanting cattle (Perry et al., 1991; Bartle et al., 1992; Foutz et 

al., 1997; Parr et al., 2011). Arp et al. (2014) reported no differences in 12
th

 rib back fat thickness 

between implanted steers and steers implanted plus fed a beta agonist; these authors also found 

that back fat deposition was not affected by feeding RAC versus ZH. This agrees with the 

current study as there  no significant difference (P > 0.05; Contrast 4) in backfat for ZH steers 

when compared to steers fed RAC (Table 16). Some studies have reported differences in back fat 

in implanted steers fed ZH versus implanted steers fed RAC (Hilton et al., 2009; Baxa et al., 

2010; Scramlin et al. 2011) whereas Winterholler et al. (2007) reported no differences in rib fat 

thickness in implanted steers when fed RAC. It is possible ZH can reduce back fat depth 
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measures when compared to cattle fed RAC. As mentioned before, beta agonists work as 

repartitioning agents to decrease fat deposition and increase protein deposition.  

Longissismus muscle area (LMA), when represented as cm
2
 was affected (P = 0.01) by 

management regimen. The use of a Revalor-S implant increased (P < 0.05; Contrast 2) LMA 

versus using a Synovex-S implant.  Past studies have found that increases in LMA from use of 

combination implants range from 3 to 6.3% as compared to use of estrogen/progesterone 

implants (Bartle et al., 1992; Duckett et al., 1997; Foutz et al. 1997). This can be attributed to a 

greater increase in HCW from use of combination implants versus estrogen/progesterone 

implants as there were no differences (P > 0.87; Contrast 2) between implant types for LMA 

corrected for 100 kg HCW. The feeding of beta agonists to Revalor-S implanted cattle increased 

(P < 0.05; Contrast 3) LMA versus cattle that were only implanted regardless if LMA is 

expressed as cm
2
 or adjusted per 100 kg HCW. This suggests a true increase in lean muscle is a 

result of beta agonist supplementation combined with implants. Winterholler et al. (2007) 

reported no significance differences in LMA for implanted cattle fed RAC versus cattle that were 

only implanted. Avendaño-Reyes et al. (2006) found that feeding ZH to implanted cattle 

increased LMA versus cattle that were only implanted but there was no effect on LMA when 

RAC was fed to implanted cattle versus cattle that were only implanted.  This was similar to 

reports by Scramlin et al. (2010) where LMA increased in implanted steers fed ZH but not with 

implanted steers fed RAC. Arp et al. (2014) reported an increase in LMA from RAC plus 

implant vs non-implanted cattle, only when RAC was fed at the highest inclusion level of 400 

mg/hd/day and not when fed at 200 and 300 mg/hd/day. Therefore, the literature suggests that 

ZH has a greater ability to increase LMA over RAC. However, when comparing RAC and ZH in 

the current study, LMA (cm
2
) was greater (P < 0.03; Contrast 4) in steers that were supplemented 
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with ZH but this difference was eliminated (P > 0.05; Contrast 4) when adjusting per 100 kg 

HCW. These findings are supported by past work where use of ZH increased LMA versus 

feeding RAC (Scramlin et al., 2010; Arp et al., 2014).  

Management regimen affected (P < 0.03) marbling as non-implanted cattle had greater (P 

< 0.01; Contrast 1) marbling scores than implanted cattle. Platter et al. (2003) found that 

marbling adjusted for common back fat thickness was much greater in non-implanted steers 

versus implanted steers. In addition, management regimen did have an overall effect on 

intramuscular fat content for LM (P = 0.02). Non-implanted cattle had greater IMF content in 

LM than implanted cattle (P < 0.01; Contrast 1).This corresponds with the results for marbling, 

as non-implanted cattle had greater marbling than implanted cattle, but no other management 

regimen contrasts were significant (P > 0.40). However, not all studies agree as Perry et al. 

(1991) and Foutz et al. (1997) reported no differences in marbling between non-implanted and 

implanted steers.  Marbling was not affected (P > 0.40; Contrast 2, 3, 4) in implanted cattle 

regardless if a beta agonist was fed. It appears that implants did cause a decrease in marbling and 

intramuscular fat content of LM, as a large difference in these traits is observed between cattle 

implanted with Synovex-S and Revalor-S. The lack of a marbling difference between cattle 

implanted with Synovex-S versus Revalor-S in the present study is supported by previous studies 

where marbling was not affected when comparing estrogen/progesterone implants versus 

combination implants (Bartle et al., 1992; Duckett et al., 1997; Foutz et al. 1997).  Winterholler 

et al. (2007) found that marbling was not affected when RAC was fed to cattle implanted with a 

combination implant when compared to cattle that were only implanted. Similarly, Parr et al. 

(2011) reported no differences in marbling in implanted cattle with (without) feeding ZH. 

Scramlin et al. (2010) also reported no differences in marbling between implanted cattle and 
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cattle implanted plus fed beta agonists. Marbling  (Scramlin et al., 2010; Arp et al., 2014) and 

quality grade (Van Donkergoed et al., 2014) have not been affected in studies where the feeding 

of RAC was compared with feeding  ZH,  

Lean yield percentage was similar (P = 0.25) across management regimens and as a 

result, yield grade (YG) was also not affected (P = 0.24). Parr et al. (2011) reported no 

differences in YG when comparing implanted cattle versus implanted cattle fed ZH. Some 

studies have reported an increase in carcass leanness, expressed as a decrease in USDA YG, for 

steers fed ZH versus steers fed RAC (Scramlin et al., 2011; Arp et al., 2014).  

Based on rib dissections to estimate body composition, management regimen affected (P 

< 0.01) lean, bone and fat percentages. Lean percentage was increased (P < 0.01; Contrast 1) in 

implanted cattle versus non-implanted which was accompanied with a reduction (P < 0.01; 

Contrast 1) in fat percentage. This implies that the use of implants reduces fat deposition and 

increases lean yields in the rib section. Lean percentage was increased in Revalor-S implanted 

cattle versus Synovex (P < 0.01; Contrast 2). Synovex-S cattle also had increased bone 

percentage (P < 0.01; Contrast 2). This could be due to the increase in estradiol in Revalor-S 

versus Synovex-S, as estrogen contributes to the ageing process of skeletal tissue by inhibiting 

osteoclast formation, meaning higher levels of estrogen can decrease bone yields (Roodman, 

1996; Montgomery et al., 2001). Fat percentage was similar between Synovex-S and Revalor-S 

(P = 0.49; Contrast 2). Lean percentage was slightly greater (P = 0.05) in βAA fed group versus 

Revalor-S. This was not accompanied with a change in bone percentage or fat percentage. The 

use of the combination implant, Revalor-S with feeding ZH is most likely responsible for the 

differences in lean percentage of the rib dissections due to the weighting of the Revalor-S based 

management regimens in the development of Contrast 3 (Table 5).  The Revalor-S plus ZH 
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management regimen had a greater influence on the increase (P = 0.02; Contrast 4) in lean 

percentage than Revalor-S plus RAC, and there were similar numerical values for lean 

percentage between Revalor-S implanted with and without RAC. This increase in lean 

percentage of the rib dissected from implanted cattle fed ZH was not accompanied with changes 

in bone percentage (P = 0.22) or fat percentage (P > 0.05). This is similar to the increase in soft 

tissue protein with no effect on bone percentage or carcass fat reported in ZH fed implanted 

cattle (Leheska et al., 2009). Beta agonists are repartitioning agents that  favour protein 

deposition through decreasing lipogensis and increasing lipolysis causing fat repartitioning 

(Mersmann, 1998).  Scramlin et al. (2010) found that feeding ZH to implanted steers increased 

cutout meat yields and decreased total carcass fat compared to RAC fed implanted steers. 

Therefore, the increase observed in lean percentage is likely due to the repartitioning action of 

the beta-agonists to increase protein deposition.  

Management regimen did not affect (P > 0.14) fat partitioning (Table 16). Beta agonists 

are repartitioning agents and can increase lipolysis and decrease lipogenesis causing fat 

repartitioning (Mersmann, 1998). However, in the present study, the use of beta-agonists with 

Revalor-S implanted cattle did not affect (P > 0.26; Contrast 3) fat partitioning as compared to 

cattle only implanted with Revalor-S.  

In conclusion, the use of implants increased HCW, LMA, reduced marbling and quality 

grade (QG), and increased lean yields (LY). Implants promoted increases in growth rates and 

leaner carcasses, which is well documented in the literature and supported by this study. The use 

of a combination implant increased HCW, LMA, lean percentage based on rib dissections versus 

using an estrogen/progesterone implant. The use of a beta-agonist with Revalor-S increased 

LMA and lean percentage based on rib dissections compared to steers that were only implanted 
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with Revalor-S. These results are due to the repartitioning action of beta-agonists, to favour 

protein deposition. In the comparison of beta-agonists, ZH increased LMA and lean percentage 

based on rib dissections. 
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Table 15. Overall Analysis of Variance and Effects on RFI Classification (Class) on Carcass Traits 

 

Probability Value (P > F) for Main Effects RFI Classification 

Trait
z
 Covariate

y
 

P-value for 

SOTBW 

as 

Covariate  

P-value for 

Grade fat 

as 

Covariate 

RFI 

Class 

Management 

Regimen 

(MR)
x
 

MR by 

RFI 

Class High Low SE 

P > F 

for 

RFI 

Class 

HCW, kg 
SOTBW, 

Grade fat 
<.0001 0.013 0.019 <.0001 0.737 374.2 384.0 2.92 0.019 

Grade Fat, mm SOTBW 0.004 N/A 0.494 0.395 0.206 13.55 14.03 0.490 0.494 

LMA, cm2 SOTBW 0.009 N/A 0.040 0.001 0.585 88.95 92.92 1.356 0.040 

LMA, cm2/100 kg HCW N/A N/A N/A 0.565 0.156 0.327 23.90 24.19 0.351 0.565 

Marbling 
SOTBW, 

Grade fat 
<.0001 <.0001 0.836 0.022 0.372 427.04 424.25 9.487 0.836 

CBGA Quality Grade Grade fat N/A 0.003 0.547 0.167 0.324 2.28 2.33 0.058 0.547 

CBGA Lean Yield % Grade fat N/A <.0001 0.138 0.247 0.985 57.12 57.70 0.275 0.138 

CBGA Yield Grade Class Grade fat N/A <.0001 0.285 0.241 0.871 1.86 1.77 0.065 0.285 

Intramuscular fat content for  

Longissimus, % 

SOTBW, 

Grade fat 
<.0001 0.001 0.574 0.021 0.274 4.62 4.48 0.176 0.574 

Body 

Composition 

via 

Rib 

Dissection 

(%) 

Lean Grade fat N/A <.0001 0.033 <.0001 0.887 50.3 51.4 0.36 0.033 

Bone 
SOTBW, 

Grade fat 
0.000 0.001 0.436 0.009 0.244 20.4 20.2 0.19 0.436 

Fat Grade fat N/A <.0001 0.103 0.001 0.952 29.0 28.2 0.37 0.103 

Fat 

Partitioning 

via 

Rib 

Dissection 

(%) 

Body fat Grade fat N/A <.0001 0.273 0.997 0.146 12.8 13.3 0.31 0.273 

Subcutaneous  SOTBW 0.010 N/A 0.767 0.149 0.275 47.2 47.5 0.51 0.767 

Intermuscular  SOTBW 0.014 N/A 0.428 0.465 0.118 39.9 39.4 0.49 0.428 
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z
Traits include HCW (hot carcass weight), LMA (longissimus muscle Area), Marbling (degree of marbling where practically: devoid = 

200 to 299, traces = 300 to 399, slight = 400 to 499; small = 500 to 599; modest = 600 to 699), Canadian Beef Grading Agency (CBGA) 

Quality grade, Lean Yield, and Yield Grade Class.  CBGA Quality Grade data were coded before statistical analysis as follows: A = 1, 

AA = 2, AAA = 3; CBGA Yield Grade (YG) data were coded before statistical analysis was conducted as follows: YG1 = > 59% lean 

yield, YG 2 = 54-58% lean yield; YG 3 = < 53% lean yield.  
y
Covariate: Start of trial body weight (SOTBW) and  Grade fat (mm) were tested in the model where appropriate and were included in 

the final model when significant at P < 0.05.  Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are labeled N/A for not applicable. 
x
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens 

during the finishing phase: Non-implanted or no use of an implant; Synovex in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor  in 

which cattle implanted with Revalor-S; REV/Optaflexx in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 

days on feed; REV/Zilmax  in which cattle implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
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Table 16. Effects of Management Regimen on Carcass Traits 

  

Management Regimen
z
 

  
Contrasts

y
 

Trait
x
 

Covariat

e
w
 NI SYN REV REV/O 

REV/

Z SE P value 1 2 3 4 

HCW, kg 
SOTBW

Grade fat 
364.4 367.1 381.1 386.8 395.3 4.70 <.0001 0.001 0.001 0.106 0.197 

Grade Fat, mm SOTBW 13.13 14.17 14.03 14.76 12.85 0.776 0.395 0.353 0.747 0.813 0.082 

LMA, cm2 SOTBW 87.23 88.08 88.02 92.21 99.16 2.142 0.001 0.059 0.043 0.004 0.022 

LMA, cm2/100 kg 

HCW 
N/A 23.99 24.13 23.12 23.84 25.13 0.555 0.156 0.916 0.876 0.045 0.101 

Marbling 
SOTBW 

Grade fat 
470.57 411.29 422.16 403.25 420.96 15.024 0.022 0.001 0.810 0.581 0.406 

CBGA Quality Grade Grade fat 2.15 2.45 2.23 2.35 2.37 0.092 0.167 0.055 0.224 0.249 0.874 

CBGA Lean Yield % Grade fat 56.58 57.52 57.40 57.58 57.99 0.435 0.247 0.037 0.781 0.465 0.508 

CBGA Yield Grade 

Class 
Grade fat 1.96 1.74 1.91 1.79 1.66 0.103 0.241 0.1131 0.7165 0.1409 0.3947 

Intramuscular fat 

content for 

Longissimus, % 

SOTBW 

Grade fat 
5.29 4.45 4.75 4.25 4.04 0.279 0.021 0.004 0.753 0.076 0.602 

Body 

Composition 

via 

Rib 

Dissection 

(%) 

Lean Grade fat 48.5 50.2 51.0 51.4 53.3 0.57 <.0001 
<.000

1 
0.009 0.051 0.023 

Bone 
SOTBW 

Grade fat 
20.4 21.1 20.0 20.2 19.7 0.30 0.009 0.634 0.001 0.839 0.224 

Fat Grade fat 30.7 28.4 28.7 28.2 26.9 0.58 0.001 0.000 0.493 0.108 0.109 

Fat 

Partitioning 

via 

Rib 

Dissection 

(%) 

Body 

Cavity 
Grade fat 13.8 12.7 12.7 12.3 13.6 0.49 0.997 0.076 0.808 0.727 0.059 

Sub 

cutaneo

us 
SOTBW 46.3 46.7 47.4 49.0 47.3 0.80 0.149 0.153 0.213 0.404 0.125 

Inter 

muscul

ar 
SOTBW 39.7 40.6 39.9 38.9 38.9 0.78 0.465 0.896 0.128 0.266 0.959 
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z
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during the 

finishing phase: Non-implanted  (NI) or no use of an implant; Synovex (SYN) in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor-S (REV)  in 

which cattle implanted with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx (REV/O)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 

days on feed; REV/Zilmax (REV/Z)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
y
Contrasts:

 
Contrast 1 = Non-implanted cattle versus all implanted cattle; Contrast 2 = Cattle implanted with Synovex-S versus all cattle implanted 

with Revalor-S; Contrast 3 = Cattle implanted with Revalor-S (no beta agonist fed) versus cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed a beta agonist); 

Contrast 4 =  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx versus  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Zilmax. 
x
Traits include HCW (hot carcass weight), LMA (longissimus muscle Area), Marbling (degree of marbling where practically: devoid = 200 to 299, 

traces = 300 to 399, slight = 400 to 499; small = 500 to 599; modest = 600 to 699), Canadian Beef Grading Agency (CBGA) Quality grade,,Lean 

Yield, and Yield Grade Class.  CBGA Quality Grade data were coded before statistical analysis as follows: A = 1, AA = 2, AAA = 3; CBGA 

Yield Grade (YG) data were coded before statistical analysis was conducted as follows: YG1 = > 59% lean yield, YG 2 = 54-58% lean yield; YG 

3 = < 53% lean yield. 
w
Covariate: Start of Test Body Weight (SOTBW) and Grade Fat (mm) were tested in the model where appropriate and were included in the final 

model when significant at P < 0.05.  Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are labeled N/A for not applicable. 
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3.3.3 ASSESSMENT OF MEAT QUALITY ATTRIBUTES 

The effects of RFI classification and management regimen on assessment of meat quality 

palatability attributes for longissimus (LM) and semitendinosus (ST) muscles are presented in 

Tables 17 to 19. Start of trial body weight was significant (P < 0.05) as a covariate for many of 

the meat quality attributes for LM and ST muscles (Table 17).  This covariate was used in 

statistical analysis to account for the extensive variation in body weights at the start of the trial, 

which ranged from 260.5 to 480 kg with a mean of 343.5 ±  40.30 kg.  This large spread in body 

weights is likely not typical of commercial feedlots and light weight cattle may have benefited 

from another 4-6 weeks on feed before slaughter. While intramuscular fat content in each 

respective muscle was significant (P < 0.01) as a covariate for several meat quality attributes, 

grade fat was significant for intramuscular fat content in the ST.  

RFI classification did not affect (P > 0.28) pH and temperature for LM and ST muscles 

(Table 17). Gomes et al. (2012) found no difference in LM muscle pH across RFI classification 

groups.  While there is limited data in the scientific literature examining the effects of RFI 

classification on muscle pH and temperature, pH values in the current study are typical for the 

conversion of muscle to meat (Silvia, 1999).  

RFI classification did not affect (P > 0.21) any colour measurements (L*, chroma and hue 

angle) for LM. This agrees with past studies where no differences were reported on colour 

measurements for LM due to RFI classification (Baker et al., 2006; Zorzi et al., 2013) or due to 

divergent selection of RFI (McDonagh et al., 2001). While there were no differences (P > 0.71) 

in L* and hue angle between RFI classification groups for ST, the current study found that 

chroma was greater (P < 0.04) in ST from HRFI vs. LRFI cattle. No differences have been 
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reported in the literature examining meat colour in ST muscle across RFI classification, but 

studies are limited (Zorzi et al., 2013). Chroma is a measure of colour saturation, and a greater 

value corresponds with more vivid colour. The biological significance of this difference is 

questionable as it is doubtful that the human eye could detect such low numerical differences in 

chroma.  

Steaks from LRFI steers had greater (P < 0.05) shear force measurements for LM steaks 

from HRFI steers. Past studies have not reported any differences in WBSF values across RFI 

classification groups (Baker et al., 2006; Ahola et al., 2011; Gomes et al., 2012). Also, 

McDonagh et al. (2001) found that LM steaks from steers bred from a HRFI line versus a LRFI 

line did not have different WBSF values. However, these authors reported an increase in 

calpastatin activity in LM steaks for LRFI versus HRFI line cattle. The literature supports that 

increased levels of calpastatin, a powerful inhibitor of protein breakdown in beef LM is highly 

related to decreased tenderness (Shackleford et al., 1991; Morgan et al., 1993; Wulf et al., 1996). 

McDonagh et al. (2001) suggested that high levels of calpastatin levels accompanied with 

reduced protein breakdown may contribute to improved efficiency in muscles from LRFI steers 

because protein turnover is a energy expensive process. However, the literature is varied as 

Baker et al. (2006) found no connection between RFI classification group and calpastatin levels. 

Another plausible explanation for the increase in LM shear force observed with LRFI steaks in 

the current study, is a possible increase in fast-twitch glycolytic type II muscle fibers for LRFI 

cattle. Although no reports have been found investigating beef cattle, Lefaucheur et al. (2011) 

found that divergent selection of RFI in pigs caused greater proportions of fast-twitch glycolytic 

type II in low LRFI pigs. Larger muscle fiber size characteristic of the type II muscle fibers can 

exhibit tougher meat than smaller fiber size, characteristic of type I muscle fibers (Renard et al., 
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2001; Choi and Kim, 2009). In addition, these LRFI pigs had decreased levels of protein 

degradation, which can increase meat toughness, as was also reported in beef cattle, (McDonagh 

et al., 2001, Castro Bulle et al., 2007; Lefaucheur et al., 2011).   

 RFI classification did not affect (P > 0.26) cook loss for LM steaks.  For the ST muscle, 

steaks from LRFI steers had greater (P < 0.04) cook losses than steaks from HRFI steers. Baker 

et al. (2006) reported that cook losses were greater comparing steaks from LRFI versus medium 

RFI cattle, with no differences in cook losses for steaks from LRFI and HRFI cattle. In contrast, 

other studies did not find any differences in cook losses for steaks between any RFI classification 

group (Ahola et al., 2011; Gomes et al., 2012). The reasons behind these differences are 

unknown, and the literature is very limited. Baker et al. (2006) found that lower cook losses in 

steaks from LRFI cattle were not related to increased juiciness as determined by a trained taste 

panel, as juiciness was that for steaks from mid and low RFI cattle. The data from the previous 

study is conflicting because the cook losses for steaks from the LRFI classification were 

significantly different from the medium RFI class but not the HRFI class, and cook losses for 

steaks from HRFI cattle were not significantly different from any other RFI class.   

Management regimen did not affect (P > 0.73) pH for LM steaks, but did affect (P < 

0.05) pH for ST muscle (Table 18).   While there were generally no differences in ST pH 

between (P> 0.05; Contrasts 1, 2, 3) between non-implanted and implanted cattle or between 

implants, pH values for steaks from Revalor-S implanted cattle fed ZH were greater (P = 0.03; 

Contrast 4) than pH values for LM steaks of Revalor-S implanted cattle fed RAC. Previous 

studies have not reported any differences in LM pH values for ZH fed implanted steers versus 

implanted cattle that were not fed a beta agonist (Avendaño-Reyes et al., 2006; Hilton et al., 
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2011; Scramlin et al., 2011). The biological significance of this difference is questionable as all 

pH values in the current study are typical for the conversion of muscle to meat (Silvia, 1999).  

Management regimen did not affect (P > 0.20) L* or chroma but did affect (P < 0.01) hue 

angle for LM. Hue angle is a measure of distance from the true red axis of the CIE colour space 

and describes the general type of colour based on the wavelength of light radiation. Hue angle 

was decreased (P = 0.02, Contrast 1) in all implanted cattle when compared to non-implanted 

cattle which translates to the consumer perceiving more red colour for beef from non-implanted 

cattle. Additionally, hue angle was decreased (P < 0.03, Contrast 2) for LM from Revalor-S 

implanted cattle when compared to hue angle for LM from Synovex-S implanted cattle. The hue 

angle values for non-implanted cattle and cattle implanted with Synovex-S or Revalor-S are 

numerically very similar; implant differences (Contrast 2) in hue angle most likely are due to the  

larger numerical differences observed in hue angle for LM from Revalor-S cattle fed a βAA 

versus hue angle for LM from Revalor-S cattle that were not fed a βAA. Due to the weightings 

of the orthogonal contrasts (Table 5), the lower values for hue angle observed in LM from βAA 

supplemented steers forces the average down for all Revalor-S implanted cattle so a large 

difference in hue angle of the LM steaks is observed between Synovex-S and Revalor-S 

implanted cattle. For the ST muscle, L* and hue angle were unaffected (P > 0.17) by 

management regimen whereas MR affected (P <0.01; Contrast 3) chroma. There was a decrease 

(P < 0.01; Contrast 3) in chroma observed for ST from Revalor-S implanted cattle fed βAA 

group versus ST from implanted cattle that were not fed the βAA. Avendaño-Reyes et al. (2006) 

observed a decrease in chroma measurements between implanted cattle fed RAC and ZH versus 

cattle that were only implanted, but no other effects on colour were found. These researchers 

concluded there is no strong evidence that colour is affected by feeding βAA. However, the 
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decrease in chroma found in the Avendaño-Reyes et al. (2006) study as well as the current study, 

translates to an increase in paler meats by feeding βAA, which has been documented in other 

studies (Geesink et al., 1993; Vestergaard et al., 1994a). It is speculated that this reduction in 

chroma is due to a reduced heme pigmentation and a larger proportion of fast twitch glycolytic 

type II fibers which develops from feed a βAA (Beerman et al., 1987; Wheeler and Koohmaraie, 

1992).  

Management regimen affected (P <0.01) WBSF for both LM and ST muscles. As stated 

in the Materials and Methods, diverse management regimens were developed in the current study 

with expectations for management regimen differences in growth performance, carcass 

composition, and meat quality traits.  The orthogonal contrasts for means separations were also 

developed to further explain how differences in management regimens affect the various traits.  

Contrast 1 examines non-implanted versus implanted cattle, which is important to compare as 

most cattle in North America are implanted while there is a growing movement to eliminate 

implants in beef cattle production. Contrast 2 evaluates two of the common types of implants 

used, with the mild estrogenic Synovex-S implant compared to the combination implant, 

Revalor-S.  This comparison also includes Revalor-S cattle fed a βAA. Contrast 3 determines if 

there are differences between Revalor-S implanted cattle with or without being fed a beta agonist 

while Contrast 4 tries to determine if there are trait differences depending which βAA is fed.  

From a beef management perspective, use of implants is a more aggressive approach to increase 

beef production to not using implants.  Use of a Revalor-S implant is a more aggressive approach 

than using a Synovex-S implant. The feeding of a beta agonist with an implant is a more 

aggressive approach than simply using an implant. Shear force values get numerically greater 

with each more aggressive management regimen. Shear force values were reduced (P < 0.01; 
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Contrast 1) for beef (LM, ST) from non-implanted vs. implanted cattle.  There is extensive 

variation in the literature regarding the effects of implanting cattle on WBSF values (Nichols et 

al., 2002). When estradiol only containing implants were compared to non-implanted cattle, past 

studies have found no differences in WBSF (Apple et al., 1991; Cranwell et al., 1996; Foutz et 

al., 1997; Roeber et al., 2000). The current study reported an increase (P < 0.01; Contrast 2) in 

WBSF from the TBA containing implant, Revalor-S versus estrogen/progesterone only, 

Synovex-S implant, for both LM and ST muscles. When comparing estrogen containing implants 

to combination implants, many studies have not found any differences in WBSF (Samber et al., 

1996; Roeber et al., 2000). However, some studies have reported an increase in WBSF using 

combination implant when compared to cattle implanted with only estrogenic implants 

(Pritchard, 2000) as well as when compared to beef from non-implanted cattle (Morgan, 1997). 

From the literature it is suggested that implant strategy, such as dose frequency and implant type, 

and aggressiveness of implant strategy contributes to this variation and the effects of implants on 

WBSF are inconclusive (Nichol et al., 2002). An evaluation of muscle fibre type (fast twitch 

versus slow twitch) and muscle fibre size (diameter, as determined by cross-sectional area) on 

ST and LM muscles reveal that increased implanting frequency has a greater potential to affect 

muscle fibre type proportions and diameter  size more than implant type (Fritzche et al., 2000). 

When implanting increases from 1 to 3 times during the finisher phase, the number of fast twitch 

glycolytic muscle fibers and size of muscle cells increased.  However, when Revalor-S was 

compared to non-implanted and Synovex-S implanted cattle, no changes were found for muscle 

fibre proportions for LM and ST (Fritsche et al., 2000). These authors did find that use of 

Revalor-S increased the size of both slow-twitch and fast-twitch muscle fibre cells; this can 

deleteriously affect beef  tenderness and may explain why the current study found an increase in 
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shear force values for Revalor-S versus Synovex-S implanted cattle for ST and LM muscles. 

When examining Revalor-S implanted cattle, the feeding of beta agonists increased (P < 0.01; 

Contrast 3) WBSF for LM and ST muscles. Avendaño-Reyes et al. (2006) also found that shear 

force was increased in steaks from ZH and RAC fed steers compared to steaks from cattle that 

were only implanted.  Past studies have also reported that RAC fed implanted steers produce 

tougher steaks than the steaks from implanted only steers but this effect diminishes with longer 

post-mortem ageing times (Strydom et al., 2009; Scramlin et al., 2010). As post-mortem ageing 

time increases, the improvement in tenderness (decreases in WBSF value) is similar between 

steaks from implanted steers fed RAC and steaks from implanted steers that were not fed a beta 

agonist. This is not the case for steaks from implanted steers fed ZH where WBSF values remain 

greater than steaks from implanted only steers up to 21 days post-mortem ageing (Strydom et al., 

2009; Scramlin et al., 2010). Shear force values were greater (P < 0.01; Contrast 4) for LM for 

steaks form ZH versus RAC-fed cattle while there were no differences (P > 0.60; Contrast 4) in 

WBSF values for ST based on type of beta agonist fed.  The increase in shear force values for 

LM from feeding ZH is well documented and consistent in the literature as shown in Table 23 

adapted from Garmyn and Miller (2014). This table shows how WBSF values increase when ZH 

is fed for 20, 30 and 40 days as compared to a control of 0 days, where no ZH was fed. The 

increase in meat toughness is likely due to muscle hypertrophy caused by feeding ZH in 

combination with an implant (Kellermeier et al., 2009; Baxa et al., 2010). Previous research has 

reported that ZH plus Revalor-S dramatically increased muscle fiber diameter (Baxa et al., 2010; 

Kellermeier et al., 2009), due to the increase in the amount of fast-twitch type II, glycolytic 

muscle fibers (Renard et al., 2001; Baxa et al., 2010).  A possible reason why there was no 

difference (P > 0.60; Contrast 4) in WBSF for ST regardless if ZH or RAC were fed may be 
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related to muscle fiber types.  The ST muscle naturally contains more fast-twitch fibers than LM, 

and is considered a tough muscle when compared to LM (Vestergaard et al., 1994b).  It is likely 

that ZH has less of an effect on increasing fast-twitch type II muscle fibers in ST than it does 

with LM, because these fibers are already present in significant numbers.    

Management regimen affected (P < 0.03) cook losses for both LM and ST muscle. For 

LM, cook losses were increased (Contrast 1, P < 0.02) by use of implants. The replacement of a 

Synovex-S implant with a Revalor-S implant and the feeding of beta agonists increased (P < 

0.04; Contrasts 2 and 3) cook losses for both muscles.  However, the cook losses were very 

numerically similar and may not be biologically significant. Previous studies have not reported 

differences in cook loss due to estrogen containing and combination implants (Scheffler et al., 

2003; Thompson et al., 2008). Avendaño-Reyes et al. (2006) reported that beef from RAC- and 

ZH-fed cattle has similar water holding capacity to controls, but drip loss was greater in ZH-fed 

steers. Not all studies agree, as many have found that cook losses were similar between steaks 

from cattle that were not fed a beta agonist versus steaks from cattle fed ZH (Hilton et al., 2006; 

Leheska et al., 2009), or RAC (Boler et al., 2012). 

A RFI classification by management regimen interaction was present (P < 0.01) for LM 

WBSF (Table 19). In the comparison of non-implanted versus implanted cattle, WBSF is greater 

(P < 0.01; Contrast 1) for steaks from HRFI versus LRFI non-implanted cattle, whereas WBSF 

values are lower for steaks from HRFI versus LRFI implanted cattle. The interactions (P < 0.02; 

Contrasts 3 and 4) for cattle  implanted with Revalor-S are due to greater WBSF values for 

steaks from HRFI versus LRFI cattle fed RAC  while the converse is true for RFI classification 

differences in WBSF when  ZH is fed or if no beta agonist is fed.  There is a dramatic numerical 
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increase in WBSF for ZH-fed cattle versus RAC-fed cattle.  A likely explanation comes back to 

differences in muscle fiber type as previous literature suggests that LRFI animals produce meat 

with more type II fibers types (Lefaucheur et al., 2011), which increases toughness (Renard et 

al., 2001; Choi and Kim, 2009). In addition, previous research has reported that feeding ZH to 

Revalor-S implanted cattle dramatically increased muscle fiber diameter (Baxa et al., 2010; 

Kellermeier et al., 2009), which is characteristic of the fast-twitch glycolytic, type II muscle 

fibers  (Renard et al., 2001; Baxa et al., 2010). Therefore, a possible explanation for this increase 

in WBSF for ZH-fed, LRFI cattle in the present study could be to an additive effect of RFI 

classification and feeding of a beta agonist due to a dramatic increase in the amount of fast-

twitch, glycolytic type II muscle fibers for ZH-fed, LRFI steers.  

A RFI classification by management regimen interaction was present (P < 0.04) for cook 

loss for LM. In the comparison of non-implanted versus implanted cattle, steaks from non-

implanted HRFI cattle had slightly greater (P < 0.04; Contrast 1) cook losses than steaks from 

non-implanted LRFI cattle, whereas the converse was true for LM steaks from implanted cattle. 

However, cook loss differences were numerically very small and may not be biologically 

significant.  

The effects of post-mortem ageing on shear force and cook loss values are presented in 

Table 20 to 22.  Longer post-mortem ageing times decreased (P < 0.01) WBSF in LM and ST 

muscles (Table 21).  It is widely accepted there are improvements in beef tenderness with post-

mortem ageing (Smith et al., 1978; Savell et al., 1981; Gruber et al., 2006).  The literature 

provides evidence that the calpains, enzymatic proteins involved in proteolysis, is responsible for 

post-mortem changes that result in meat tenderization (Koohmaraie, 1994). Gruber et al. (2006) 
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reported that shear force values for muscles decreased with increased time of post-mortem 

ageing for both LM and ST muscles. Post-mortem ageing decreased (P <0.01) cook losses for 

both LM and ST muscles. Cook losses were greater (P < 0.01; Contrasts 1 and 2) for 7 day aged 

product versus longer periods of ageing (Contrast 1) and when comparing 14 day aged product 

versus longer periods of ageing (Contrast 2). Palka (2003) found that WBSF and cook losses 

were reduced with longer post mortem ageing times. This author also reported a negative 

correlation between muscle fibre length and diameter and cook losses, with muscle fibres 

becoming shorter and smaller with longer post-mortem ageing  times, contributing to reduced 

shear forces (Palka, 2003).  

A management regimen by post-mortem ageing interaction (P < 0.01; Table 22) was 

present for LM WBSF. Table 22 only presents when interaction contrasts were significant (P < 

0.05) and the effect is present when comparing 7 day aged LM steaks versus the average of 14, 

21, and 28 day aged steaks across all management regimen contrasts. As mentioned earlier, the 

more aggressive management regimen produces steaks with greater WBSF values; post-mortem 

ageing can reduce toughness (decrease WBSF). In the comparison of non-implanted versus 

implanted cattle (P < 0.01; Contrast 1), there is  a greater improvement for reducing WBSF for 

implanted versus  non-implanted cattle due to the drastic differences in WBSF between 7 day 

aged steaks and WBSF values for longer durations of post mortem ageing from implanted versus 

non-implanted cattle.  This trend continues with greater decreases (P < 0.02; Contrast 2) in 

WBSF with ageing for LM from Revalor-S versus Synovex-S implanted cattle, greater decreases 

(P = 0.01; Contrast 3)  in WBSF with ageing for LM from Revalor-S implanted cattle fed a beta 

agonist versus Revalor-S implanted cattle that were not fed a beta agonist, and greater decreases 

(P < 0.02; Contrast 4)  in WBSF with ageing for LM from ZH- versus RAC-fed cattle.  Past 
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studies have found that as post-mortem ageing time increases, WBSF values for steaks from 

cattle fed RAC are similar to WBSF values for steaks from cattle that were not fed a beta 

agonist, hence WBSF values for steaks from cattle fed ZH remain tougher than steaks from cattle 

that were not fed a beta agonist for products aged for up to 21 days (Strydom et al., 2009; 

Scramlin et al., 2010). A similar effect is observed in the current study, as steaks from cattle fed 

RAC were less than 0.4 kg different in WBSF versus steaks from cattle that were only implanted 

with Revalor-S in product aged for at least 14 days, while WBSF values for steaks from cattle 

fed ZH were always more than 1.0 kg greater WBSF values for steaks from cattle that were not 

fed a beta agonist. It is important to note that Revalor-S implanted cattle fed ZH produces tough 

beef, such that ageing cannot diminish all effects as 28 day aged product is as tough as 7 day 

aged product from non-implanted cattle. 

In conclusion, RFI classification had minimal effects on meat quality attributes. There is 

a possibility that LRFI cattle produce tougher LM steaks, which requires more research. 

However, a possible explanation for increased toughness observed for LRFI cattle in the current 

study could be due a larger proportion of type II muscle fibers based on findings for LRFI pigs 

(Lefaucheur et al., 2011). These muscle fibers are larger and are known to increase meat 

toughness and also increase in numbers in cattle when ZH is fed; this may explain the large 

increases in shear force for ZH-fed cattle in the present study. An interaction was present for LM 

shear force between RFI classification and management regimen, which may be related to a 

dramatic increase in the amount of type II muscle fibers for LRFI cattle implanted with Revalor-

S and fed ZH. This interaction is not observed in ST muscle which naturally contains more type 

II fibers, and is likely due to the fact that WBSF values were not affected extensively across 
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management regimens for the ST in comparison to the management regimen effects on WBSF 

values for the LM. 
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Table 17. Overall Analysis of Variance and Effects of RFI Classification (Class) on Meat Quality Attributes 

 Probability Values (P > F) for Main Effects RFI Classification 

Trait
z
 Covariate

y
 

Covariate 

P-value RFI Class 

Management 

Regimen 

(MR)
x
 

MR by 

RFI Class High Low SE 

Longissimus thoracis 

pH SOTBW 0.043 0.285 0.731 0.975 5.52 5.51 0.006 

Temperature, ⁰C SOTBW <.0001 0.553 0.284 0.928 7.7 7.6 0.11 

L* N/A N/A 0.511 0.208 0.194 36.6 36.9 0.25 

Chroma SOTBW <.0001 0.442 0.406 0.557 20.5 20.7 0.20 

Hue Angle SOTBW 0.020 0.380 0.006 0.435 15.6 16.0 0.30 

WBSF, kg IMF <.0001 0.049 <.0001 <.0001 4.46 4.63 0.059 

Cook Loss, % IMF 0.0091 0.267 0.003 0.039 21.1 21.4 0.15 

Semitendinosus    

Intramuscular fat, % Grade fat <.0001 0.437 0.020 0.570 2.58 2.48 0.089 

pH N/A N/A 0.986 0.046 0.386 5.46 5.46 0.007 

Temperature, ⁰C N/A N/A 0.304 0.428 0.485 8.3 8.4 0.06 

L* SOTBW 0.037 0.713 0.576 0.446 40.0 39.9 0.27 

Chroma SOTBW 0.004 0.039 0.001 0.331 23.6 22.9 0.23 

Hue Angle N/A N/A 0.786 0.171 0.235 22.7 22.8 0.31 

WBSF, kg IMF <.0001 0.4667 <.0001 0.299 5.32 5.28 0.044 

Cook Loss, % N/A N/A 0.034 0.021 0.394 25.3 26.0 0.23 
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z
Trait:

 
Chroma=(a*2 plus b*2)0.5;  Hue angle=arctan(b*/a*); WBSF = Warner-Bratzler Shear Force Evaluation; Cook Loss % = [(Raw 

weight – Cooked weight)/ Raw weight] *100). 
y
Covariate: Start of trial body weight, kg (SOTBW); IMF = intramuscular fat content of longissimus muscle as determined by ether 

extraction; Grade Fat (mm) = measure of subcutaneous fat in last quadrant over longissimus.  These traits were tested in the model where 

appropriate and were included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05.  Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are 

labeled N/A for not applicable. 
x
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during the finishing phase: Non-

implanted or no use of an implant; Synovex in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor  in which cattle implanted with Revalor-S; REV/Optaflexx in which 

cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 days on feed; REV/Zilmax  in which cattle implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the 

last 21 days on feed.
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Table 18. Effects of Management Regimen on Meat Quality Attributes 

  Management Regimen
z
 Contrasts

y
 

Trait
x
 

Covariate
w
 NI SYN REV REV/O REV/Z SE P value 1 2 3 4 

Longissimus thoracis 

pH SOTBW 5.52 5.51 5.51 5.51 5.50 0.010 0.731 0.523 0.463 0.375 0.573 

Temperature, ⁰C SOTBW 7.7 7.8 7.5 7.5 7.4 0.17 0.284 0.361 0.062 0.662 0.451 

L* N/A 37.4 37.0 36.5 36.2 36.6 0.39 0.208 0.055 0.195 0.781 0.537 

Chroma SOTBW 20.8 20.9 20.7 20.2 20.4 0.31 0.406 0.544 0.154 0.267 0.580 

Hue Angle SOTBW 16.8 16.5 15.9 15.4 14.5 0.47 0.006 0.020 0.029 0.078 0.197 

WBSF IMF 3.82 4.11 4.25 4.71 5.85 0.096 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

Cook Loss IMF 20.7 20.7 21.2 21.8 21.8 0.24 0.003 0.012 0.001 0.031 0.887 

Semitendinosus 

Intramuscular fat, 

% 
Grade fat 

2.90 2.58 2.52 2.24 2.40 0.141 0.020 0.004 0.235 0.242 0.432 

pH N/A 5.45 5.45 5.45 5.45 5.49 0.011 0.046 0.225 0.168 0.160 0.030 

Temperature, ⁰C N/A 8.5 8.4 8.4 8.3 8.2 0.10 0.428 0.202 0.685 0.206 0.476 

L* SOTBW 40.1 39.4 39.8 40.0 40.4 0.43 0.576 0.622 0.200 0.450 0.509 

Chroma SOTBW 23.6 23.4 24.4 22.7 22.3 0.36 0.001 0.343 0.464 <.0001 0.414 

Hue Angle N/A 22.7 22.1 23.2 23.5 22.3 0.49 0.171 0.904 0.090 0.602 0.073 

WBSF, kg IMF 5.10 5.13 5.19 5.51 5.56 0.070 <0.0001 0.002 0.000 <.0001 0.601 

Cook Loss, % N/A 25.2 25.1 25.4 26.3 26.4 0.36 0.021 0.161 0.025 0.035 0.868 
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z
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens 

during the finishing phase: Non-implanted  (NI) or no use of an implant; Synovex (SYN) in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; 

Revalor-S (REV)  in which cattle implanted with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx (REV/O)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-

S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 days on feed; REV/Zilmax (REV/Z)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed 

Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
y 
Contrasts:

 
Contrast 1 = Non-implanted cattle versus all implanted cattle; Contrast 2 = Cattle implanted with Synovex-S versus all 

cattle implanted with Revalor-S; Contrast 3 = Cattle implanted with Revalor-S (no beta agonist fed) versus cattle implanted with  

Revalor-S and fed a beta agonist); Contrast 4 =  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx versus  cattle implanted with  

Revalor-S and fed Zilmax. 
x 

Traits:
 
Chroma=(a*2 + b*2)0.5;  Hue angle=arctan(b*/a*); WBSF = Warner-Bratzler Shear Force Evaluation Cook Loss % = [(Raw 

weight – Cooked weight)/ Raw weight] *100) 
v
Covariate: Start of trial body weight, kg (SOTBW); IMF = intramuscular fat content of  longissimus muscle as determined by ether 

extraction; Grade Fat (mm) = measure of subcutaneous fat in last quadrant over longissimus.  These traits were tested in the model 

where appropriate and were included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05.  Traits without a covariate remaining in the final 

model are labeled N/A for not applicable. 
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Table 19. Management Regimen by RFI Classification (Class) Interactions on Shear Force and Cook Loss for 

Longissimus Muscle 

  
RFI 

Class Management Regimen
z
 Interaction Contrasts

y
 

Trait
x
 Covariate

w
 

High or 

Low NI SYN REV REV/O REV/Z SE P value 1 2 3 4 

Longissimus thoracis 

WBSF

, kg
t
 

IMF 
High 3.97 3.99 3.90 4.91 5.54 

0.135 <.0001 0.008 0.780 0.013 0.001 

Low 3.67 4.22 4.59 4.51 6.15 

Cook 

Loss, 

%
t
 

IMF 
High 21.0 20.5 20.6 21.4 22.0 

0.33 0.039 0.035 0.926 0.128 0.071 
Low 20.3 20.9 21.7 22.2 21.6 

z
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during 

the finishing phase: Non-implanted  (NI) or no use of an implant; Synovex (SYN) in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor-S 

(REV)  in which cattle implanted with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx (REV/O)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed 

Optaflexx for the last 35 days on feed; REV/Zilmax (REV/Z)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 

days on feed. 
y 
Interaction Contrasts:

 
Contrast 1 = Non-implanted cattle versus all implanted cattle by RFI class; Contrast 2 = Cattle implanted with 

Synovex-S versus all cattle implanted with Revalor-S by RFI class; Contrast 3 = Cattle implanted with Revalor-S (no beta agonist fed) 

versus cattle implanted with Revalor-S and fed a beta agonist by RFI class; Contrast 4 =  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed 

Optaflexx versus  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Zilmax by RFI class. 
x
Trait: WBSF = Warner-Bratzler Shear Force Evaluation; Cook Loss % = [(Raw weight – Cooked weight)/ Raw weight] *100). 

w
Covariate: IMF = intramuscular fat content of the longissimus muscle as determined by ether extraction was tested in the model where 

appropriate and included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05.   
t
WBSF and Cook Losses based on a statistical model including post-mortem ageing and all possible interaction. Full model with all effects shown in 

Tables 20 & 21
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Table 20. Overall Analysis of Variance and Effects of RFI Classification (Class), Management Regimen and Day of Ageing on 

Shear Force and Cook Loss for Longissimus and Semitendinosus Muscles 

Trait
z
 

Muscle
y
 

Covariate
x
 

P value 

IMF 

RFI 

Class 

Manageme

nt Regimen 

(MR)
w
 

PM 

Ageing
v
 

MR by 

RFI Class 

PM 

Ageing 

by RFI 

MR by 

PM 

Ageing 

MR*RFI*P

M 

Interaction 

WBSF, 

kg 

LM IMF <.0001 0.049 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.614 <.0001 0.939 

ST IMF <.0001 0.467 <.0001 <.0001 0.299 0.342 0.770 0.885 

Cook 

Loss, % 

LM IMF 0.009 0.267 0.000 <.0001 0.039 0.700 0.820 0.655 

ST N/A N/A 0.034 0.021 <.0001 0.395 0.516 0.129 0.783 
z
Trait: WBSF = Warner-Bratzler Shear Force; Cook Loss % = [(Raw weight – Cooked weight)/ Raw weight] *100.) 

y
Muscle: LM = longissimus thoracis; ST = Semitendinosus.   

x
Covariate:  IMF = intramuscular fat content of the longissimus muscle as determined by ether extraction was tested in the model where 

appropriate and included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05.  Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are 

labeled N/A for not applicable. 
w
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens 

during the finishing phase: Non-implanted or no use of an implant; Synovex in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor  in 

which cattle implanted with Revalor-S; REV/Optaflexx in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 

days on feed; REV/Zilmax  in which cattle implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
v
Post-mortem ageing: steaks were aged for 7, 14, 21, and 28 days.   
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Table 21. Effects of Day of Ageing on Shear Force and Cook Loss for Longissimus and Semitendinosus Muscles 

Trait 
z
 

Muscle
y
 Covariate

 x
 

Post-mortem Ageing (days) Contrasts
w
 

7 14 21 28 SE 

P 

value 1 2 3 

WBSF, kg 
LM IMF 5.77 4.70 4.06 3.65 0.084 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.001 

ST IMF 6.44 5.67 4.76 4.32 0.062 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

Cook 

Loss, % 

LM IMF 22.6 21.2 20.5 20.6 0.21 <.0001 <.0001 0.012 0.747 

ST N/A 26.9 26.3 25.2 24.3 0.32 <.0001 <.0001 0.000 0.074 
z
Trait: WBSF = Warner-Bratzler Shear Force; Cook Loss % = [(Raw weight – Cooked weight)/ Raw weight] *100). 

y
Muscle: LM = longissimus thoracis; ST = Semitendinosus. 

 

x
Covariate:  IMF = intramuscular fat content of the longissimus muscle as determined by ether was tested in the model where 

appropriate and included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05.  Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are 

labeled N/A for not applicable. 
w
Post-mortem Ageing Contrasts: 7 days versus average of 14, 21 and 28 days ageing; 14 days versus 21 and 28 days ageing; and 21 

days versus 28 day ageing. 
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Table 22. Management Regimen by Post-mortem Ageing Interactions on Shear Force for Longissimus Muscle 

Trait
x
 

Covariate
w
 

PM 

Ageing 

(Days) 

Management Regimen
z
 Contrasts

y
 

NI SYN REV REV/O REV/Z SE P value 1 4 7 10 

WBSF, 

kg 
IMF 

7 4.53 5.11 5.24 6.13 7.83 

0.193 <.0001 0.001 0.014 0.001 0.015 
14 3.95 4.19 4.42 4.81 6.15 

21 3.54 3.75 3.87 4.21 4.93 

28 3.27 3.37 3.46 3.68 4.49 
z
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during the finishing 

phase: Non-implanted  (NI) or no use of an implant; Synovex (SYN) in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor-S (REV)  in which cattle 

implanted with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx (REV/O)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 days on feed; 

REV/Zilmax (REV/Z)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
w
Contrast: Contrast 1 = NI vs. all implanted by 7 days vs. average of 14, 21 and 28 days ageing; Contrast 2 = NI vs. all implanted by 14 days vs. 21 

and 28 days ageing; Contrast 3 = NI vs. all implanted by 21 days vs. 28 day ageing; Contrast 4 = SYN vs. REV by 7 days vs. average of 14, 21 and 28 

days ageing; Contrast 5 = SYN vs. REV by 14 days vs. 21 and 28 days ageing; Contrast 6 = SYN vs. REV by 21 days vs. 28 day ageing; Contrast 7 = 

REV vs. REV/beta agonists by 7 days vs. average of 14, 21 and 28 days ageing; Contrast 8 = REV vs. REV/beta agonists by 14 days vs. 21 and 28 

days ageing; Contrast 9 = REV vs. REV/beta agonists by 21 days vs. 28 day ageing; Contrast 10 =  REV/O  vs.  REV/Z 7 days vs. average of 14, 21 

and 28 days ageing; Contrast 11 = REV/O  vs.  REV/Z by 14 days vs. 21 and 28 days ageing; Contrast 12 = REV/O  vs.  REV/Z  by 21 days vs. 28 day 

ageing. Only contrasts with a P < 0.05 presented  in table and represented in bold. 
x
Trait: WBSF = Warner-Bratzler Shear Force Evaluation. 

w
Covariate:  IMF = intramuscular fat content of the longissimus muscle as determined by ether was tested in the model where appropriate and included in 

the final model when significant at P < 0.05.  Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are labeled N/A for not applicable. 
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Table 23. Previously Reported Values for Shear Force of LM Steaks from 

Zilpaterol, Adapted from Garmyn and Miller (2014) 

 The following include previously reported for Warner-Bratzler shear force (kg) from 

studies investigating the effects of zilpaterol hydrochloride on longissimus tenderness. 

    

Zilpaterol hydrochloride (8.3 

mg/kg) 

Reference 
n Trait 

0 d 

(control) 

20 d 30 d 40 d 

Brooks et al., 2009
1
 1,024 Choice (Ch) 3.24 3.84* 3.99* 4.21* 

  1,192 Select (Sel) 3.38 4.03* 4.48* 4.55* 

Hilton et al., 2009 200 7 d 3.63  4.94*  

  200 14 d 3.56  4.00*  

  200 21 d 3.2  3.47*  

Holmer et al., 2009
1,2

 807  2.8 3.6* 4.0*  

Leheska et al., 2009
3
 96 Steer 3.19 3.91*  3.98* 

  96 Heifer 3.53 4.37  4.05 

Mehaffey et al., 2009 11,804 Ch– 14 d 3.12 3.76* 3.77*  

   Sel– 14 d 3.3 3.82* 4.33*  

  11,804 Ch– 21 d 2.98 3.31* 3.53*  

   Sel– 21 d 3.06 3.52* 3.94*  

Rathmann et al., 2009 112 7 d 3.54 4.94* 5.71* 5.85* 

  112 14 d 3.37 4.73* 5.22* 4.85* 

  112 21 d 3.12 4.05* 4.65* 4.70* 

Shook et al., 2009 95 7 d 3.84 4.65*   

  95 14 d 3.44 4.18*   

  95 21 d 3.18 3.61*   

Brooks et al., 2010
1
 360 Not enhanced 3.11 3.38 3.63* 3.51* 

Claus et al., 2010
1
 117 Steer 3.2 3.7* 4.0* 4.4* 

  132 Heifer 3.8 4.3 4.9* 4.9* 

Garmyn et al., 2010
5
 108  3.28 4.10*   

McEvers et al., 2012 560 7 d 3.17 3.91*   

  560 14 d 2.73 3.26*   

  560 21 d 2.57 2.91*   

Rathmann et al., 2012 360 7 d 3.47 4.25*   

  360 14 d 3.05 3.57*   

  360 21 d 3.03 3.50*   

Rodas-González et al., 2012 39 7 d 3.65 4.45*   

  39 14 d 3.53 4.08*   

  39 21 d 3.29 3.71*   

  39 28 d 2.95 3.50*   

Bloomberg et al., 2013 155 14 d 2.92 3.37*   
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1
Steaks were aged 7, 14, or 21 d post-mortem. 

2
Steaks represented both Choice and Select grade carcasses. 

3
Steaks were aged 28 d post-mortem. 

4
1,180 strip loins were selected, but the distribution of Choice and Select was not provided. 

5
Steaks were aged 14 or 21 d post-mortem. 

*Means within a row differ (P < 0.05) from the control (0 d). 

USDA Choice is equivalent to Canada AAA; USDA Select is equivalent to Canada AA 
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3.3.4 TRAINED TASTE PANEL EVALUATION OF PALATABILITY ATTRIBUTES 

FOR LONGISSIMUS MUSCLE  

The effects of RFI classification and management regimen on assessment of palatability 

attributes for the longissimus muscle (LM) by a trained taste panel are presented in Tables 24 to 

25. Intramuscular fat was used as a covariate in statistical analysis to account for the variation in 

sensory characteristics due to fat content in longissismus muscle. This covariate was significant 

(P < 0.01) for all sensory characteristics with the exception of beef flavour (Table 24). Panellist 

was included as a main effect in the statistical analysis of palatability attribute data but is not 

presented in Tables 23 to 25.  Panellist was significant (P < 0.01) for all sensory attributes.   

While the statistical model examined all possible interactions with panellist, there are no 

interactions involving panellist as all interactions were removed from the model as the  P-value 

exceeded 0.05.  Four “tenderness” attributes were evaluated in the current study including 

softness, tenderness, chewiness, and rate of breakdown.  

 While RFI classification did not affect (P = 0.27) chewiness, taste panel rankings for the 

other “tenderness” attributes (softness, tenderness, and rate of breakdown) were greater (P < 

0.10) for LM from HRFI versus LRFI cattle (Table 24).  The biological significance of these 

differences in “tenderness” attributes between RFI classifications is questionable as Turner et al. 

(2014) noted that taste panel rankings between treatments need to differ by more than 1  for 

consumers to be able to detect the palatability attribute differences in beef they consume. Baker 

et al. (2006) and Aloha et al. (2011) found no differences in tenderness across RFI classification 

groups for LM steaks evaluated by a trained taste panel. However, both aforementioned studies 
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did not find any differences in WBSF across RFI groups whereas the current study found that 

WBSF values were greater (P < 0.05; Table 16) for LM steaks from LRFI cattle. The decreased 

tenderness ratings for LM muscle from LRFI steers based on decreased (P <0.02) sensory 

tenderness evaluations and greater shear force values could be interpreted that  selecting for 

efficient steers may also increase steak toughness. However, differences for taste panel 

tenderness scores and WBSF values across RFI groups are numerically small, and may not be 

perceivably different for the consumer eating experience. As previously mentioned for WBSF 

data, there is a possibility that the increased toughness observed in LM steaks from LRFI steers 

may be due to an increase in fast-twitch, glycolytic type II muscle fibers as this has been reported 

in low RFI pigs (Lefaucheur et al., 2011). Larger muscle fiber size, characteristic of type II 

muscle fibers, can produce tougher meat than smaller fiber size characteristic of type I muscle 

fibers (Renard et al., 2001; Choi and Kim, 2009). However, the research on this is very limited 

and more work is required to make this conclusion. 

There was no difference (P > 0.35) in taste panel ratings between RFI classification 

groups for beef flavour and off flavour. Baker et al. (2006) found differences in off flavour 

between steaks from HRFI and LRFI cattle; however mean scores were less than 1 which 

corresponds with no detectable off flavours. Ahola et al. (2011) found no differences in taste 

panel ratings for beef flavour or off flavour on LM steaks across RFI classifications.  

 The taste panel found steaks from HRFI cattle to have greater (P < 0.01) ratings for 

initial and overall juiciness than steaks from LRFI cattle. The increase in juiciness in the current 

study for steaks from HRFI cattle is not related to RFI classification differences in marbling (P > 

0.83, Table 15)  or cook losses (P > 0.26, Table 17). As previously mentioned, sensory traits with 
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less than a 1 unit difference between treatments may not be biological significant as consumers 

most likely will be unable to detect differences in product juiciness (Turner et al., 2014). Baker 

et al. (2006) and Ahola et al. (2011) reported no difference in juiciness as determined by a 

trained taste panel for beef across RFI classifications. 

 Management regimen differences (P <0.01; Table 25) were present for the 4 “tenderness” 

attributes evaluated in the current study including softness, tenderness, chewiness, and rate of 

breakdown. Taste panel rankings for the 4 “tenderness” attributes were greater (P < 0.01; 

Contrast 1) for non-implanted versus implanted beef.  For all 4 “tenderness” traits except 

softness, there was a 1 unit difference in attributes which suggests that consumers will be able to 

detect lower “tenderness” ratings for implanted beef. Reports in the literature are varied 

regarding the effects of implants on meat tenderness as determined by a trained taste panel. For 

example, Apple et al. (1991) and Perry et al. (1991) reported no differences in taste panel ratings 

for tenderness when comparing non-implanted beef versus beef from cattle implanted with a 

combination implant, Revalor-S.  In contrast, Platter et al. (2003) and Roeber et al. (2000) found 

that tenderness decreased for beef from cattle implanted with combination implants (Revalor-S 

and Synovex-Plus) versus beef from non-implanted cattle. This variation in tenderness findings 

from studies evaluating implants could be due to implant strategy. Perry et al. (1991) only 

implanted their cattle once similar to the current study,  whereas Platter et al. (2003) implanted 

their cattle up to 5 times in total and Roeber et al. (2000) implanted twice during the feedlot 

phase. The literature is varied and inconclusive about the effects of implanting on sensory 

characteristics determined by a taste panel (Nichols et al., 2001). The trained taste panel found 

that tenderness rankings for all 4 “tenderness” attributes were greater (P <0.01; Contrast 2) for 

LM steaks from cattle implanted with Synovex-S than steaks from cattle implanted with 
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Revalor-S.  When steaks from cattle implanted with combination implants were compared in past 

studies to steaks from cattle implanted with estrogenic implants, no differences were found in 

tenderness ratings determined by a taste panel (Trenkle, 1990; Roeber et al., 2000).  In the 

present study when Revalor-S was compared to cattle implanted with Revalor-S and fed βAA, a 

reduction (P < 0.01, Contrast 3) was observed in the 4 “tenderness” traits for beef from cattle 

implanted with Revalor-S and fed βAA.  When implanted steers fed either RAC or ZH were 

compared to control implanted only steers, LM steaks had reduced overall tenderness values 

(Arp et al., 2013). In addition, a decrease was reported in taste panel ratings for tenderness in LM 

muscle of implanted cattle fed RAC versus implanted cattle that received no βAA (Gruber et al., 

2008). Past studies have reported that panellists found reduced tenderness for steaks from cattle 

implanted and fed ZH compared to steaks from cattle that were only implanted (Hilton et al. 

2009; Leheska et al. 2009; Garmyn et al., 2010). In the present study, feeding ZH decreased (P < 

0.01; Contrast 4) ratings for all “tenderness” attributes versus feeding RAC. Studies comparing 

beef quality from implanted steers fed RAC to implanted steers fed ZH using a trained taste 

panel are limited, but Arp et al. (2013) found that implanted steers fed ZH produced tougher 

steaks than implanted steers fed RAC.  The increase in LM toughness for ZH fed cattle may be 

the  result of muscle hypertrophy (Kellermeier et al., 2009; Baxa et al., 2011), which also 

increases muscle fiber diameter and the number of fast-twitch, glycolytic  type II muscle fibers 

(Renard et al., 2001; Baxa et al., 2011; Kellermeier et al., 2009). The decrease in tenderness 

scores due to ZH in the present study is dramatic compared to tenderness scores for steaks from 

non-implanted cattle and cattle that were only implanted. From a beef management perspective, 

use of a Revalor-S implant is a more aggressive approach than using a Synovex-S implant and 

the feeding of a beta agonist with an implant is a more aggressive approach than simply using an 
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implant. Contrast 1, non-implanted versus implanted compares managements that are mild and 

aggressive, and contrast 4, Revalor-S plus RAC versus Revalor-S plus ZH is compares only the 

most aggressive strategies. The use of the combination implant, Revalor-S in combination with 

feeding βAA is most likely responsible for the differences in observed taste panel ratings for 

“tenderness” between steaks from implanted and non-implanted cattle, due to the weighting of 

the Revalor-S based management regimens in the development of Contrast 1 (Table 5), just as 

reported with shear force evaluations. This is likely the same effect for the greater taste panel 

ratings for tenderness, and decreased ratings for chewiness and rate of breakdown ( P < 0.01; 

Contrast 2) for LM from cattle implanted with Synovex-S versus cattle implanted with Revalor-

S. The deleterious effects on beef eating quality with the Revalor-S based management regimens 

is not necessarily due to use of the combination implant but to the feeding of beta agonists as 

there were reduced tenderness scores (P < 0.01 Contrast 3) for LM from Revalor-S implanted 

cattle fed a beta agonist versus Revalor-S implanted cattle that were not fed a beta agonist.  In 

addition there were similar numerical values for taste panel ratings for tenderness for LM from 

Synovex-S implanted cattle and Revalor-S implanted cattle that were not fed the beta agonist. 

While use of beta agonists is having a detrimental effect on beef tenderness in the current study, 

the feeding of ZH has a greater (P < 0.01; Contrast 4) effect on decreasing beef tenderness than 

feeding RAC. 

Taste panel ratings for initial and overall juiciness and beef and off flavours were not 

affected (P > 0.19) by management regimen. Trained sensory panellists did not detect differences 

in juiciness or flavour in LM steaks between implanted cattle (use of both estrogenic and TBA 

containing implants) and non-implanted cattle (Apple et al., 1991; Kerth et al., 2003). Arp et al. 

(2013) found no difference in juiciness, off flavours or beef flavour from implanted steers fed 
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RAC or ZH versus cattle implanted without being fed a βAA. When steaks from implanted steers 

fed ZH were compared to steaks from cattle that were only implanted, no differences were 

reported in taste panel ratings for juiciness or beef flavour (Hilton et al., 2009). In addition, no 

differences have been reported on taste panel ratings for juiciness, off flavour, or beef flavour 

between steaks from cattle that were implanted and fed RAC and cattle that were implanted and 

fed ZH (Arp et al., 2013).  

Despite minimal differences observed between  RFI classifications for palatability 

attributes evaluated by a trained taste panel (Table 24),  management regimen by RFI 

classification interactions were found (P < 0.05; Table 26) for tenderness, off flavour, and rate of 

breakdown. The management regimen by RFI classification interaction involving off flavour is 

most likely not biologically significant because the values are numerically very low and no 

adverse off flavours were reported from panellists.  The management regimen by RFI 

classification interactions involving 3 “tenderness attributes” (softness, tenderness, rate of 

breakdown) are due to greater (P < 0.02; Contrast 4) “tenderness” rankings for steaks from LRFI 

cattle fed RAC versus their HRFI counterparts while the converse is true for ZH fed cattle 

(greater “tenderness” ratings for steaks from HRFI cattle fed ZH versus their LRFI counterparts). 

This interaction suggests that depending on the specific beta agonist being fed, beef from LRFI 

lines may be producing less tender steaks.  The taste panel ratings for “tenderness” attributes are 

supported by the management regimen by RFI classification interaction for shear force which 

could be attributed to an increase in the amount of fast-twitch, glycolytic type II muscle fibers 

for LRFI steers fed ZH and implanted with Revalor-S.  
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In conclusion, RFI classification had minimal effects on sensory evaluation of palatability 

attributes for LM muscle. While RFI classification affected tenderness and juiciness traits, the 

small differences in ratings would most likely not be detected by consumers.  The taste panel 

tenderness data is supported by small but statistically significant differences in shear force values 

between RFI classifications. Management regimen affected all tenderness attributes, with the 

more aggressive management regimens producing tougher steaks. The taste panel tenderness 

data is also supported by shear force data.  The detrimental effects that zilpaterol has on WBSF is 

well documented in the literature. Zilpaterol is known to induce muscle hypertrophy, increasing  

muscle fiber diameter and  the amount of fast-twitch, glycolytic type II muscle fibers. Although 

research is limited, there is a possibility that LRFI steers may have a greater proportion of these 

type II fibers as well, as this has been documented in LRFI pigs (Lefaucheur et al., 2011). This 

may explain management regimen by RFI classification interactions for 3 tenderness attributes 

where there are RFI classification differences in tenderness ratings depending on which beta 

agonist is fed.   More research is needed in this area as there may be some negative implications 

for decreased meat palatability if RFI is going to be used  for identifying cattle for feedlots.  
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Table 24. Overall Analysis of Variance and Effect of RFI Classification (Class) on Beef Eating Quality for Longissimus 

Steaks 

  Probability Value (P > F) for Main Effects RFI Classification 

Trait
z
 Covariate

y
 

P-value for 

IMF as 

Covariate RFI Class 

Management 

Regimen
x
 

MR by RFI 

Class High Low SE 

Probability 

Value  

(P > F) for 

RFI Class 

Softness IMF <.0001 0.098 <.0001 0.041 5.84 5.68 0.068 0.098 

Tenderness IMF <.0001 0.014 <.0001 0.006 5.67 5.45 0.064 0.014 

Initial Juiciness IMF <.0001 <.0001 0.648 0.671 4.32 3.92 0.070 <.0001 

Beef Flavour N/A N/A 0.510 0.198 0.580 2.92 2.87 0.052 0.510 

Off Flavour IMF 0.000 0.353 0.424 0.036 0.09 0.11 0.021 0.353 

Chewiness IMF <.0001 0.270 <.0001 0.065 5.11 5.22 0.070 0.270 

Overall Juiciness IMF <.0001 <.0001 0.898 0.822 4.58 4.20 0.070 <.0001 

Rate of Breakdown IMF <.0001 0.090 <.0001 0.011 5.37 5.22 0.066 0.090 
z
All traits were evaluated by trained panellists using a 10 cm line scale: softness-  0 = extremely firm to 10 = extremely soft; tenderness- 0 = 

extremely tough to  10 = extremely tender; initial juiciness- 0 = non juicy (dry) to 10 = extremely juicy; beef flavour- 0 = extremely bland to 10  = 

intense beef flavour; off flavour-  0 = no off flavours detected to 10 = extremely intense off flavour, chewiness-  0 = not chewy to 10 = extremely 

chewy; overall juiciness-  0 = non juicy (dry) to 10 = extremely juicy; rate of breakdown-  0 = very slow to 10 = very fast. 
y
Covariate: IMF = intramuscular fat content of the longissimus muscle as determined by ether was tested in the model where appropriate and 

included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05.  Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are labeled N/A for not applicable. 

 
x
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during the 

finishing phase: Non-implanted or no use of an implant, Synovex in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S, Revalor  in which cattle implanted with 

Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx in which cattle implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 days on feed, REV/Zilmax  in which cattle 

implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
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Table 25. Effect of Management Regimen on Beef Eating Quality for Longissimus Steaks 

   Management Regimen
z
   Contrasts

y
 

Trait
x
 

Covariate
w
 

NI SYN REV REV/O REV/Z SE P value 1 2 3 4 

Softness IMF 6.44 5.97 5.95 5.53 4.91 0.101 <.0001 <.0001 0.000 <.0001 <.0001 

Tenderness IMF 6.35 5.81 5.78 5.30 4.57 0.105 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

Initial Juiciness IMF 4.16 4.06 4.07 4.25 4.06 0.109 0.648 0.696 0.598 0.524 0.198 

Beef Flavour IMF 2.83 2.93 3.06 2.81 2.82 0.084 0.198 0.403 0.764 0.022 0.924 

Off Flavour IMF 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.13 0.14 0.033 0.424 0.232 0.774 0.133 0.863 

Chewiness 
IMF 

4.34 4.94 4.82 5.56 6.18 0.109 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

Overall 

Juiciness 

IMF 
4.33 4.38 4.35 4.46 4.43 0.109 0.898 0.519 0.805 0.466 0.835 

Rate of 

Breakdown 

IMF 
6.06 5.48 5.65 4.90 4.38 0.102 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

z
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during the 

finishing phase: Non-implanted  (NI) or no use of an implant; Synovex (SYN) in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor-S (REV)  in which 

cattle implanted with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx (REV/O)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 days on 

feed; REV/Zilmax (REV/Z)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
y
Contrasts:

 
Contrast 1 = Non-implanted cattle versus all implanted cattle; Contrast 2 = Cattle implanted with Synovex-S versus all cattle implanted 

with Revalor-S; Contrast 3 = Cattle implanted with Revalor-S (no beta agonist fed) versus cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed a beta agonist); 

Contrast 4 =  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx versus  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Zilmax. 
x
All traits evaluated by trained panellists using a 10 cm line scale: softness-  0 = extremely firm to 10 = extremely soft; tenderness- 0 = extremely 

tough to  10 = extremely tender; initial juiciness- 0 = non juicy (dry) to 10 = extremely juicy; beef flavour- 0 = extremely bland to 10  = intense beef 

flavour; off flavour-  0 = no off flavours detected to 10 = extremely intense off flavour, chewiness-  0 = not chewy to 10 = extremely chewy; overall 

juiciness-  0 = nonjuicy (dry) to 10 = extremely juicy; rate of breakdown-  0 = very slow to 10 = very fast. 
w
Covariate: IMF = intramuscular fat content of the longissimus muscle as determined by ether was tested in the model where appropriate and 

included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05.  Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are labeled N/A for not applicable. 
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Table 26. Management Regimen by RFI Classification (Class) Interactions on Beef Eating Quality for Longissimus 

Steaks 

    Management Regimen
z
   Interaction Contrasts

y
 

Trait
x
 Covariate

w
 

RFI 

Class 
NI SYN REV REV/O REV/Z SE P value 1 2 3 4 

Softness 
IMF  High 6.37 6.09 6.17 5.42 5.14 

0.382 0.052 0.097 0.887 0.221 0.017 
Low 6.52 5.84 5.74 5.64 4.68 

Tenderness 
IMF  High 6.29 6.01 5.97 5.19 4.88 

0.141 0.009 0.050 0.576 0.442 0.002 
Low 6.41 5.60 5.58 5.41 4.25 

Off Flavour 
IMF  High 0.10 0.11 0.07 0.03 0.13 

0.047 0.040 0.109 0.219 0.162 0.040 
Low 0.03 0.09 0.07 0.23 0.15 

Rate of 

Breakdown 

IMF  High 5.98 5.53 5.85 4.80 4.68 
0.144 0.017 0.085 0.507 0.390 0.003 

Low 6.13 5.43 5.44 5.01 4.07 
z
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during the 

finishing phase: Non-implanted  (NI) or no use of an implant; Synovex (SYN) in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor-S (REV)  in which 

cattle implanted with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx (REV/O)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 days on 

feed; REV/Zilmax (REV/Z)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
y
Interaction contrasts = Non-implanted cattle versus all implanted cattle by RFI Class; Contrast 2 = Cattle implanted with Synovex-S versus all cattle 

implanted with Revalor-S by RFI Class; Contrast 3 = Cattle implanted with Revalor-S (no beta agonist fed) versus cattle implanted with Revalor-S 

and fed a beta agonist) by RFI Class; Contrast 4 =  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx versus  cattle implanted with  Revalor-S and 

fed Zilmax) by RFI Class. 
x
All traits evaluated by trained panellists using a 10 cm line scale: softness-  0 = extremely firm to 10 = extremely soft; tenderness- 0 = extremely 

tough to  10 = extremely tender; off flavour-  0 = no off flavours detected to 10 = extremely intense off flavour; rate of breakdown-  0 = very slow to 

10 = very fast. 
w
Covariate:  IMF = intramuscular fat content of the longissimus muscle as determined by ether was tested in the model where appropriate and 

included in the final model when significant at P < 0.05.  Traits without a covariate remaining in the final model are labeled N/A for not applicable. 
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3.3.5 RFI CLASSIFICATION CHANGES 

Previous studies on feed efficiency have focussed on RFI measured in a single test period 

with animals fed a common diet (Basarab et al., 2003; Bingham et al., 2009; Lancaster et al., 

2009; Gomes et al., 2012; Kayser and Hill, 2013; McGee et al., 2014). For RFI to be used in 

genetic evaluations, early identification of efficient animals is important, and thus this testing is 

ideal in young animals. However, little work has been done to investigate if RFI and other 

measures of feed efficiency change throughout various production phases when cattle are 

exposed to different diets and diverse management regimens. Because genetic testing is ideal 

early in life, animals may not be exposed to different diets or certain management regimens at 

the time of evaluation. This is why investigations on feed efficiency (FE) classification changes, 

also referred to as FE re-ranking are important. Re-ranking is the process of ranking animals 

based on their FE, either RFI value or G:F, and observing changes in rank across different test 

periods or phases of production. To evaluate FE re-ranking, Durunna et al. (2011) conducted a 3 

year study evaluating feed efficiency in beef steers across two test periods. Steers were divided 

into 3 feeding groups to investigate how re-ranking compares across diets and test period. The 

first feeding group in the Durunna et al. (2011) study was similar to the growing phase group in 

the current study, where steers were initially fed a low energy, roughage-based grower diet, and 

then switched to a high energy, concentrate-rich standard feedlot diet. The other two feeding 

groups for the Durunna et al. (2011) study were controls, where steers were either fed the grower 

ration, or finisher diet in both test periods.  
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In the current study, the concentrate rich finisher diet was combined with application of 

diverse management regimens using metabolic modifiers, which are used in industry to promote 

greater FE. However, results from the current study found that management regimen did not 

affect (P > 0.68, Table 14) RFI on kg/day basis.  It is still important to investigate the presence of 

re-ranking for RFI across all 3 test periods, as a FE change across test periods has implications 

for the beef industry. In the current study, the proportions for steers changing RFI classification 

across phases of production are presented in Table 27.  The RFI classification changes were 

coded into a response variable in one of two ways: a 7 or 3 category RFI classification changes, 

as presented in Tables 27 and 28, respectively.  The coding for the 7 categories is based on 7 

weightings including: -3 for RFI changing from low to high across test periods which is most 

undesirable; -2 for RFI changing from medium to high across test periods which is undesirable;  

-1 for RFI changing from low to medium across test periods which is moderately undesirable; 0 

for RFI not changing; 1 for RFI changing from high to medium across test periods which is 

moderately desirable; 2 for RFI changing from medium to low across test periods which is 

desirable; 3 for RFI changing from high to low across test periods which is most desirable.  This 

ranking system acknowledges that high and low RFI are the extremes and therefore changes that 

result in attaining these extremes receive greater weightings. This 7 category ranking system also 

acknowledges all possibilities for RFI classification changes. The coding for the 3 category is 

based on desired changes in RFI for the beef industry, trying to attain a low RFI classification for 

an overall assessment of an individual animal.  These codings are based on 3 weightings 

including: -1 for RFI changing to high across test periods which is undesirable; 0 for RFI either 

not changing or changing to a medium classification (this may or may not be desirable 

depending on initial RFI ranking); and +1 for RFI changing to low across test periods which is 
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desirable.  This ranking system acknowledges that high and low RFI are the extremes, which 

differs from medium RFI classification. 

From the grower to the finisher phase, approximately 40% of trial cattle did not change 

their RFI classification while 60% did (Table 27). This contrasts to approximately 62% of cattle 

that did not change their RFI classification from both grower to overall and finisher to overall. 

These results may indicate that RFI classification changes exist between grower to finisher 

phases of production. Table 29 presents Pearson correlation coefficients between RFI (kg/day) 

and G:F across test periods. There was a low correlation between grower and finisher RFI (r = 

0.28, P = 0.004), which suggests that RFI (kg/day) in the growing phase does not predict RFI in 

the finisher phase. There was a moderate to high positive correlation between grower RFI and 

overall RFI classifications (r = 0.75, P < 0.01) and between finisher RFI and overall RFI 

classifications (r = 0.80, P < 0.01). The relationships between G:F across test periods is similar to 

across test period relationships with RFI.  There is a low correlation between grower and finisher 

phase G:F values, which suggests a major difference in FE between these two production phases. 

Moderate to high positive correlations are present between grower G:F and overall G:F values 

and between finisher G:F and overall G:F values. Moderate negative correlations exist between 

RFI (kg/d) and G:F in their respective test period. This suggests that RFI (kg/day) cannot predict 

G:F across test periods, and vice versa. Re-ranking analysis was completed using a Spearman 

rank correlation performed in SAS. Table 29 presents Spearman correlations between RFI rank 

and G:F rank across all test periods. A low correlation exists between grower and finisher. 
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RFI rank which is similar to the Pearson correlation coefficient observed for RFI (Table 

30), this provides further evidence that RFI in the grower phase does not predict RFI in the 

finisher phase in the current study. Again the correlation between grower and finisher G:F is low, 

which suggests a shift in FE rank between these two production phases. Moderate negative 

correlations exist between RFI rank and G:F rank in their respective test period. This suggests 

that RFI rank cannot predict G:F rank across test periods, and vice versa. As found with the 

Pearson correlation coefficients for RFI, a moderate to high positive correlation exists between 

grower RFI to overall RFI (r = 0.76, P < 0.01) as well from finisher RFI rank to overall RFI rank 

(r=0.78, P < 0.01).  Results from the present study suggest that RFI changes exists between the 

grower and finisher phases and that grower phase RFI is not a good predictor of finisher phase 

RFI. This may indicate that RFI re-ranking exists between these production phases. Durunna et 

al. (2011) reported greater rank correlations across test periods when steers were fed grower or 

finisher diets in both periods versus the group that was fed a grower diet and then a finisher diet. 

As the age of cattle would have remained the same in all 3 feeding groups, in the Durunna et al 

(2010) study it is suggested that diet is affecting RFI. However, more work is required to validate 

this assumption.  

The proportions of RFI classification changes and correlation data suggest that RFI re-

ranking does exist between the grower and finisher phases when diverse management regimens 

are used. To investigate this, a logistic regression was used on the 3 category RFI classification 

change variables to predict the likelihood of a change in RFI classification due to management 

regimen (Table 31). Management regimen did not influence (P > 0.44) RFI classification 

changes regardless which test periods were compared.  In addition, each management regimen 

by RFI classification change category did not differ (P ≥ 0.10) from 0 (Table 31).  However, 
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there are limitations that exist with using this particular method because there are limited 

numbers of steers (n) for each management regimen by RFI classification change category 

(Table 31). This increased the standard error, particularly when examining RFI class changes 

between the finisher phase and overall trial, and for this reason a logistic regression on the 7 

category RFI classification change was not used. To help support the idea that management 

regimen does not affect RFI class change, an ANOVA procedure was conducted on the 7 

category RFI classification change variable. Limitations exist with using an ANOVA on a 

categorical variable; however it does provide some information on the effects of management 

regimen. When an ANOVA was used, management regimen did not affect (P ≥ 0.23, Table 32) 

RFI classification changes. The estimated averages were not found to be significantly different 

from 0, which represents no change. In conclusion, a diverse management regimen applied in the 

finisher phase did not affect RFI classifications change when evaluated over 7 or 3 categories 

(Tables 31 and 32).  

The conclusion that RFI classification changes across test period from grower to finisher 

phase exist are based on the proportion of animals that changed RFI classification from grower 

to finisher phase of production, as well as the low Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients 

between those test periods.  However, this should be interpreted with caution as overall RFI 

classification contains the same data as each individual production phase RFI classification. In 

addition, test period length will have an effect on comparisons between grower and overall RFI 

versus finisher and overall RFI, as more data from the finisher phase is used in overall RFI 

computation than data from the grower phase. There will be an auto-correlation between longer 

test periods and the overall test period. In the present study, determination of RFI in the grower 

phase was completed over 84 days, with approximately 84 days of feed intake data and body 
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weight measurements taken every 28 days. Archer et al. (1997) suggested that RFI test period 

can be as short as 70 days, but body weights must be taken every 2 weeks for a total of 5 body 

weight measures to ensure a high degree of accuracy. Additionally, Archer and Bergh (2000) 

demonstrated that test period length could be shortened as much as 42 days, if animals are 

weighed every week. However, the current project took body weight measurements only every 

28 days. When ADG was calculated for the 84 day grower phase, a regression was used for 

weight on days. Because only 3 measurements were taken, there was a greater variance (R
2
 < 

0.90) observed in grower average daily gain. This variance in ADG is transferred into greater 

variance in MBW, and both are component traits for RFI. Therefore, the RFI measurement has 

an accumulation of measurement variation and may not be very accurate. Thus, in the current 

study, any conclusions from comparisons using grower RFI and grower RFI class with other test 

periods must be interpreted with caution. The finisher phase RFI was measured over 104-118 

days, with approximately 104 days of feed intake data collected and body weights measured over 

every 28 days, with a minimum of 5 body weights measurements per animal. Because of the 

longer test period, less frequent body weight measurements did not greatly affect accuracy of the 

ADG (R
2 

> 0.95), and for this reason ADG, MBW and finisher RFI would be considered more 

accurate than determination of  grower phase RFI. Archer et al. (1997) demonstrated that longer 

test periods would decrease RFI variance.  Therefore, results from the current study comparing 

grower and finisher RFI must be interpreted with caution as test period length and accuracy of 

component traits may be the causes for the observed differences. Conclusively, the results from 

the current study show that RFI classification changes may exist between the grower and finisher 

productions when diverse management regimens are used. The data is showing that these diverse 

management regimens using metabolic modifiers does not appear to be influencing RFI 
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classification changes across test periods. The logistic regression shows that the predicted 

outcomes of possible RFI classification changes were not affected by management regimens, 

however results should be interpreted with caution as the number of animals in some RFI 

classification change by MR subgroups were low.  The ANOVA procedure provided some 

further evidence that management regimens in the finisher phase did not affect RFI classification 

changes when using the 7 category approach.   
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Table 27. Proportion of Steers that Changed RFI Classification Across Test Periods using 7  Categories
z
 for 

RFI Classification
 
Changes 

Categories for 

RFI 

Classification
y 

Changes 

RFI 

Classification
 

Change 

Ranking
x 

 

 

Grower to Finisher Phase 

 

 

Grower to Overall 

Trial Finisher to Overall Trial 

  n % n % n % 

Low to High -3 12 7.69 0 0 1 0.64 

Medium to High -2 18 11.54 13 8.33 14 8.97 

Low to Medium -1 18 11.54 18 11.54 13 8.33 

No change 0 63 40.38 97 62.18 97 62.18 

High to Medium 1 21 13.46 16 10.26 17 10.9 

Medium to Low 2 15 9.62 12 7.69 13 8.33 

High to Low 3 9 5.77 0 0 1 0.64 
z
Categories include  7 possible RFI classification  changes that can occur between test periods. 

y
Residual Feed Intake (RFI) Classification  (high > 0.5 SD , medium ± 0.5 SD or low < 0.5 SD).

 

x
RFI Classification

 
Change Ranking is based on coding changes in RFI between periods.  This is based on desired changes in RFI for 

the beef industry, trying to attain a low RFI classification for an overall assessment of an individual animal.  These RFI Classification
 

Change rankings include all possible changes in RFI that can occur between periods and based on 7 weightings.  These include: -3 for 

RFI changing from Low to High across test periods which is most undesirable, -2 for RFI changing from Medium to High across test 

periods which is undesirable, -1 for RFI changing from Low to Medium across test periods which is moderately undesirable, 0 for RFI 

not changing between test periods, 1 for RFI changing from High to Medium across test periods which is moderately desirable,   2 for 

RFI changing from Medium to Low across test periods which is desirable, and 3 for RFI changing from High to Low across test 

periods which is most desirable. This ranking system acknowledges all possible RFI Classification Changes between test periods; high 

and low RFI are considered extremes which differs from medium RFI classification.  Test period changes receive greater weightings 

when they attain one of the extremes.    
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Table 28. Proportion of Steers that Changed RFI Class Across Test Periods using 3 Categories
z
 for RFI 

Classification
 
Changes 

    
 

Grower to Finisher 

Phase 

Grower to Overall 

Trial 

Finisher to Overall 

Trial 

Categories for RFI 

Classification
x 
Changes 

RFI Classification
 

Change Ranking
x
 

n % n % n % 

Low to High; 
-1 30 19.23 13 8.33 15 9.62 

Medium to High 

Low to Medium; 

0 102 65.38 131 83.97 127 81.41 No change; 

High to Medium 

Medium to Low; 
1 24 15.38 12 7.69 14 8.97 

High to Low 
z
Categories include  3 possible RFI classification  changes that can occur between test periods

 

x
 Residual Feed Intake Class (high > 0.5 SD , medium ± 0.5 SD or low < 0.5 SD) 

x
RFI Classification

 
Change Ranking is based on coding changes in RFI between periods.  This is based on desired changes in RFI for 

the beef industry, trying to attain a low RFI classification for an overall assessment of an individual animal.  These RFI Classification
 

Change rankings are based on 3 weightings including: -1 for RFI changing to High across test periods which is undesirable, 0 for RFI 

either not changing or changing to a medium classification (this may or may not be desirable depending on initial RFI ranking, plus1 

for RFI changing to Low across test periods which is desirable.  This ranking system acknowledges that high and low RFI are the 

extremes which differs from medium RFI classification.. 
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Table 29. Pearson Correlation Coefficients (r) Between different Feed 

Efficiency Measures Across Test Periods 

    Trait
 x
  

Grower 

RFI 

Finisher 

RFI 

Overall 

RFI 

Grower 

G:F 

Finisher 

G:F 

Overall 

G:F 

Grower  

RFI 

r 
1 

0.282 0.749 -0.653 -0.241 -0.505 

P value 0.0004 <.0001 <.0001 0.0003 <.0001 

Finisher 

RFI 

r 
1 

0.801 -0.010 -0.436 -0.308 

P value <.0001 0.900 <.0001 <.0001 

Overall 

RFI 

r 
1 

-0.298 -0.448 -0.509 

P value <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

Grower 

G:F 

r 
1 

0.355 0.714 

P value <.0001 <.0001 

Finisher 

G:F 

r 
1 

0.870 

P value <.0001 

Overall 

G:F 
 

1 
 

x
 RFI = residual feed intake (kg/d); G:F (Gain to feed ratio) 
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Table 30. Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients (r) Between different FE 

Measures Across Test Periods 

    Trait
 x
  

Grower 

RFI 

Finisher 

RFI 

Overall 

RFI 

Grower 

G:F 

Finisher 

G:F 

Overall 

G:F 

Grower  

RFI 

r 
1 

0.292 0.758 -0.644 -0.268 -0.527 

P value 0.001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

Finisher 

RFI 

r 
1 

0.781 -0.030 -0.383 -0.294 

P value <.0001 0.715 <.0001 0.000 

Overall 

RFI 

r 
1 

-0.308 -0.422 -0.504 

P value <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

Grower 

G:F 

r 
1 

0.370 0.707 

P value <.0001 <.0001 

Finisher 

G:F 

R 
1 

0.868 

P value <.0001 

Overall 

G:F 
 

1 
 

x
 RFI = residual feed intake (kg/d); G:F (Gain to feed ratio) 
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P value
w

n 7 21 3 7 20 4 5 21 6 2 21 8

P value 0.562 N/A 0.431 0.486 N/A 0.861 0.826 N/A 0.53 0.1 N/A 0.165

n 3 27 1 7 25 4 5 25 6 2 26 8

P value 0.71 N/A 0.387 0.614 N/A 0.469 0.2742 N/A 0.468 0.319 N/A 0.215

n 2 26 3 5 26 0* 2 27 3 2 26 3

P value 0.587 N/A 0.99 0.235 N/A 0.989 0.546 N/A 0.99 0.587 N/A 0.99

z
Logistic regression was used  to examine  3 Classification

 
Change Rankings based on coding changes in RFI between periods.  This is based on desired changes in RFI for the beef industry, trying to attain a 

low RFI classification for an overall assessment of an individual animal. These Classification
 
Change Rankings are based on 3 weightings including: 1)  -1 for RFI changing to High ( low to high RFI or medium 

to high RFI) across test periods which is undesirable, 2) 0 for RFI either not changing or changing to a medium classification (no change or changed high to medium RFI or low to medium RFI; this may or may 

not be desirable depending on initial RFI ranking), and 3) +1 for RFI changing to Low (medium RFI to low RFI or high RFI to low RFI) across test periods which is desirable.  This ranking system acknowledges 

that high and low RFI are the extremes which differs from medium RFI classification which is being used as a reference value in this analysis.

y
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens during the finishing phase: Non-implanted  (NI) or no use of an implant; 

Synovex (SYN) in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; Revalor-S (REV)  in which cattle implanted with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx (REV/O)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed 

Optaflexx for the last 35 days on feed; REV/Zilmax (REV/Z)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed.

x
For each predicted value of RFI classification change (-1, 1), the P value for the prediction for potential class change is presented for  each management regimen. Data for Synovex-S is not presented as this 

management regimen is used as a reference explanatory variable.  N/A is used for estimated predictions on RFI Classification change “0”, meaning no change, as this was used as a reference response 

variable.

w
MR P-value is the overall probability that differences in MR exist for changes in RFI Classification across test periods.

*
n = 0 for a specific MR/RFI classification change is a problem for this analytical method as it causes a overall large standard error and confidence intervals of infinity. Logistic regression was determined as the 

best method to analyze RFI class change due to management regimen. However limitations on interpretation exist in the finisher to overall class change due to small number of animals (n).

Grower to Overall 

RFI Class Change
-0.511 0.788

Finisher to Overall 

RFI Class Change
197.712* 0.889

0 1 SE

Grower to Finisher 

RFI Class Change
-0.512 0.447

0 1 -1 0 1 -1

Where RFI 

Classification 

Change Occurs

Predicted Value for 

RFI Classification 

Change

-1 0 1 -1

Table 31. Use of  Logistic Regression
z
 to Examine  Management Regimen

y
 Effects on RFI Classification Changes

x 

Management Regimen (MR)

NI REV REV/O REV/Z
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Table 32. Use of ANOVA
z
 to Examine Management Regimen

y
 Effects on RFI Classification Changes

x
 

  Management Regimen     

Where RFI Class Change 

Occurs 
NI SYN REV REV/O REV/Z SE P value 

Grower to Finisher RFI 

Class Change 
-0.385 -0.454 -0.129 0.156 0.420 0.295 0.764 

Grower to Overall RFI 

Class Change 
-0.223 -0.129 0.200 -0.065 0.031 0.256 0.557 

Finisher to Overall RFI 

Class Change 
0.130 0.198 -0.197 -0.031 -0.034 0.227 0.227 

z
ANOVA (analysis of variance) was used to examine RFI Classification changes between test periods.  RFI Classification was 

based on high (> 0.5 SD), medium (0.5 SD), low (< 0.5 SD) RFI.  Data were coded for individual animals to characterize the 

change in RFI Classification between test periods based on the following 7 categories: -3 = low to high RFI; -2 = medium to high 

RFI; -1 = low to medium RFI; 0 = no classification change; 1 = high to medium RFI; 2 = medium to low RFI; 3 = high to low RFI. 
y
Management regimen includes cattle that were fed a common grower phase diet and then allocated to 1 of 5 management regimens 

during the finishing phase: Non-implanted  (NI) or no use of an implant; Synovex (SYN) in which cattle implanted with Synovex-S; 

Revalor-S (REV)  in which cattle implanted with Revalor-S,  REV/Optaflexx (REV/O)  in which cattle were implanted with 

Revalor-S and fed Optaflexx for the last 35 days on feed; REV/Zilmax (REV/Z)  in which cattle were implanted with Revalor-S and 

fed Zilmax for the last 21 days on feed. 
x
Note: ANOVA is not the preferred method for this analysis as RFI Classification Change is a categorical variable. However, 

logistic regression is not suitable for examining 7 levels with the current number of animals in the study.  The ANOVA procedure is 

included to demonstrate the effect of MR on RFI classification changes across test periods.  
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3.3.6. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS  

The objectives of this study were to examine the potential relationships between residual 

feed intake (RFI) determined in the grower phase, if RFI was influenced by diverse management 

regimens applied in the finisher phase, and any possible interactions between on growth 

performance, carcass characteristics, and meat quality traits for beef cattle. This project evaluated 

how growth performance, carcass, and meat quality traits were affected by RFI classification (low 

versus high). Low RFI (LRFI)
 
cattle are considered as efficient cattle, as they consume less feed 

than expected, while high RFI
 
(HRFI) are considered inefficient, because they consume more 

feed than expected. Cattle were fed a common growing phase diet for the determination of RFI 

classification.  Diverse management regimens were developed for the finishing phase using different 

metabolic modifiers including implants and βAA. These diverse management regimens were 

designed in an attempt to ensure management regimen differences in growth performance, carcass, 

and meat quality traits including finishing phase RFI to examine if RFI classification in the growing 

phase interacts with RFI classification in the finishing phase.    

The current study indicates that RFI classification does not have any major negative impacts 

on cattle body weights and ADG. DMI and RFI were reduced in LRFI cattle while G:F increased; 

these findings agree with past studies evaluating RFI in feedlot cattle. Dry matter intakes are reduced 

for LRFI versus HRFI cattle, as LRFI cattle consume less feed than what is expected to maintain 

their level of outputs based on ADG and body weight which results in negative RFI values, as their 

residual feed intake is smaller than their expected feed intake. The G:F will improve with LRFI 

versus HRFI cattle as ADG is similar across RFI classes while DMI was reduced for LRFI cattle. 

Therefore, the results suggest that selecting cattle for a low RFI will produce cattle that eats less and 

has improved G:F while still maintaining the same level of outputs. There were some minor 

differences in HCW and LMA observed across RFI classifications, but conclusively no negative 
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relationships existed between RFI classification and carcass traits. However, there is a possibility that 

LRFI steers may produce LM steaks with greater shear force values and lower tenderness scores as 

found in the current study. This has implications that breeding for feed efficient steers based on RFI 

values may produce tougher beef.  However, the literature is limited examining the effects of RFI 

classification on eating quality and not all previous studies agree with current findings. There is a 

need to study muscle protein turnover in LRFI versus HRFI cattle, as some studies have reported 

differences in levels of protein degradation across RFI groups and suggest this may impact meat 

tenderness (McDonagh et al., 2001; Lefaucheur et al., 2011). Previous work with pigs found  that low 

RFI pigs contained more  type II muscle fibers than high RFI pigs; these muscle fibers are  associated 

with greater shear force values and reduced tenderness (Renand et al., 2001; Choi and Kim, 2009; 

Lefaucheur et al., 2011). This needs to be investigated in beef cattle.  

In the current study, the diverse management regimens used in the finishing phase of 

production affected ADG and G:F in the finisher phase but not for the overall trial. It is speculated 

that the large spread in body weights observed at the beginning of the trial may have limited the 

potential of metabolic modifiers to influence growth performance for the overall trial. The literature 

is very limited for examining  the effects of metabolic modifiers on RFI;  only one published study 

has investigated this in the past (Al-Husseini et al., 2014) and found similar results to the current 

study. Management regimen did affect carcass traits including HCW, LMA, lean yield, marbling, 

intramuscular fat content, and fat yield.  Beef tenderness was affected by management regimen as 

assessed by shear force and taste panel rankings. The current study found that use of the TBA 

containing implant, Revalor-S caused detrimental effects of tenderness when used in combination 

with the feeding of beta agonists. The use of a Revalor-S implant with feeding ZH caused dramatic 

decreases in tenderness regardless if assessed by shear force values or by a trained taste panel.  It is 
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possible that ZH increases toughness of steaks because it can increase the proportion of type II 

muscle fibers in LM.  

A management regimen by RFI classification interaction was present in the current study 

for tenderness determined by shear force and trained taste panel evaluations. The LRFI steers 

produced tougher LM steaks than steaks from HRFI steers when zilpaterol was fed to Revalor-S 

implanted cattle, whereas the converse was true when ractopamine was fed to Revalor-S 

implanted cattle. The reason behind this change is unknown, but it can be speculated that feeding 

zilpaterol to LRFI cattle can possibly exert an additive effect to increase type II muscle fibers 

that can result in decreased tenderness for LM. More research is required to investigate this 

interaction.  

Current findings suggest that RFI classification changes across production phases. Feed 

efficiency re-ranking may occur between the grower and finisher phases of production. This 

means that RFI determined in the grower phase may not be able to predict RFI in the finisher 

phase. This contradicts to previous ideas on RFI, where RFI has been stated to be comparable 

across various levels of production because RFI is independent from component traits used to 

measure it (Berry, 2008). However, more research is required to investigate if the changes in RFI 

classification between production phases are large enough to consider that a true changes true 

change in feed efficiency is occurring, or if the changes were due to large variations in body 

weights and/or ADG. Current findings suggest that any of the observed RFI classifications 

changes that occurred between the grower and finisher phases of production were not the result 

of diverse management regimens applied in the finishing phase of production. Results from the 

current study indicate that diverse management regimens applied in the finisher phase does not 

influence RFI classification for the overall trial as determined by an ANOVA procedure. 
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However, results must be interpreted with caution from the current study as there were 

limitations with both the logistic and ANOVA procedures used to come up with this conclusion. 

A limitation for the logistic procedure included the small number of animals (n) in each category 

for RFI classification by management regimen subgroup. For the ANOVA, analysis was limited 

by using a categorical variable in a mixed procedure. More research is require to evaluate if 

management regimens used in the beef industry will have an effect on RFI classifications for a 

given phase of production, and RFI classification changes across different phases of production. 

A standard method for calculating and assessing RFI classification would be beneficial to aid in 

interpretation of results. RFI re-ranking across various segments of the beef industry will be 

influenced by changes in feed utilization, maintenance requirements, composition of growth and 

metabolism. Further work is required to identify the best production phase to assess RFI and classify 

animals, if it is to be used in breeding programs.  
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